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HISTORY AND TRENDS O} GRAPHIC ARTS EDUCATION 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Displayed on the wall of the Reference rpartiîient of the 

Portland (Oregon) Public Library is a quotation (77) which states: 

"A printer of Fentz carved a font of movable types, smeared them 

with ink and presented to the world the first printed Pible, a 

aten that at once raised man from ignorance to knowledge, from 

weakness to strength." 

Nuch has been written of the far-reaching effects of the 

invention of mechanized Drinting on the advancement of civiliza- 

tion and the improvement of the conditions in which mankind lives. 

Printing has been called the "Hother of Civilization" and the 

"other of Progress" because it has made possible not only the 

rapid presentation of news and of ideas in newspapers, brochures, 

tracta, magazines, and other media which are tinely but the 

standardization, revision, popularization, and preservation of 

ideas which are lasting rather than of momentary iinportaice. Both 

of these factors are valuable in the education of all of the 

people who will avail themselves of this material, whether they 

be rich or poor, highly educated or not highly educated in a 

formal manner, and without regard to the social classes to which 

they may belong. Only in recent centuries has this condition 

prevailed anywhere, and it does not nrevail throughout the world 

today. 



In the past, the power of the printed word vthen it 

shows a way out of a dilemma - has been strikingly demonstrat- 
ed in the Protestant Refonnaon that followed within a century- 

the invention of printin' a it is known today. To this uld 

be added rnan or not ma.n of wars, acceptance of Atlantic 

Pact, the change of race relations in this and other countries, 

the reform of prisons, insane asylums, and poor houses - to 
mention only a very small fraction of the effects of the printed 

word. "Printing (So, p.8) touches life upon so many of its facets 

and is such a constant constituent of it, that it requires rio 

special plea to raise it to the plane of one of the absolute 

forces of culture and one of the most important elements of 

progress." 

DEFINITION OF TES 

While printing is a craft, it is also an art or a fine 

art. Which phase will be niere emphasized is a moot question 

today, just a it has been down through the agos for exomnie, 

printing is taught in the industrial arts departments in sorne 

colle4ate institutions and in the fine arts departments in 

others. A craft is a nailpulative skill by means of which 

salable products are made, although crafts need not h.ve 

vocational motives for all of the people iho learn them. 

ìetalvv orking, woodworking, and leathe rworld.ng are other crafts 
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- all many thousands of years older than printing. An art or a 

fino art is also a manipulative skill but one by means of which 

things of' beauty rather than sheer utilitarian things are produc- 

ed. The coinirercial motive is found in the fine arts too, but is 

less obvious than in the crafts. The dividing line letween the 

two is faint indeed. Vthich phase will be more emphasized is one 

for decision in each school teaching printing. 

tGraphic arts" is a term which is given one definition by 

one group and quite a different definition by another group In 

this thesis, the term will be used as smonynious with printing and 

the arts arid crafts so closely allied 1th it as to be an integral 

part of it. French (SO, p.19) holds printing to be utilitarian 

arid not artistic. He would invoke art only insofar as it promotes 

the expression of the utilitarian motive. Art in printing is 

illustrated by the use of gelatin plates for collotype as ty 
are used in the reproduction of the paintings of the old masters. 

Ey this process, the Oxford Press reproduced in l9I9 soft pencil 

drawings by Charle3 W. Schwartz for Aldo Leopold's A Sand Countxr 

Almanac (19, n.2()23). The study of type faces and of book-hind- 

ings are two of a large number of additional phases of artistry 

in printing. Nash (87, p.ÌL) would invoke both the artistic and 

the utilitarian motives as stated in the following: '. Its 

( printing's) program for schools and col]cges is ... oriented in 

both of these directions, with Lull awareness that a certain 

practicality will serve to enliven an 'art appreciation' course 



in fine nrnts ...., apd that technical rnastery is always a 

dead thing without the feeling for des 'n. The two aproa"hes 

are differentiated bit possn a common core and frequently 

coexist as a dual interest ii the saiiie Individual." Ta this 

thesis, graphic arts will be used as Nash (87, p.13) defined 

it "the makiï or man1foldin' of visual symbols based on 

writing or drawing," and sometimes the word UprintingTt will, be 

used Interchangeably with " graDhic arts . 

"Graphic arts educatton will be understood here as 

coverin organized instruction in the processes, equiprient, 

materials, and skills of printing and allied reproductive 

processes, their relation to general education, and the aconisi- 

tion of skill in their teaching. The teaching of drafting and 

mechanical drawing will. not be tnc1ded, while blueprint and 

allied reprodwtions, silk scrcpr nrinting, and rubber-block 

making and allied forms Will be inc1udec. The point-or-view 

iill include "traininc preparatory to a career In the field 

(or pxiLting), or education for printing; and studies in print- 

Ing as a meeting-ground for cultural interests in the graphic 

arts, which might be called printinp for education (87, p.13)." 

PURPOSE AND MiTHOD 

The purposes of this study are those of finding (a) 

the current attitude or attitudes toward the teaching of 

printing ir schools of various levels and (b) the ends which 



this is believed to serve; (c) whether more or fewer trainees 

aro being prepared in this skill than were being prepad in 

the past; (d) any reasons vihich nay bo found for any changes 

in these tho; anr (e) the nractical m.-1ictions of any of 

these, 

The method consi3ted: of (a) a review of the literature 

on the graphic arts and graphic-arts education; and (b) the prepara- 

tion and nailing of three different questionnaires: one to the 

state supervisors of graphic arts education or, if none could be 

located, to the state supervisor of industrial arts education; 

one to institutions of collegiate rank in which there was no 

graphic-arts curriculura; and one to similar institutions in 

which there was such a program. These questionnaires were mall- 

ed to state supervisors in the forty-eight states and to all 

colleges and universities having industrial arts teacher-training 

progranis. In all, 228 questionnaIres were sent out. Uf these, 

200, or more tian 87 per cent, have been returned. They were 

mailed out during the fall quarter of the l90-1 college year. 

It is hoped that this study of the field of graphic 

arts anc graphic arts education will show at least of 

its present status and the Ideas and procedures ich should make 

this status better in the future. A bulletin (Li) of the American 

Vocational Association, published in l9I.9, lists 2,002 studies 

in industrial education. 0f these 2,002, only fifty-seven are on 

printing and graphic arts education. Twenty-two of these are on 
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soecial course offerings or curricula ir the pr1ntmn field; 

seventeen are ir the nature cf evaluation studies; eight are 

on printing materials and processes; and only ten are on 

graphic arts education as a topic itself, Of these ten, only 

four ( Teter:inatjon of the Eductioal 'eeds of Printing 

Instructors ir Five States of the Middle est, by Lloyd !. 

)iPenson . s.), Iciwa State College, l93L, 16 flp., A Study of 

ïethocolo 2! Printing Education, by Frark Fessender 

(. s.), Indiana State Teachers Col1ee, l9IO, 206 pp., Status 

2. 
'rinting Instruction in the Public Secondary Schools of 

Californi, by LeTtoy Ingraham (M. S.), University of o't1ern 

California, 1936, 113 pp.1 un A Survej 0.1 Industrial Arts 

Printing United States, by James L. kilhurn ('. S.), 

Indiana tath Teachers College, 1937, 50 pp.) touched upon 

the subject of this thesis, and they approached it from 

ifferent directions. These four were masters' theses, as 

rnere the other fifty-three studies of p'aphic arts irentioned 

above. As far as t1s writer can ascertain, no doctoral 

thesis has been ritten in this field, although doctoral tl'eses 

on other aspects of industrial arts education ar nizerous. 

Althouh there ar3 s3veral excellent ll3tOrieS of the 

development of printing over the ages (Ames, Joseph and Perbert, 

illiana, oraphic Antiquities, London, '1illiam Savage, lc1O; 

Carter, Thomas Francis, The Invention of printing in China and 



i Spread 14estward, New York, Columbia University Press, 1925; 

De Vinrie, Theo L., Invention of Printing, Ilew York, Francis Fart 

and Company, 1e76; Greenwood, Tavld and Gentry, Felen, Chronology 

2. }ooks Printing, flew York, The acFi1lan Cornpany, 1936; and 

Oswald, John C1yd, A Fistory of Printing, New York, E. Appleton 

and Conpany, 1928), there has been very little study of the 

relationships of the graphic arts and of education, It 8eerns 

apparent that the idea of graphic arts as an educational tool, 

other than the apprenticeship training for inducting young men 

into the printing trade, has been neglected in the study of 

education as a whole although little of education would be 

possible 'without printing. 

The tendency to stress the arts in the graphic arts seems 

to have been derived directly from the pastime of the wealthy in 

collecting books when each book was something of an artistic 

masterpiece in its product'on, while vocational printing and 

trade training would seerr to be an outgrowth of the anrentice- 

ship programs which were coìmon in urone and early America during 

the time of the develorment of printinF as a trade. 

Today the apnrenticeship program is failing to supply the 

workers needed for the trade, and the colleges are not sen.ng out 

the necessary teachers to carry on this type of education where 

it is needed. As early as 1905, lynch, president of the Inter- 

national ïpographical Union, called the attention of that union 

to the need for planninr for more trained workers (109, p.698): 



"if the factory ethoci of turning out compositors is not 

abandoned, the skilled printer will become rare, and unles3 

the Typographors Union can secure the cooperation of the 

publishers of this country, the day is not far di3tant when 

great difficulty will be eerienced by publishers in secur- 

ing competent help." 

t the sarûe time that the printing industry is passinc 

throigh the period of the greatest technological progress sInce 

the devloprnent of the printing press, there are fewer and fewer 

printers, and these are çnerally less skilled than their 

predecessors. The need is widely felt for nere trained workers 

for this trade. 

Tracy has pointed out (109, p.11OO) that the gxatest 

obstacle to an a)renticeship-trairing program is the attitude 

of the boys toward the indeniure for an prenticeshîp. It is 

considered a species of slavery. During the latter part of the 

nineteenth century, people began to realize that the s;;tem of 

apprenticeship Lad broken doim. 3c»e other system was reqw red. 

In 1902, the Uni d states cowiriissioner of labor issued a report 

ori this need and, ifl 1907, a National ociety for the Promotion 

of Industrial gduction was formeü (109, p.1130). As late as 

1936, however, one of the iarget nrinters' unions found that the 

new oi'kers tho were being added to the industry were less than 

half enough to fill the ranks left by those who were drop'ing 

out p.3). 



The apprenticeship proam is still a well organized 

plan for training workers. In 1937, Congress passed the national 

anprenticeship law under which, by 191.i9, 6630 local joint- 

anprenticeship comrittees had been established (ill, pp.19-20). 

Union leaders, however, realizo that, because of the technical 

advances in the trade, apprenticeship training in printing can- 

not give a cornplete preparation for the job. 

With all this demand for moro training, where are the 

trainers to come frc? Are the schools planning teacher-train- 

Inc programs to meet this need? In 1925, Prosser (9', p.289) 

stateci that the teacher-training program carried on at t1ut 

time was the weakest link in the whole scheme of vocational 

training. If this is true of industria]. and trade education 

as a whole, lt is true of graphic arts as well, Therever the 

teacher-training program breaks down, the educational program 

for training young people In industrial education breaks down 

as well. 

Nothing will be done to improve the present situation 

unless the need is realized. If, as one state aup3rvisor of 

industrial arts expressed it when answering the questionnaire, 

a majority of the people believe that the cultural, vocational, 

and educational needs of the nupils can be better met in other 

ways, the teacher shortage ivill continue. It is a matter of 

educating the educators as well as the public as a whole. 

rore stur should be 4ven to the relationskin between 
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school sho-trining and the careers of the ores trained. The 

source of supply of the skilled workers for the ranting trades 

and the defects of the way in which they are now trained, 

uneconoir.ic.ly and inefficiently, by nen who are not teachers 

but only skilled craftsmen are other fields which need study. 

School boards and educators should be kept infoied of 

the results of such studies 'ìd of the demands of the printing 

industry for better-trained workers. Through the International 

Graphic Arts Educational Association, the Printing Industry of 

America is doing what it can through active narticination in the 
training programs of educational institutions to make known the 

needs of the printing industry. The American Type Foinders, 

through their ducational Penartnent, ar3 also disseminating a 

great iiount of 1nfonìation on the iwportance of such training, 

but this Is not reaching a large part of the nublic. 

Others who feel this need should make every effort to keep 

before eductors their responsiblity In helping to meet it. In 

every state, at least one or two colleges sh1d offer such teacher- 

trainin'- courses in graphic arts in a strong way. 
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CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUNDS OF GRAPHIC ARTS TRAINflTG 

L; is necessary, before a dependable apraisal of tho 

present status of printing and of graphic arts education can be 

made, t,o investigate some of the effects vhich the Invention and 

spread of the orinting art have had on the advancement of civiliza- 

tion. Oreat clams are made as to the cotrihuticns of printing 

to the raising of the educational and economic standards of the 

people. A brief study o the backgrounds of such an important 

phase of modern life should either confirm or refute such claims. 

PRI; TING IN TH FAR EAST 

Contrary to general opinion, the art of printing, even with 

movable types, did not originate mith Gutenberg. Typical of this 

tendency In public thinking is an Illustrated article in the Sunday 

Oregonian of Warch 31, 191iO, which expressed the popular belief 

that Johannes Gutenberg invented movable types (8, p.5). ot so 

much as one intimation was given to indicate what all historians 

admit that, in China, four centuries before Gutenberg, not only 

was a highly-developed form of printing from blocks in cmon use 

but methods had already been perfected for printing with movable 

types (36, p.160). 

A form of lithographic printing iad been in use in China 

for centuries before movable types were developed. The ConÑician 

Classics, and other writings, had been carved in stone; and 
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scholars were periitted to make cotiez from theße. They made 

these copies b:,r epread1n over the $toae a sheet of moistened 

paper wIdth was thin, tough, and cohesivo. This was tapped 

into the carved depressions on the tablet with a brush and then 

1i'htly rubbed with an inked swab, which nave a perfect re- 

production of the inscription (61, p.5), This method is stifl 

commonly used by the Chinese In reproducing copies from ancient 

stone plates - sometimes called "monuments." 

Vemy early, however, this same form of duplication was 

applied to carved wooden b1octs. In rder to preserve a correct 

edition of the Nine Classics, the Chinese Coverrment, In 932 A. D., 

issued an edict authorizing scholars to make a corrected copy in 

good hand of all of these writings by Confucius, J.enaius, and 

others. ngravers were then hired to cut copies In wood, one 

block for each page, of these corrected editions (36, pp.O-Sl). 

This work 0r carving the wooden blocks lasted for twenty-one years. 

These blocks were kept by the Govermnent in vaults to Insure that 

the copies that were made wlld confor,ii to the authorized text 

(36, p.129). 

The quality of this block printing was of the very hirn est. 

It, had beautiful caligraphy, perfectly reproduced in print. Its 

influence on the Chinese culture of that timo is oemparable to 

that In urope following the use of mnovb1e type by Gutenberg (36, 

p.6). The oldest example of such printing was the Diamond Sutra 

printed in 868 by tang Chlsh (36, p.tii t p.7). The center of 
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book printing by this method was in Szechwan (36, p.1h); and 

the Kuo-Shih-chih says, "The books rrinted were usually books 

of magic art, school books arid character books," 

Invention was also stimulated by the spread of printed 

material. The dnand for books encouraged the improvement of 

paper. Paper had been invented as early as 105 A. D., and was 

made from hemp, tree hark, rags, arid other things. Along with 

these improvements went the development of baked clay movable type8 

by Pi Shen durinr the period of lO1l to lOi9 A. . Shen Kua said 

of Bi Shen's invention (36, p.160): "If one were to print only 

two or three copies this method would be neither convenient nor 

quick. 1ut for printing hundreds or thousands of conies it Is 

marvelously (literally, 'divinely') quick." In 13Th A. P. (about 

twenty years after !aro Polo returned to Venice), tang Cheri 

wrote a description of the use of type made of tin, but claimed 

that the wooden types in use during the period, of Mongol domina- 

tion (1279-1360) were the best yet used (36, p.162). 

The fact. that the Chinese language is non-alphabetic 

was a great obstacle In the deve1ojient of printing with movable 

types, Since each font of type must contain thirty thousand or 

more characters, a great investment was necessary to supply type 

for printing any common book or pamphlet. China adapted the use 

of bronze type developed by the Koreans in the earlr part of the 

fifte3nth century, and the c'ovrninent necessarily bore the heavy 

burden of supplying the funds VThen this support was withdrawn, 
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the art was abandoned until reintroduced in its more practical 

form from the est. 

Printlnr fror wood blocks was moie conuion, and did not 

take such a great investment. ïany private printin coran1es 

grew up thrighout the empire . In Fukien province the Yu family, 

and at Fanchow the 1h family, began publishinr books before the 

advent of the Sungs (960 - 1279 A. D.). Ther continued till the 

tiììes of the dynasty, which began about the middle of the 

fourteenth century, a matter of over four hundred years (36, 

.!;8). As the only evidence of the existence of these farrillies 

of printers consists of the products of their nrinting rocesses, 

it is not clear why they discontinued their activities; hut the 

art of wood block printing did not die out until the iestern 

method of nrintinF was adapted. 

It is surprising that China lost this progressive 

educational impulse and permitted the stagnation of later 

centuries. Although the conservative scholars felt that students 

would neglect memorizing the classics if books were common, the 

educational impulse of that creative period was such that the 

Sung Dynasty (960-1279 A. P.) has been classed as one of the most 

progressive in all of Chinese istory. Later generations became 

imitative of that neriod rather than following their e,ainple of 

creative thInking (36, p.68), and the wood block method of print- 

Ing was conducive to ti-is trend toward Imitativeness. 



Poth block printing and orintinF with movable types 

spread beyond the borders of China. Korea, which borrowed 

most of her culture from China, developed bronze type after 

using blocks for centuries. The use of this bronze type spread 

back to China and, later, over to Japan (].96). For a couple 

of centuries, printing' flourished in both Korea and Japan. 

Between 1397 to lL3L, several fonts of bronze type were cast 

at the overnrent foundry at the Korean capital, and a writer 

near the close of the century remarked that, "fortunately 

through the inventivo wisdor of the sac'es of our dynasty, who 

have discovered the art of casting type to print hooks, all 

classics, histories, books of philosophy and literary collec- 

tions are in every home (36, p.172)." 

Tb. first book Imown to have been nnted by movable 

types in Japan was orinted in 196, more than a hundred years 

after Gutenberg. The Japanese had, however, printed from wood 

blocks for centuries before this. The art of rrinting from 

movable type must have been brought back to Japan by the methers 

of its army after its invasion of Korea in the year 1596. From 

that time on, until 1629, there was a constant strear of hooks 

produced from reta1 and wooden type. In 1629, this activity 

stopped because of the withdrawal cf government patronage and, 

until the coming of the Europeans, all printing was donc from 

wood blocks (36, p.177). 
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CONECTING LINK PEThiiN PRINTING OF EAST ANT) EST 

If there is any connection between the metal and the 

earthernware types of the Far Fast and the movable types of 

Gutenberg, evidence of it is completely lacking at the nresent 

time. Several inferences car be made, however. Flock nrinting 

was at its height in the East at the time ehen European inter- 

course with China was closest; and wooden type was cr.mon at that 

tine although the earthernware types of Pi Shen had been forcotten. 

The Koreans began printing with metal type just half a century 

before Gutenberg's invention ana, though Europe ay have heard of 

these metal types, there is no evidence that, this was true (36, 

p.l[ 2). 

The art of maldng per was early acquired from the Chinese 

by the Asiatic oslems. In the year 7l, the Chinese attacked the 

Wohamredans in Sainarkand but were repulsed, and several were captur- 

ed. Aniong these prisoners were several skilled paper makers (1t3, 

p.13). In this way, the Arabs learned the art, and gradually 

spread it westward as they controlled all of North Africa and Spain. 

From 3pain, papermakin was carried into the rest of ¿urope, and 

the inceased oroduction of books naturally followed. 

Another fact that might indicate sìe European knowledge 

of the movable typos of the Far East was that block printing and 

books printed by this method increased greatly following this period 

of close intercourse between ii'urope and the Orient. Venice, the 
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center of much Far Eastern trade, became a large center of the book- 

producing business of urope (57, p.11). 

PRITINC IN T-E NEAR EAST 

Thether the art of printing was learned directly from itsia 

or was received through intervening countries is not easy to deter- 

rune. It is known that printing had been practiced in ¿gypt as 

early as 900. Excavations made at E1-Fiyyi in ¿rpt about 1880 

revealed great masses of documents, some of which were excellent 

examples of the printer's art, It 18 thought that these examples 

of the printer's art were produced thiring the period between 900 

to 130 A. D. The evidence from these documents points to some 

contact with the Chinese at the time of their production, for the 

method of printing was that of rubbing, not that of pressure 

(36, p.133). 

In a history, written under instructions from Chazan Khan, 

one of the greatest rulers of Persia, in 1295, a detailed descrip- 

tion is given of the L}Linese method of block printing. The Khan 

felt that this was a wonderful method and, no dou t, desired the 

same tyne of graphic reproduction to be used for his owi court 

records (36, p.129). This knowledge must have been passed on to 

uropeans through the contacts with Persia. 

As early as the time of Assyria (1900-600 B. .), efforts 

were made to devise methods of reproducing written records in 

quantity without the trouble of reproducing them by hand. Fri the 
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libraries of Assyria have coi'e large quantities of clay tablets, 
many of which are sple records o' events. Others are school 

texts, and some are documents for which there must have been a 

need for duplication In large numbers (12, p.1). Sorne of the 

duplicttinr devices of the Assyrians }ave been discovered. One 

kind was stone c,rlinders enrravd in reverse relief. Frorr these, 

clay tablets could have been impressed in large nunbers at low 

cost without ink or paper (1l, The cylinders could have 

been coated ith ink and stamped on pchment, but it did not seem 

to occur to the Assyrians to do this. The use of these stone 

cylinders was abandoned with the fall of these }esopotamnian 

eTnpires six hundred years before Christ. 

The art of ixnpressinp characters by enpraved reverse 

letters or a starp does not seem to have been passed on to any 

other people . The Greeks , as original and ingenious as they were 

and such Initative oeopl as were the Romans, ave left not even a 

small vestige of their having practiced any neans of nultiplying 

their beautiful creations other than conying by hari. 

EARLY EUROPEAN PRIFTI!G 

letween LOO and %O A. D. p.l), mar1r libraries in Rome 

and Italy were destroyed by the barbarian invasion and, In 529, st. 

Benedict instituted at Subiaco his order of monks, who did work of 

vast bibliographical importance. The destruction (Lt, p.L), of 

those homan libraries was the historical division between ancient 
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and modern libraries, although the work of the Order of St. 

Benedict did such to çreserve the literature of the pact. 

Over the centuries in the civilization cf urope, all 

books had been produced and reoroduced by hand; axvl the destruc- 

tion of these Lbraries was virtually an irretrievable 1088. Fooks 

had been very scarce at best and were very expensive because of 

hein conjed by hand, Dernosthenes (3C-322 F. C.) Is said to have 

conied with his own hand the eight books of Thucy-dldes on the 

history of the Pelcponnesian iar. 

In Greece and In early Fosxe, the manuscripts were written 

by talented slaves (sf, p.2 z 5, pp.3-Li). Atticus (109-32 B. C.) 

had a family of learned slaves who were trained both to read and 

write for him, so thz t he was able to make a relatively large 

collection of books. Only the rich could afford even a few hooks, 

and thí public in -eneral was not benefited at all from any read- 

ing of books (97, pp.26-27). 

AS far as any organization or method for the rapid reprcduc- 

tion of books, there Is little evidence that there was any. eryon 

suggests that the demand for printed material must have been too 

small to make an organized effort in reproduction worthwhile 

(68, pp.67-68), as ony a small proportion of' the people could 

read and write. iome effort was made, however, as may be seen fran 

the following: 

The great library at Alexandria, established 300 B. C., was 
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a center of the book-producing and book-e11irìg industries.- 

Lan skilled scribes made their headquarters there, and book- 

s1lers hired these scribes o copy the books for which they 

had orders (97, pp.1-1ó). 

Coelius as emplored by Cicero (1O(-L3 B. C.) to keep 

h:L'i poseed daily with a fun and articu1ar accunt of the 

govsrnrnental affairs in }ome. In crder to do this, he was led 

to solect. a corns of learned men to furnish hirt -dth reports of 

the and rjf general news. Coolius edited these 

reports, aí wrote th srimaries which riere sent to Cicero. This 

ocì to be one of the flrt 'newspapers" (p36, p.21). 

The publishers Of Cicero's works (16, T.21) de'eloped 

a real production organization. Large nuiìbers of scribes were 

hired to copy them. All the supplies necessary wre colL.cted, 

and the iork wa divided aron different groups. 3o.ne kept paper 

and ateria1s prepared, soitie kept the writing Instrusients in repair, 

sonic wore busy :nakin the oeplos b,r writing an drawing, sorne care- 

£ullLr rolled up th finished books and manuscripts, and others put 

hem into cov3r and added the proper titles. 

Gress (5i, p.l) credits Julius C3sar rat1ur than icero 

dth having been the father of the newspaper, and states that large 

editions of manuscript rolls 'aere produced with an ease rivling 

the later methods of Lhe prirtin; proas . It vias the custc of 

Caesar's tira for a reader to read aloud to as riiany as one hundred 

trained writers. This method produced books ¡uch more cheaply thì 
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had been done before and, about the year i A. P., the average 

production cost for such a book or manuscript was about the 

equivalent of fifteen cents in the United States currency. 

Lost of the efforts of the Greek and Ria scholars went 

for little, however, when their libraries and collections of books 

were destroyed in the barbarian invasion of Re (3O-5OO A. P.). 

Though scribes continued to copy books by hand, available books he- 

carne very scarce and most difficult to obtain; for example, several 

different monasteries had to use one Bible anong them, and this made 

difficult the procurement of one for copyin' (31, n.y). 'ven the 

c1orr becane quite ignorant of the contents of the Bible as a whole. 

Cassiodoru.s (S1, p.$) organized, about 39 A. D., a script- 

orium at Calabria which bocane a model of the Benedictine book- 

preserving monasteries of ¿urope. By 63g, the great Irish School of 

Vriting entered England through monasteries founded Ly Irish rija- 

sionaries from Scotland. Although these establishments were later 

spread all over Europe, there seems to be little evidence of any 

uniformity of practice in any of the and, since the use of slaves 

as scribes had been discontinued after the fall of Ro, there does 

not appear to have been any large organized effort for 1ar'e-scale 

production of written material. Pooks thus became scarce and 

expensive again. 

The monks of many orders considered it their religious duty 

to make copies of books of devotion and of the Scriptures. They also 

copied the writings of Cicero, Virgil, and other classical writers. 
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Although the nber of hook8 was not large, they surpassed in beauty 

and perfection of binding, decoration, and writing anything that 

cornes from the presses of today (L3, p.15). 

These monastic scribes were the preservers of the writings 

and culture of the precedinp ages. They also wrote the chronicles 

of their own times, and these are the major sources of medieval 

history. A3 there were at one time thirty-seven thousand of these 

monasteries, their wide-snread effect in the preservation f records 

can be understood (5, p.h). 3ince all of the many monasteries 

"from Ireland to Asia Yinor, frcn Seville to Jerusalemu were carry- 

Ing on this work of transcribing and transmitting sacred and secular 

literature, if even half of this work were available today, we 

would be rich indeed in historical records (97, p.21). 

Although the monasteries, as is evident, did much to pre- 

serve and duplicate written records, they are guilty, also, of 

destroying valuable manuscripts. Many times, older more valuable 

manuscripts and documents were destroyed by scraping off the origInal 

writing (97, p.23) in order that material of trivial value might be 

written on then. As Astlo remarks (25, p.1), "more of the works of 

the ancients have rerished than hav3 reached down to our day." 

There were other causes of destruction than willful obliteration, 

not the least of which were carelessness and Ignorance. Ari example 

of this was the discovery, by Tischindorf, of the oldest copy of the 

New Testament in existence in a basket of fuel at a monastery near 

Mount SinaI (97, p.21). 
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AS early as the twelfth century, attempts were made to 

multiply reproductions of hand-written or drawn material in a 

cheaper way than br conying. There is no evidence that any contacts 

had been nade with Erpt or other countries of the Near East to 

learn the value of wood-cuts, hut at an early date books were re- 

produced by this method. The first wood-cut for which a date has 

been established is a book of nine engravings by the Gunlo twins, 

dedicated to Pope Nonorius IV, who was pontife fm 12814 to 1285 
(57, p.10). 

By 114148, as is shom b:r a document of the goverrnont of 

Venice restricting the activities of foreign booksellers, it is 

evident that book production had become a lucrative trade in that 

city (57, pp.11-12). The people of Venice began to see the neces- 

sity of protecting themselves against iiportations frasi other centers 

in (ennany and Holland, which indicates that the practice of wood- 

cut reproduction was becow.inc quite widespread. Vhile the rich 

could still "recreate the mind and delight the eye with the 

exquisite productions of the scribe and illuninator, the humble 

were equally gratified with rude and simple illustrations of the 

Interesting portions of the Scriptures, or pictures of favorite 

saints produced from block engravings (57, p.13).' 

UR0PffAN INV:NT ION OF MOVABLE TYP1S 

As Venice had been a center of the publishing of books 

frmì wood. blocks, lt also developed a virtual monopoly on all 

of the standard lines of books after the invention of movable 
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types and the spread of printing over Europe. This made Italy a 

fitting center for the Renaissance which was at its height at that 

time. 

A 1owledge of the facts about the invention of movable types 

is important, but Venice was not the place at which this occurred. 

As far as is known, the European inventors had no first-hand infonna- 

tion about the prior use of movable types in China. 'ven if they had 

had, the European develoçmient was so much more practical and adapt- 

able that it was as much a revolution as though it had been a 

canpletely new discovozy. "Seven cities (91, p.1) have contended 

for the honor of being the birthplace of Homer. The invention of 

printing similarly is claimed b7 ainz, Strassburg, Haarle, Utrecht, 

Avignon, Feltre, and Xutenberg. The discussion of their rival merits 

only becons serious In the case of Coster at Paarlem and Gutenberg 

at ainz (or perhaps at Strassburg)." 

This illustrates the difficulty of knowing with any certain- 

ty who actually was the first man in Europe to use movable types in 

printing. The preponderance of evidence is on the side of Gutenberg. 

Edmund Gress quotes Timperly as saying that, of those who had ventur- 

ed an opinion, 109 favored Aainz while only twenty-four favored 

Haarlem as the birthplace of typography (SS, p.8). 

The Important thing, however, is not who made the invention, 

but that it was made and the tremendous impetus it gave the think- 

Ing of Euroneans during the next few hundred years It is 

known, beyond a doubt, that the invention was a Genan one, 
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and that lt had spread by 1OO fran &rmany to aU parts of 

Europe (5f), P.8 : 147, p.112). In )ess than a hundred years, 

printing by movable types had been introduced into every 

country of 'urope in 'pite of much clerical resistance and the 

lethargy of the ignorant. It was considered such an essential 

part of life that the earliest settlements in tho New World, in 

1lixico and in New Eni.land, soon had established printing presses. 

The three outstandin characteristics of the Iuropean 

Invention which made it such a revolutionary method of printing 

in contradistinction to that of China are (l2L, p.30): 

(a) The press itself transferred the ink from the type 

to the paper by pressure. (The Chinese followed the practice of 

rubbing the ink on the paper.) 

(h) The adjustable type mould. (The Chinese used sand 

moulds.) 

(e) The use of oil-varnish ink, 

Because of thee practical features, the Furopean invention 

of typography spread rapidly, and was introduced hack into China 

In l89 by the Jesuits ()i, p.70). 

At first, pnters using the new presses and movable types 

tried to copy the form and styles of the great handwritten manu- 

scripts o.f that time. The types wer similar, and the hooks were 

bound much as the manuscript copies had been. Although printing 

was introduced into Italy at Suhiaco in 1146L (88, p.28), the spot 

made famous as the retreat of Benedict, the founder of the r:anuscrlpt- 
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copyi.n monast,erie, it wa3 not until th time of Aldus Manutlus, 

In the ear1 sixteenth century that the cnmon people wore benefit- 

ed. All hooks before his time "were embellished with hand-drawn 

decorations and resembled in every possible detail the exact chacter- 

:L$tics of the author's manu;cript (10, p.B)." Aldus did awa.r idth 

all this extravar'ant orna+.eness, He dterrnjned to produce books 

which were not expensive so that rany who longed to share in the 

knowledge of the ancient c1assic might he able to afford them. Fie 

chose the Greek cursive type, and sacrificed legibility to srnre 

extent to the need for cheapnen. his type and hooks were enthusi- 

astically wolconed, and this popularity fixed them RS standard even 

t,o the nresent tir4e. T type was called italic (121, pp.60,61). 

This was a most strikini and fRr-reaching innovation. It 

pennitted books to be reduced in size, and increased the pop1arity 

cf their use. It fostered a consideration of the printing press as 

an ai to the expansion of 1earnin' and lit.erature and as an lnstru- 

ment for the diffusion of knowledge. 

Ar' outst.andinC feature of the printing of the brteenth 

century was the succession of scholar-printers - Aldus in Venice, 

Froberi in Basel, Estienres in Paris, Piantir. in Ant'erp, and others. 

Their learning, character, and inf3uene directed the poner of' the 

press to both encouraginr ard satisfying the prodigiois Renaissance 

anpetito for learning. Plantin, it seems, prbliched the first 

book on printing. it wa.s alied Christopher P1rtir's Palogre 

on Ca)Jiraphy and Fr5 nting, and wash published in l67. It 
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preceded by 116 years Maxon's Ìecbaiuick ixercises which, 

previously, had been considered trie earliest (6). 

Interest in relicion and the church did much to 

develop printing. The first hook printed by movable types 

was what, is known as the utenherr forty-trio-line 'ihle; and, 

for years relirious hooks, pictures, and pamphlets composed 

the larger proportion of the output of the presses. Caxton 

outplayed the op ositlon of the Catholic Church to a render- 

mr of the JUble into ngli8h when he translated The Golden 

Legend, a favorite Italian story. He inserted scripture until 

most of both the Old and New Testaments had been incorporated 

in his notes p.3). 

Nearly fifty years after Caxton, Robert Estienne in 

Paris, a good nrinter and a scholar of distinction, began his 

career by revising the text of the New Testament. He was 

criticized for his audacity, but answered bis critics by 

finishing a textual criticism of the rest of the Pible ar 

PUblishing his i:orks in octavo volumes, the undignified form 

at that time of books intended for sale to the rniltitudes (120, 

pp.72-7). 

IMPACT OF PRINTThG ON CIVILIZATION 

"It is absolut.ely certain (L7, p.111) that eventually 

the whole of the influence that printing by movable type has 

exercised on history sprang from the invention of Gutenberg. 
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It sLrted a1nost imn:edi8te1; and lt increased w.tTh a 

rapidity and a certainty that are amazing. No irventlon 

made befox, not even the gun, was seized upon wi th such 

avidity. The world uanted it. The wo:i seemed to have 

been waiting for it, thìgh unconsciously. 

"In the cultural history of mankInd (79, p.$) there 

is no event even approaching Ir lnportance the invention of 

printing with movable types..... Th idghty oarer of the 

printed word to influence hurian thought and action, for good 

or ill, has seldom been more clearly shown than in our day and 

age, when we see the goverrments of great nat1on enforcing a 

strict control r even sunpzssion of the press as a necessary 

means of controlling the opinions and activities of their 

people.... ." 

These quotations are npresentative of the opinions 

expressed by many othrs. An editorial in the Sunday Oregonian, 

}arch 31, l9LO, on the occasion of the commemoration of the 

invention of printing saTs (a); "For amost a thousand jears 

after the dissolution of the Greek and Roman world, the idea of 

futility had weighed upon the spit of ìi. Universal dis- 

couragenent had replaced hope and oriinality. Classic learning 

was preserved in only a few monasteries. But Gutenberg's dis- 

covery gave impeus to the spontaneous renaissance in art, 

literature and science which had begun in Italy the century before. 

Spread of the 'new learning' by means of printing brought Europe 
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to the thresio1d of he.r gra1 age, an arie we only carry on and 

e1aborat'." 

Sore rr1ing rower ses tn lav 'ii1ded 'utcrberg 

throigI al) cf -Js difficulties unti) !ie her$ cret hi invention. 

He dd not reciv ny nnncial herief'it from it, and other tren 

carried on its develorent and improved the rroe9s. Gutenberg 

died ir novert;r in ]2i68 l2O, p.5 : 91, p.3). 

It was as if the invention of nrntinv7 was "withheld 

(12 , o.lO) until the tire when the civili7ed world was not onlv 

ready to throw of the errors of nagt ares, hut to receive the 

oracles of djvjn truth with gladness." In 1513, louis XI of 

France, issued an edict to protect printers harrassed by copyists 

who were fearfu) of' their living. He said that the discovery of 

printinr 0apnears to be rather divine than huir1an," and congratulat- 

ed France or the development of this art (56. n.lIó). 

The little opoosition printing met with i evidence that 

the world was waitin for just such a medium to snread knowledge 

to the world (89, p.l()). This art arneared to be " neculiar 

instrument in the hands of Providene for the diffusion and 

establishment of religious knowiede and civil )iherty (5, p.37)." 

Doctor John Knox, as quoted by John Johnson, wrote (6t, 

pp.2-3): "To the art of Drinting, it is acknowledGe that we owe 

the Refortìation . lt haS been justly remarked , that if the b oks 

of Luther had been multinlied only by the slow orocess of hand- 

writing, they must have been few, and would have been easily 
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forth in abundance from the press, they spread cver the land 'with 

the rapidity of art inundation....." 

That these statements justly apraise the effect of print- 

Ing on civilization is apparent to any studcnt of the histor of 

the last.. thousand years. Much o the political, religions, and 

scientific t,houht which has come down to the present tirre such 

as that of scientific investication sunniarting blind faith in 

doa and of democratic society in crntrait to the autocracy cf 
the Liedieval years, had their berrinnings during the century follow- 
ing Gutenberg's invention. 

Caxton, the first printer in rland, died ahóut 1h92, and 

within fifty years from that time "the political, religious, rd 

social unrest became a torrent that swept all hfore it (93, p.20)." 

As printed materia). took the place tf the ranuscri-' t, cu]ture cf 

neces4ty underwent a transforr . ation. Science ar literature be- 

came more wideiy diffused and increased in dignity, as they hou1d 

when printed matter 1.9 coparrd w1ti oral trriticn (9e, .23). 

A1thouh tMs invention wis ushered In so uietly that even 

the discovery nd the countrr of origin ar natters of disute, 

lt is quite er1dent that the event of equal 1mportanc, as far 

as its influence on European history !s concerned, vith the fall of 

Constantinople in lì3, vthich Is pnnraUv thought o! a the 1irid- 

mr? line. between the mrurftruval nd modern erids of history (1, p.1). 

Certain it is that the 'ultipll.cation of books and th rHfus1on of 
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knowledge laid the groundwork for the great revolutions in 

politics, the himianities, and in religion hich devtloped dur- 

ing the next three centuries. 

DEVELOPMENT OF TIfE MOD:RN PRIhTING PRESS 

In spite of the fact that printing spread rapidly through 

all of i.urope, was practiced early by the colonists of both North 

and South erica, arid was reintroduced into China and Japan with- 

in a century after its invention in Gennaiy, none of the printers 

of that time did more than continue the process, without changes, 

that had been first developed. During the first two centuries 

of printing, the only two important innovations were the lower- 

case letters added to the Rna: capitals hr Nicolas Jensen (w. n 

printed in Venice from 1L7O to lt8o) and the lower-case italic 

alphabet designed from the Greek script by Aldus anutius (who 

printed from lI9 to 11 in Venice) (1C, p.GO). These changes 

in type fonns made possibic cheaper hooks to satisfy the cravthgs 

for know1ede which had been stirred by the henaìssance. 

All the presses used up to 1800 were wooden screw presses 

adapted by the first printers from wine presse3 to use the new types 

as well as the blocks for the block books. In 1800, Stanhcpc b.i1t 

an iron press, but it was S&1il operat3d on the screw principle. 

This continued as the only method ci atp].ying the needed pressure 

for printing until the ashington hand-press. This was eraed 

on the togr'le-joinl.ed bar principle, and was dev2loped during the 
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early part of the nineteenth century. This principle ca to be 

quite universally used until a Saxon, Friedrich Koenig in 181h, 

developed a flat-bed press with a revolving cylinder. This press 

was installed in the Tines of London, and was operated by steam 

(18, p.00). The cylinder press is the corcimon method of printing 

the books and newspapers of today. 

Although these improvements have seemed to come slowly, they 

were perfected to meet the coestantly-increasing demand for books 

and still more books. The kinds of presses of the seventeenth 

century were unable to satisfy this demand. They were small, hand- 

operated, and slow and difficult of manipulation. Types were few 

and extremely costly. Even in Dryden's time, shich is thought of as 

an enlightened literary period in English history, a small pamphlet 

or poem, if needed urgently, had to be given to several printers. 

Even in the late eighteenth century, a school book was shared among 

as many as four printers (ISO, p.21). The great expansion of educa- 

tion during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was needed to 

create a demand br books that would attract the capital required 

to develop the necessary improvements in the printing processes and 

the requisite new machinery. 

PRINTING AM) THE UNIVERSITIES 

Dent has held that the demand for ornamental and exotic 

fonts of type-face, which the limited capital of the printer 

prevented his procuring, was responsible for the growth 
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of the irge univcsity prsscs in urope and Aier1ca. These, 

supported by pUbliC uLds, could afford to pirchae pecia1 

fonts of type to 3atisfy th public d&iand (1O, p.29) ; but, 

whatever thc underlying cause or caus, priritinr estabii5ftnents 

1ave tcer dzve1oped in conrtection with every large univercity arid 

co11ee. These university res3es ìave becone a particular type 

of printing ostab1ishxnnt, an( th roaon fo their dev1opinent 

is ria longer so much the desire for fancy types, as was previous- 

'y supposod, but the more practical ona of puh1ishin the treatises 

which rsu1ted froii research in the 1nsttutions and w1 ose publica- 

tior: by coeercial prinng plants as not feasible. Service to 

the university the objective of such presses, and their 

ontributions to education have been in this indirect ray only 

(69, p.7). 

The first presa established in ?rarice was in the ca iegory 

of a university or "private" press. In lL7O, the rector, ího was 

also the librarian, of the orbonre, with the help of a wealthy 

ecclesiastic, hired craftsren from uiasle to print texts for the 

students and othcr books wtuich they wished to distribute under 

the iiprirnatur of the university librarian (120, p.39). 

In li72, this press as rrnoed from the precincts of 

the sorhonne; and three partnrs, who had been brought to Paris 

by ieynlin, the rector, continued their prInting under the 9Sign 

of the Golden Sun." They issued the first Bible printed in France 
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in JJ76 (89, p.1Lb), and their $hop set t1e ìtandaxd for French 

printing which car to be the he3t anywher (121, p.126). 

Oxford had the first university press in kng1and, it hair- 

Ing been start'ed b( Theodoric ioad in lb7R. A royal Charter in 

1632 gave the university the orivilege of printing "all manner of 

hooks;" and the press has continued to the oresent (108, p.87). 

Cambridge was a little slow in getting started in print,- 

Ing. Seiberek carried on printing there from L2O to l23. The 

organization of printing at this university illuabrates the belated 

effort put forth to con trol the multiplication of hooks Their 

1etter patent allowed printers to he "in ervicc of the university," 

hut what they printed and sold was first to pass the University 

censorship eorinittee, censisting of the cLancellor and three doctors. 

There seemed to be much businesi acuren in these restrictions, 

because vv-hen the StatIon'rs Company of London sought in 15e3 to 

prevent the printer, Thomas Thomas, from carrying on is work in 

the university, the vice chancellor invoked the 'ancient nrivilege't 

and claimed it was for "the gre advantage of the unïvcr5ity and 

the augmentatien of learnfrig (italics, his) ." For many years, 

Carbridg2 printi'ì" was harrassed by theological suspicion arid 

cìmercial jealousy (98, pp.2-8, 19-2!). 

In l82, the business of the press wa defined as consist- 

Ing of the printing of }ib1es, Testarients, and nray3r-books, print- 

ins' work for the university, books edited by the controlling body 

and such book work as may be offered b:' connections of the Press 
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( 9a, p.1W.)) s This s!uws only an indirect "augireritation of 

1earin." 

Arrancrncnts for nrint±rr 1r thc En11th colonies of 

New nriand worked ut quite differently fror bat was planned. 

Joseph C'lorrr Intended te press he brougIt to Canbride, Yas- 

achuetts, to be used in printing literature for evangelizing 

the Indian9; huta h± du1se on the &ip whilc en route fron 

Erlaid in i38 brought about . coplete cange of plari. T- 

ddoi niarried enrr Duntr, the firt president of J!arvrd; and 

the press czinì into the rossesvicn o this col1ee and wa used 

for over fifty years . Although Harvard Untversity does not. daim 

this a the cririn of the rerft Univer9y Prs3, hecaue of 

the lorLr 'erlod of time jch 1aed between onration nd 

thai; of th present etal9hment (letter from !'arvard !1niveri ty 

11hrrian, Carc].yn F. Ji.kcìan, of fut 31, i9O), this wa te 
original Farvard Coflerc pre. 

American collego and university presses -iai' follow& the 

patterr o± their fltiropeaz' prototypes, and onlr indirtly 
connected with any educational pregrams (99, pp.i h3. pp.3f;-39 : 

90, p.35). 

THiS INFLTJENCi OF PRINTING IN EARLY A1EììICA 

To John the lad.nr nrthter of Sevlle, Spain, 

ìu3t go thc 1onor of .ntroducing rrinting the Aner.cas (120, 

pp.37 and 399 : 9, p.399 : !., p.). In l39, lw sent a res 



and types with Juan Pablos to Mexico City, and from this press 

issued at least eight books. The direct influence of this first 

printing, however, does not seem to be equal to that of the press 

set up at Harvard. Kromberger' s work was soon lost sight of, but 

the little press at Harvard was multiplied into many other presses 

all over New England. 

Joseph Glover's press, which was operated by Matthew Daye, 

under his father, Stephen Days's direction, was set up at Cambridge, 

Massachusetts, in connection with Harvard College. This press put 

out the first English printing in Merica - the Freeman's Oath, 
an klmanac, and the Bay Psalm Book (99, pp.9-13). As Winship wrote: 

tiAn iflcorisìdered plan for establishing a printing business acquired 

unprecedented fane from the scantiest of achievements (fl9, p.I)." 

Although the production from this press was not remarkable, 

the influence in the rural ccuununities of New England was such that 

even Governor Winthrop listed them in his diary for the first month 

of 1639 (119, p.1). This press continued with Harvard College until 

1692 but, because of the multiplication of printing plante, it was 

discontinued and all work was sent to the University Press, a corn- 

merciai concern in Cambridge. The Parvard press and types were not 

used after that time. 

It seems that Green, who was the college printer at that time, 

took the press to New York and the types were abandoned or stored 

at the college. Winship made a remark that might well be used 

to express the attitude toward graphic arts education in many a 



later coflge. Fie said: If the oñ trpe as reixwed to a 

place where they could get at it, stranger things i&.ve happened 

than that the eallege boys aim sed themselves wlth it, producing 

some of the book labels which were printed somewhere during the 

next two decades.'1 (119, p.362) 

The operation of the '1ress Restriction ¡cts" of the 

English Parliament did not extend to t}&- colonies ifl America and, 

by l69, whEn these acts expired, presses had been established 
without hindrance in tassachusetts, Maryland, Penrisylvenia, and 

New York (71, p.39). In ].68, ihen :ing Jaries IT ascended the 

throne of England., he sert the following Instruction to Governor 

Pougan Of !'ew York (90, p.2): "And for as much as great 

inconveniences may arise by the liberty of printing wi thin our 
province of ew York; you are to provide by necessary Orders that 
no person keep any press for printing, nor that any book, pamphlet 

or other matters whatsoever be printed without your special leave 

and license first obtained." 

This instruction had little restrictive effect on printing 

in New York a, during the next fifty years, many presses were 

established there . Wi1lian Bradford moved from Philadelphia to 

New York in 1693. He had run afoul of the authorities in the 

former city, where he was a prominent printer, so set up his shop 

in New York, arid continued there for many years (100, p.16). 

Again, in l72, John Peter Zenger set up a press in the 

city. He was sued for libel in l73 by covernor Crosby, who 



was not. only governor hut the owner of a rival p&per. Andrew 

Failton successfully defended hirn, and the outcome of this 

trial was the initial step in laying the "legal foundation of 

freedom ot' the press in America (lO, p.30 : h, p.86)." 

Th authorities were mox successful in preventing 

the establIshment of the oress in Virn1a. In 1671, Sir 

1lliam Berkeley, colonial governor of the colony, reported 

to the authorities in England as follows (61, p.50): "I thank 

Cod e have not free schools or Drintlne; and I hore we shall 

not hay: these hundred years. For learning has brougltdis- 

obedience and heresy and sects into the world; and printing has 

divulged them and libels against the government. God keep us 

froti both." In 1682, the Nuthead Press was set up in Virginia, 

but an interdict by the governor and council, reinforced by 

royal decree, forced it to close. This retarded the develop- 

ment of the press in Virginia for a long tiie. 

In all other colonies, existing 1as of that time served 

rather to regulate than to restrict and, b the end of the eighteenth 

century, presses had been established in all of the original 

colonies. 1hm-Faupt gives the following suary of the several 

departhients of knowledge find represented in te output of the 
presses from 1639 to 1763. These figures are for the whole 

country (71, p.31): 
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T'heology 37.0) ducation 3. 
Law 19.5 Science 1.5 

Literature 19.5 conoics 1.5 

Political Science 6.5 Applied Science 1.0 

Social Science Philosophy .5 

History Li.5 Piblioraphy .5 

In this study, it is possible to mention only two of the 

proninent printers of early America. These are outstandinp for 

two reasons: l3enjarnth 'ranklin (1706-1790) is noteworthy in that 

he made printing a sprinrrboard fro w1ich he went on into sotie of 

the highest positions in the government, bcth civil and diplomatic. 

Isaiah Thcas (lTh9-1831) remained a printer all his life, was an 

outstandin' typographer, and the author of the first American history 

of printIng. 

Benjanin Franklin typified in Anerican history the scholar- 

printers of urope, who passed awav with Christopher Plantin (11I- 

158;). The printer of Franklin's day was still regarded as some- 

thing of a magician. In h13 influence on the life of the community, 

he was next to the minister, whose knowledge was held to have 

supernatural sources. FIe was hi own editor, reporter, commentator, 

and nrinter (33, p.69). 

The appearance of Franklin is considered by many to mark 

the begirmin of a distinctive American culture. Fe was a product 

of the unspecialized ago of which he was a prt. ¡e was a jack-of 

all-trades, hut also became the master of several (33, p.69). So 

much attention has been given to Franklin's career as an inventor, 

mathematician, philosopher, le. islator, diplomat, and statesman that 
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many forget he was - first and last - a printer. At twenty- 

two, he wrote out an epitaph which he said was to be used on his 

tombstone, It read as follows (61, p.66): "The Body of Benjamin 

Franklin, Printer (Like the Cover of An 01cl Book, Its Contents 

Worn Out, and Stript of Its Lettering and Gilding) lies Here, 

Foo for Worms But the Work Itself Shall Not Be Lost, for It 

Will, as He Believed, Appear Once More in a New and More Beautiftil 

adition, Corrected and Amended b,' I s Author. On his death in 

1790, hawever, this epitaph was not used but only the bare facts 

of his life were put on the stone. 

Franklin began his career at the age of twelve when he 

was açprcnticed to his brothir, James, already a printer publish- 

ing a new3paper in Boston (89, pp.222-22b). His boukish disposition 

found in the printing business a ferti1 field for mental growth. 

Acquaintance with booksellers and their apprentices gaie him an 

opportunity to read, which he was quick to 'rasp. The vvide scope 

of his reading and the reading habits formed there laid a broad 

foundation for bis ]tor public life (L8, p.17). 

In 1723, after serving five years of his nine-year 

apprenticeship, Benjamin ran away, p1ann1n to go to sea. On 

reaching New York, however, 1e came into contact with il1iam 

3radfor1, who was one of the firt printers In Philadelphia. 

Bradford had had to leave there because cf trouble with the 

Quaker leaders. Franklin went to Philadelohia and found work in 

the shop cf Kelmer, a friend of Bradford (100, p.27, 30). 
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After a alort time in Philadelphia, on the encouragement 

of the governor of Pennsylvania, Franklin wcct to England to learn 

the trade niore thoroughly and to purchase printing equipient for 

a ehop of his own. After working for sorne time in English printing 

plants, he returned in 1727 and set up his press in Philadelphia 

(100, p.31). 

Tbie was th beginning of hs printing career. In 1731, 

he started a press in South Carolina. It was followed b' one in 

Lancaster, Pennsylvania, and soon bi another, as far away as 

Antigua in the West Indies. These are just a few of the miy 

presses he owned and operated in the course of Lie life. Most of 

them were operated through relatives or hired help; but he remaiid 

a printer most of his life although he *as spending most of hia 

time in governmental service (100, pp.3l-L3). 

Isaiah Thomas , whose life spnncd the period from Franklin ' 8 

time to the e of the first quarter of the nineteenth centìy, is 

known for his Hietory of American Printing as much as for his print- 

ing. Ii8 etab1isbixent in 1797 was corisidercd the largest plant in 

America. Franklin called him the " Baakervil1& of America 

(73, p.211). (Easkervifle was a very prominent English printer and 

type designer, a conterorary of Franklin, who ranked among the 

chief of those tho advanced the art of printing). 

Thomas learned the trade, as did all others at that time, 

by being apprenticed to a printer. }ie began his work at the age of 
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six, before he could rean and, receiving no help, set type by 

ciparing the type witn the ket.ter w. trie copy (1O, pp.-6). 

1his genius or printing, thus early uisplayed, becarce the 

passion of his life and made him one of the outstanding pr1ntrs 

of his day. e realized that h1 life spanned, not only an important 

period in history, but also in the develonent o1 printiklg. c saw 

that. he wm in a unique position to gather and preservo a nass of 

data that would otherwise be lost to posterity. thj we3ping tne 

country of this illustrativc material at a tifle when it wa regard- 

ed as of the least importance, he accumulated a library that covered 

all of thc early rierícan printing. As a result, besides bein a 

great printer, he preserved records of that period 01' the develop- 

m3nt of the trade that WCR11C otherwise have bteIA lost Cor ail time 

to cerne (106, p.79). 

The period of Thomast life wa also the period 01' the 

great expansion of the United Dtates westward, To realize 3onething 

of the importance which the presa had in this epaiision, it is neces- 

sary only to lmovi that by the middle of tne nineteenth century, 

presses had been established in all of the states and the territories 

frczn the Atlantic to the Pacific Uoasts (dj. 

Typical of the urgency which motivated the est.ablishzent 

of these çresses wa the experience in ansas itL its "squatter 

sovereignty" and the conflict between £re-state and slave-sbate 

proponents. The Kasas eekly herald was Hbrought out" a. 1aaven- 

worth on epteiber 1, i&14, by Lsborn dams. 1efore there was a 
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single perinanent building in Leavenworth, vvten only four temporary 

tents had been raised, a typesetter was at work under an old elm 

tree. An editorial remark in the first issue said: ItOur editorials 

have been written and our proof corrected while sitting on the 

grxind with a big shingle for a table (61, p.82).t 

Printing had been rracticed in ing1and nearl;,r a century 

before the first regular periodical was published. This was bhe 

London Gazette, a weekly established in 166, and published cont- 

inuously at least until l83 (31, p.Th). 

The first newspaper published in Anerica was the }oston News 

Letter. This was started by Cnphell in l7OL, arid was orinted by 

Green, who had operated the press at Harvard College for many years 

(61, p.82). 

The rapidity with which the idea of the newspaper spread 

indicates its importance in the expanding colonial nerican culture. 

The second newspaper, the Boston Gazette, was started in 1719, and 

the third was begun the same year and published in Philadelphia. 

This was the ierican Geekly Mercury. New York had its first news- 

paper in 172; Maryland in 1728; Rhode Island and South Carolina in 

1732; Virginia in 1736; Lelaware in 1761; and Georia in 1763. At 

the time of the American Revolution, thirty-nine newspapers were 

being published. Thirty-nine additional newspapers, however, had 

been started but discontinued before that time. Of tho3e printed 

at the time of the Revolution, only eight were still in existence 

in 1835; but at that time there were about twelve hundred newspapers 



in the whole of the United States. This number had grown frri 

thre hundred and fifty in 1810 (31, p.1L). 

The inportance of newspapers as political organs was 

early utilized, if not fully comprehended. The )3oston Gazette, 

published Benjamin des and JOhn Gill, became the great organ 

of the Revolutionary Party. All of the prorninent writers of that 

period were connected with the Gazette; for example, Jonathan ayhew, 

James Otis, John darns, John i-iancock, Joseph harren, rhnas Cushirig, 

Samuel ]hxter, Oxenbridge Thatcher, Samuel Cooper, and Josiah Quincy, 

Jr. Isaiah Thorias wrote: "c publisher of a newspaper felt greater 

interest in the establishment of the independence of the United 

btates than Benjamin Edes; and no newspaner wa nore instrrLental 

in brin,ng forward this important event than the Posten Ga7ette 

(29, pp.-6)." 

The concept that newspapers were newG-disserninating organs 

was slow to take forn. With the slow communications of those early 

days, news reached the ears of the populace long before it could 

be gathered, edited, set Up in tYPO, and printed bJ the newspaper 

publisher. Nothiri wa left then but to connìent on and interpret 

the nEws the people were supposed to know already. The rest of 

the paper was iven to verse, anecdotes, and humor (33, p.366). 

This a safe way of publishing, as the public had no way to 

check the validity of the news commented on. 

By 1818, the reading roan began to make its Influence felt 

on the newspapers. These reading rooms, w}ich developed in Poston, 
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Charleston, Ne' York, and other elaces usuall:r consisted of a 

large room in which was "a good clock, many maps, and copies of 

nesnaers prind In different parts of the country." The in- 

fluence on the newspapers was "effective in the reverse," for 

reporters vere sent to these reading rooms to gather the news 

(33, p.387). 

It Is not certain whether the penny newspapers were rspons- 

ible for the increase of literacy and reading by the public or 

whether the opposite was true; nevertheless, duñ n the second 

ruarter of the nineteenth century, the penny press became an 

established Institution ïn the American scheme of economics. 

The demand created by cheap English nAwspapers, which came into 

vogue abolit the time of the election of Andrew Jackson, nresident 

from l82L-l832 and which sprang from a popular movement of the 

masses, may have been a contributing factor. Tb fact is, however, 

that in l3O a penny paper, The Cent, was started in Philadelphia, 

and in 1833 The Liorninc' Post began publication in New York. Neither 

of these lasted long hut, in 1833, another penny paper - the New 

York Sun - was begun and this was a success from the start and is 

still being published today (33, pp.388-392). 

The altered suffrage qualifications among the American 

populace and the Increase of literacy may have accounted for the 

popularity of the penny press. In any event, this type of publica- 

tion vas absolutely essential to the democracy of the time. TTn- 

political as the neople in general were, a knowledge of events gave 



thom a consciousn3ss of othr rnen's doings arid, hence, an under- 

standLig of the motive forces in other men's lives. As the telegraph 

began to bring the news quickly to the newpapers, people became 

accusoid to thinking of events over larger areas (33, p.396); just 

a they have cone to think in world areas today as a result of radio 

corunication and of aviaion. 

Another influence which was instrumental in the spread of 

the printing press o Iestern Anìerica WaS the sanie which had led to 

its establishment in both 1'ew &ilano and iexico. This was religious 

zeal. Joseph Clover was motivated by a desire to see the gospel 

preached to tke nans. he secured a press an types and arranged 

for their establishmeri in Citbridge, Massachusetts, where some effort 

was being made to evangelize and educate the red men. As lato as 1671, 

the Society for the Propagation of the Uospel in New íng1and hired 

Marmaduke Johnson to help samuel Green, who was in charge of the 

Glover Fress at 1-{arard College. The iiec1iate task at that time 

was that of printing Eliot's Indian Bible (loo, p.12). 

In the same way, religious enthusiasm led to the establishment 

of a press in Hawaii and, later, in the Gregon Territory in the North- 

vest. In 1621, a press and types were shipped to Oahu, dandvdch 

islands, by the Mierican Board of Commissioners for Foreign Lissions. 

It was set up in 1822, and on January 7 the first impressions were 

taken for the Owyhee Spelling Book (63, p.327). 

then Loctor Marcnìs 'hitiiian, with the Reverend H. Ii. Spalding 

and the Reverend W. Gray, established their mission in the North- 
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west, they ixmeciiate1y laid plans for printini' for the Nez 

Perce Indians. Copy was at first sent,to 1ono1u1u to he printed 

there, but the urinters were not familiar with the language. A 

ran was sent with a press, a gift of the native Hawaiian church, 

to help get the rinting work started and train someone to carx 

on printing in Oregon. In ay, 1839, the first orinting was done 

on a small book in the Ne2 Perce Indian language (39, pp.1-2 : 63, 

p.328 : 27, pp.Ll-42). 

That the spread of commerce has never been an important 

influence in the introduction of pr1ntin is illustrated by the 

fact that the Hudson Pr Company had established Fort Vancouver, 

as a capital of the fur-tradIng empire, for more than twenty years 

before the Lhitinans and the Spaldinrs came to Oregon. This establish- 

mont's !stately hallsu and vast wealth were described by the Indians 

idth bated breaths, but a printing press was not considered a neces- 

sary part of the extensivo equipment of the establishment. Records 

of the ccnpany wer.' kept bT clerks; and David Douglas, the botanist, 

said that there was not an officer in the Company "wj4 a soul above 

a heavr skint' (30, pp.2-3). 

SUM1ARY 

The idea of cheap duplication of written documents and manu- 

scripts was conceived at different times and in different places, 

hut never was there a widespread usage of these methods unìtil the 

time of Gutenberg. The Chinese invented printing with movable types, 



and this inventior. was adopted by both Xorcani and Japanese. 

This process, however, did not prea farther than to those 

countries which ware directly under the cultural influence of 

China and, in fact, gradually fell into disuse even there. 

The great disadvantage of prinbing in thec nations, wbich 

no pian eYr oorCae, wìs the pictorial character of their written 

language with the necessity of tens of thousands of separate 

types, the e'pense of which could not bd borne by a private 

printer. - 

hlock printing, which had beuri in use in China ioni' be- 

l'ore the use of eova'le type had been devised, gradually spread 

t,o the rest, presurably through PersIa, gypt, and the ohaedan 

countries. Fgypt practiced block printing for a time, but the 

art was ultiuiately lost there. It is not known whether Italy 

learned the practice fr Ecrpt or Persia or whether the know- 

ledge was breut bach b tmvelers, such as !arco Polo, directly 

fror the East, This ìtethcd antedated ths Lovahl types of Gutenberg 

several hundred years, and was used for se tira aftor his invm- 

tian. It fell Into disuse, a a general printing method, because 

or its eensive nature. 'rho tiue necessary to carve all the 

paçez of a book nade the book prohibitive to ail except those who 

could afford handwritten manuscripts. 

The. slav? systea of duplicating books eoaply by large 

mmibers of conyists disapoeared with t'ne disaoIutin of horne. 

The handwritten w.anuscripts produced bi the monasteries wore also 
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too exnensivA and too slow in production to compete with the 

speed developed even hT the scrthv nrsses of Gutenberg's t1re. 

The world was culturally ready for just such an invention 

as that of (itenberg for the rapid multiplication of books. The 

Renaissance was in full sw1n. en were studyin again the old 

classics of Greece and Rome. The derand for books had begun tc 

grow. As this early demand was satisfied by the early presses, 

the books which were Dublished only served to whet the petite 

of ]arger portions of the public for more and more books until 

so many have been roduced today that never again, harrng sie 

unforeseen calamity, !dll the existinr libraries he destroyed and 

civilization be set back as it was when the Thohamredaris invaded 

Egypt and destroyed the Aleandria lihrarr and the barbarians 

froiii Northeastern Erope invaded Rome and destroyed the Greek and 

the Roman lihrarie. In 1911, it wa estimated that there were 

2,OOO,OOO different books in existence (5t, p.130) and, by l9O, 

that number had much more than doubled. No conceivable calamity 

could destro;;r such numbers, scattered as they are, completely over 

the world in every land, every torn-i, and almost every home. 



CHAPTiR III 

IMPLICATIONS OF TW! PIG ARTS FOR EDUCATION 

TF' GRAPHIC ARTh INDUSTRY TODAY 

Before drawinp' a?ìy concisioïs from the facts 3urveyed 

iii the previous chapter, it is well for one to take a look at 

the? printinC industry cf today. How doe3 the industry rate in 

conparison with other trades which have 1on been con;iCered 

important part$ of an all-round educational progran, such as 

those of eahinet-mald.nr tmd retal-wcrkin? 

The ct1turai value of the graphi c arte has been denmnstrat- 

ed in the e.Tects that the Invention of printJ.n4 and the widespread 

uso of the products of the nrss have had on the people of Europe 

and Anerica arid, in fact, in every country in whIch books mid news- 

papers and other printed materials have been chfp arid 'ride1:r used, 

It is a fact that is clearly evident that where printed infonation 

i_s most freely distributed to the largest number of people the 

highest educational and cultural standards exist. In contrast, 

dictators seek controls anc supression of the press (ana radio) 

in order to control the ¡n inds of the people and, often, to nisdirect 

ther. 

An editori.] in the Portland, Oregon, Oregonian states 

this point of view (17): 'tIt is impossible to conceive of a 

civilization iithout printing, for at best a printinCless cuJture 

could never rise above barbarism. He was a printer th a smudge 
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on his nose who kindled the torch for us. Art and science, 

these are the foster children of printing.....' 

Thnas Roy Jones, president of the American Type Founders, 

who has been instrumental inì helping organize many graphic arts 

educational prograxs, also emphasized the civilizing effect of 

printing in a lecture before the American Pranch of the Newciien 

Society of ::ngland. He said (65, p.6): 'So basic is PFI!TING 

as an agency oroiotinr civilization that no one can conjecture what 

mankind's lot would have been nor would be withoit type and the 

printed page..... Printing is one of nan's greatest weapons: 

for good or evil, for success or failure, for victory or defeat. 

Flyin upon winged winds of the mind, the printed bord shapes the 

world's human destinies." 

Pow does the united States rate as to the availability of 

printed information to the people as a whole? As to the size of 

the industry, the United States Pepartent of Labor has written 

(112, n.l): "Over 600,000 men and wcen made their living in the 

printing industries in 19h6. ore workers were emnloyed in print- 

in!- than in such large manufacturing industries as furniture, 

leather, and rubber or such important Dublic utilities as tele- 

phone and electric light companies." 

According to the United States Department of Coinrerce Survey 

of Current Business for April, 1951, this number of employed per- 

sons had increased to over 830,000 (110, p.11). As to rates of pay, 

only three industries pay a higher weekly wage: petroleum cornuanies 



pay the highest wages; next are the manufact'rers cf trucks, 

cars, and tranortation equipiìent; and third is the rnachinex7 

nanufactur1ng industry (110, pp.1l4-1). 

The Bureau of Statistics of the Tparthent of Coierce, 

in their 19L7 report, listed 38,762 printing establishnìentz. 

Only one industry, that of food and kindred products, had more 

estab1ishents than prInting (112, pp.3 and 30). This puts 

printing, as far as the industry itself is concerned, well toward 

the top in this highly industrialized America, with a large serment 

of the population workin in the trade. 

The ratio of salaried workers to wage earners In printing 

is 1 to 2.6, the highest in any industry, making it evident that 

the opportunities for the advancement of employees are very good 

(11g, p.3L). ;ith 630,000 workers in the trade and over 38,000 

establishments, there is an average of twenty-one workers per 

shop; and this means that a printer has one chance in twenty of 

being his own propietor. 

Another fact demortrates the availability of employment 

In the printing industry. .Printlng is not concentrated in a few 

large corporations, as is automobile manufacturing or the steel 

industry. Only 610 of the 38,762 printing plants are listed by 

the Printing Industry of America s having sales of 3,OOO or 

more a year. Only sixty hava sa1e of more than a million dollars 

a year. This means that the rest of' the 23,000 or more printing 

plants ar scattered all ovcr the country, and that even swall 



vIllages have their printing establis'rments. Printing has 

not1 proved aciaìtahie to heavy concentration, oibly because 

of the highly independent nature of tIe individual printer (9L, 

pp.S and 13). 

TECHNICAL PROGRE& IN THE GRAPHIC AflTS 

Another phenomenon that 13 interesting to the stucent of 

ihe graphic arts is the fact that durIng the last decade a great- 

er technological revolution has ocLurred in the printIng indu 3try 

than has been seen since uthriberz's timc. Its irnDact on the 

graphic arts and upon education in this field may evcn creater 

than any r cvi ous chanes. 

The pse are biing used today are sn'ilar to thcse 

that have been in use for hall' a century. For fty years or iiore, 

printing machinery engincer 1ave ç1ieci heir time and efforts 

to the perfection of the resseu developed at that tie . Since the 

last war (19iì-l9L), greater emphasis than ever before has been 

placed not only on the irnproveienL of both resses and t'.me-compos- 

ing machines but on almost Tholly new methods. 

Just as processes are being improved, so are the jobs 

connected with these processes becoming more technical. Three 

or four centuries ago, people spoke of the t)printer, but today 

there are not only printers who dc most of their ovm typesetting 

and presswork but compositors, presomen, bir'dery--workers, 

stereotypers, electrotyprs, photo-engravers, and iithographcrs 



in the larger plants. ven these classifications are sub- 

divided; for examnie, among the coniiositors there are hand 

compositors, composing nach5.ne operators, nake-up men, stone 

mon, distributors, and others (37, pp.6-7). 

The scopa of this study does not porrit a detailed 

cOn3lderation of all of these technological innovatios. Only 

a fa of the outstand±n ones, which illustrate the advance in 

each field, are Hiscussed. 

Those people who attended the ducational Graphic Arts 

Exposition in th International Aritheater in Chicago, Illinois, 

September 11 - 23, l9O, were able not only to see many of the 

new technological innovations derionstrated but to observe their 

educational significance. The exposition was a great advertising 

campaign, bit it also illustrated the educational implications 

of these improvtnients. The Lithographic Technical i'oundation, the 

International Graphic Arts Educational Association, and the 

Educational Pepartnent of the Arencan Type Fcunders were only 

threc of the organizations with ftsplays at this exposition which 

stressed the need for education in the graphic arts. 

The two fields 'nich have contributed the most to these 

technical imoroveinents in the printing processes are those of 

photography and lectronics. Both of these fields are very 

technical, and call for highly skilled technicians. 

The outstanUn development along photographic lines is 

an improvement in platemaldng processes called "cold type." This 
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new kind of composition has been in the process of perfection 

for a decade or more as a iethod of eliuiinating the setting of 

ty-pe for rproduction oroofs in offset lithography. Puring the 

typographers ' strike in Chicago in 191$, this type of a machine 

was used by the Advertising magazine as a substitute for metal 

type. Again in l9t8, the typographers stnick in Chicago, and 

again the Varityper was used to take the place of linotype-set 

type in publishing the Chicago Tribune and other big Chicago 

daily papers. "Justified copies" of the original manuscripts 

were typed on these machines by typists who had learned in three 

ours to operate them. The pasted-up dummies of these typed 

pages were photographed, and plates were etched (iii : 116, pS7). 

The Varityper is the first of several machines that have 

been developed to do typeless composition. The need for such 

machines has long been felt by the offset-litography section of 

the graphic arts industry. The older methods called for handset 

or machine-set type frow. which proofs were taken which could then 

be photographed. 

The two main difficulties in developing such machines 

were that of 'justifying' the lines of type so that they would 

be the saine length and that of arranging for a variety of type 

faces for various uses. These two difficulties have been largely 

overce in the two machines described below, 

In addition to the Varitype machine, developed by (- 
head, the Justowriter has been put out by the Ctnercial Controls 



Corporation. This method uses to tyoewriters. One of theni 

cuts a tape which operates the second. This in turn produces 

the justified copy for photographing. 

(All of the machines and processes discussed in this chapter 

were seen by the writer at the Graphic Arts xposition in Chicago, 

wbere they were on display and being demonstrated.) 

A third machine of this type is also in use at the present 

time. it is the Fairchild Caiiera and Instrument Corporation's 

Lithotype. This machine, like the Varityper, has many different 

type Laces which can be changed easily. It also justifies the lines 

by typing the copy a second time. 

In addition to this form of phototextype machine, another 

method is being developed to eliminate even the typing of the copy. 

These machines compose the copy directly onto the fi]ir which is 

developed into a negative or a positive for plate mnaldng. 

Of all of these machines, the best Iaown are the ones 

developed by the Merganthaler Corporation, cUed the Linofiim, aixi 

tnat of tfle Intertype Corporation, called the i'otosetter. Che Lino- 

film sets up lines of matrices, on the edges of which etters are 

outlined, and each line is justified, positioned, and photographed. 

Thi Fotosetter positions and photographs each mat searately on the 

f i]1n. 

In England, George .;estover has developed at is called the 

.otofoto method. Ie uses tne onotype cdster which photographs the 

letrs after they are assembled. From the negative, a plato is 

made by the direct method (11h, pp.90-91). 



There are two other macMnes which are hand oprate± for 

photoaphing tyre. The Anerican Type Founders have developed the 

Ledago, In this method, large size black iüastc blocks, on which 

the letters aprear in white, are set in a stick by hani. This 

stick is plrced in the c3rera frame and Dhotographed. 

The other machine ising the hand-operational methoJ is a 

small one especially for coiposing display type for advertisements. 

The type fonts are arraned ar.mnd the edges cf ithite plastie di3cs. 

These letters are nositioned by tuiìing the discs an are photo- 

graphed by pressing a button. Tìe film ca be developed into either 

a negative or a 'ositive for direct platernaking. 

Some printers and ot'ers interested in the granhic arts are 

quite optimistic about these new developments, but there are also 

those who believe that the field of nonmetal composition is definitely 

limited. The letterrress men, especially, ar of this opinion. It 

is ossible that much of this feelin steiis fron the fact that relief 

printing has been the backbone of the p.nting industrj for hundreds 

of years. Gravrnre and offset-lithoraph are both newer processes, 

and only in the last thirty years have they mide any threat to the 

suoremacy of the letterpress method of printing. 

Pr, Vannevar Push, president of Carnegie Institute in ash- 

1riton, li). C., says that rietal is on the way out in printing, arid 

that "eventually we will print without typi (l, p.)L) .' The Graphic 

Arts Research Foundation has been organized within the Lithomat 



Corporation Laboratories. Pr. push is director of the Foundation, 

and its objective Is the rerfection of these rnethods of photo- 

composition and phototextypo to the iheot efficiency (117, p.7). 

Lithography 1cd in the Increase of business from 1939 to 

1917 over both letterpress and gravure, or 212 per cent for litho- 

graphy to 169 per cent for gravure and 118 per cent for the letter- 

press (95, p.39). A comparison of the rawth of letterpress work 

and lithograph prInt1n from 191h to 1939 shows tht during this 

period the offset-lithograph business increased from .39,OOO,OOO to 

1t,OOO,OOO, or 23 per cent, while letterpress work increased 

from .310,000,000 to J:515)000,000J or only 60 per cent (L9, p.33). 

Daniel helcher expressed most of the objections toward 

typeless composition f 1t by others in an article in the Publishers' 

eek1y. He wrote that. the type styles are crudely designed, that 

the outlines of letters are fuzzy from being typed through carbon 

ribbon, that the lines of typ become uneven because type bars get 

out of alignment,. that the copy must be typed twice, and that there 

is only one type face for one machine (80, p.1069). 

These objections are a]ost a verbatim list of the problems 

which are being studied, and of which many have been overcome, by 

those interested in developing more .rect methods of printing. 

Already a variety of type faces has been provided for, the need for 

a second typing has been eliminated with photocomposition machines, 

the use of carbon paper one-time ribbon has improved the clearness 

of the letters, and study Is being given to the develo'mient of 
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iiiultiple and attractive type faces for such processes uch has 

already been done, also, in providing characters that will not be 

distorted when increased in 517e for larger display work. 

The peneral connent Is that lithography s challengin every 

rajor field of letterpress and gravure nrintlng (103, p.1Ui). Sneak- 

1nr of the "Chicago xperimont in Cold 1rpe," Carl Xeslor wrote of 

the Chicago printers' strike (70, p.37): "Vhatever it cost in money 

and effort it has been, from the practical point of view a success- 

ful experiment. Successful despite the fact that practically every- 

body concerned (except, naturally, the temporarily eirployed varitype 

operators) was glad lt was over." 

In the field of electronics, equally iniportant advances In 

new printing processes have been made. Vh1le se printers believe 

that such revolutionary developments as xerography and "onset's 

printing are "visIonary" (103, p.l4), others are working toward 

perfecting these methods. 

erography is an electronic printing process which Is 

actually in productive use today. 1.corking drawings in the desired 

sizes for practical use are being made from microfilm at the Wright- 

Patterson Air Force Fase in nayton, Ohio, by this inethor (22, p.10I). 

TIe erographIc plate is sprayed with electrons hIch r-produce in 

a mac'netic area the im ge to be printed. The powdered ink used is 

attracted to the rnainetic area. It is transferred to the naper by 

a reversal of the electric charge and fixed by 1eatirig (ioI, p.h9). 

The advantages of this method are the permanency of the plates, 



the fact that prints can he made on any paper or surface desired, 

and the speed and econy of the picess (23, p.116 : 116, pp.15- 

19). 

William FTeubner, a consulting engineer for the tanston 

Monotype Machine Ccwrpar, has developed a printing process which 

som.e call "ghost nrintlng." In some ways the process is similar 

to Xerography, but no special plates or ink are used. The paper 

is charged with negative 'lectricity so that the ink "jumns" a 

slight gap (about one ten-thousandths of an inch) from the plate 

(relief, offset, or gravure), or type, to the paper. Since no pres- 

sure is nade to transfer the ink to the paper, any kind of metal or 

other material ay he used for the plate; any kind of material - 

Daper, wood, or metal - may be used for the printin" surface; and 

the method can be adapted to any kind of cylinder press, letteroress, 

offset press, or gravure press (11, p.101 62, p.i4). 

The advantages of this method, en once it is perfected, 

will be most important. With the duction of the pressure for 

printing practically to zro, it Will he possiblo to reduce the 

weight of the cylinder, permitting greater speeds. The reduction 

of pressure on the plates Will reduce wear and nernit the use of lees 

expensive plates. Finally, it will permit the unlimited ectension of 

process color work (61e p.1i71). 

In order to meet the increased threat to the supremacy of 

the letterpress, nrinters and nrinting machinery producers have been 

doing a eat deal of research in the field of metals, plastics, 



rubber, and other atoraIs to develop bett3r and faster etch- 

ing and lighter plates. It ìa bcoe evident that iottrpress, 

to hold its own in the pntin field, must devise cheaper and 

faster methods in the rroducton cf panted ratter. 

Plastic plates were developed durin ?Iorld War II for much 

of the publicity work for the Govcrnnnt and the Anned Services. 

These plates were especially used for shipping overseas because 

of heir lightness and ease of transportation. At the present time, 

over four hunthd advertising agencies prefer them for their news- 

paper schedules (16, p.12). 

1elcher, a voluble commentator on these new developments 

in the printinF field, &lso points out the possibilities of plastic 

plates. He lists these as (82, p.86ì): 

1. Printinc surfee equal to nickel-faced electros. 

2. Fide]ity on half-tones equal to lead-ouL electroe. 

3. Cost approximately that of stereotype. 

LJ. height one-eighth as much as metal plates. 

5. Mould to plate in 2 minutes. Wan'r plates can he made 
from one mould. Only a few minutes needed to replace 

daxnaged plates. 

L. Cheaper - L4. ceiìts per square inch compared to 7 
cents for electros, 

Rubber plates are also coming rapidly into use, and offer 

some real advantages - as do the plastic plates. Scrihner has 

installed presses to use rubber plates, and expects to bring down 

book printing costs to the l9L2 level. Short runs o few as 



18,000 copies have been produced economically with these plates 

(8g, p.i455). 

Faibber plates are chearer even than stereotype plates and 

can produce ece1lent work of all kinde with the exception of half- 

tones. They will stand up to runs of a million impressions, ad 

take less ink and make-ready than metal plates and type. They are 

flexible and, with their sticky backs, can e easily attached and 

used on rotary presses (8I, pp.L5S-i6). 

Another material which is being widely used in the field 

of platernaking is magriedum. Two of Chicago's newspapers, during 

a strike, 'ised magnesium plates in the place of the usual type 

forms for making stereotype plates. The éstern Newspaper 1Jni.on's 

John Perry, Jr. started using them to print his Fiorida papers in 

19I8 (82, p.666). The advantages of these plates are many, the main 

one being their light weight. They weigh one-fourth as much as zinc, 

and one-sixth aa much as electros. The costs of etching a also 

much 1e83, a3 they can be etched faster with weaker solutions of 

etchinr acid. Their wearinE qualities, which are better than those 

of other engraving metals, have the unique characteristic of be- 

coming greater with use (2, p.5). 

Another inthrostinrz development is a machine produced by 

the Fairchild Cazr.era nd Instrument Corporation ich is a refine- 

ment of the type of machine which transmits a picture by telegraph 

or radio. T!-3 electric eye which scans the picture, instead of 



actut1nc radio or telegraphic wav, cortrols a stylus. This 

stylus bnishes the surface of a plastic plate which is fastened 

to the other end of the cylinder on which the picture to be 

reproduced is fastened. The needle is adjusted so that in light 

areas of the picture it cuts deeply, while in the dark areas it 

cuts only lightly or not at all. With a little washin to clean 

away the shavin3, these plates are ready for immediate use. A 

great saving of time i effected by this process, and the plates 

are equal to other plastic plates in all common runs (7, p.l279 

: 103, p.l). 

This by no means completes the story of technolor'ical 

development in the field of graohic arts. A recent check made 

by the Graphic Arts Research and Development Council revealed 

156 research projects beinç' actively carried on, There are 

probably many others which have not beeipublicized (8)4, p.6)4). 

An article, indicative of present trends In the graphic 

arts, apneared in the Oregonian for July 1, 19)49. It was entitled 

"Goodbye to the Hand-set Boys' (9)." Hand-set type Is now almost 

as extinct as the tramp printer of fifty years and more ago. 

achines have been invented and improved until it Is possible, 

even In :Je tterpress work, not to have "to set one stick" of type 

by hand. It has been demonstrated, as well, that it is possible 

to print books, magazines, and miscellaneous jobs without a piece 

of type or a typesetting machine in the shop. 



IDUCATION AND THE GRAPHIC ARTS 

Ci1tura1 Ap al of the aphic Arts 

These recert tec}mo1oica1 advances in the graphic arts 

pose several problems to tho3e interested in graphic arts education. 

Few modern technical developnents arcs found in today's shops because 

the teachers were trained in school progrars where no such processes 

were tauc'ht. Rubin has written (101, p.610): "All of us keep 

remarking that this is a nev world anc that airplanes can travel at 

over six hundred miles an hour, that oceans and distances mean not-h-- 

Ing, yet we go on teaching our young people as if these facts did 

not exist. Time narches on but education stands still." 
These new advances in the printing industrj constitute a 

real challenge to graphic arts educators. Are they, as craftsmen 

and teachers, willing to allow their instiction to "stand still?" 

With all the advances in printing techniques contributing to the 

increase of the cultural, artistic, and educational values of the 

graphic arts, are they willing to eorget the scholarly her1tae 

of those that "smear ink," arid continue the limited educa:ional 

program possible with only a few fonts of type and a platen press? 

The industry o fifty to a hundred years ago, represented 

by the tyse of printing education demonstrated In so many smaller 

school shops, was so far ahead of that of the two hundred years 



following Gutenberg, that many have felt it was sufficient as an 

educitional prograi. Forty years ago, when it was estlinateri that 

there were 25,000,000 books in existenc (51.., p.130), it would be 

reasoned that the days of the scarce and expensive book were past. 

l.a longer can one, like Alexander the Great, secure for 

his own exclusive use the works of a learned writer and permit no 

one to peruse them but himself. Some other instances of the scarcity 

of books which perplexed educated people for genrations arid which 

the printing press has made impossible of recurrence are r.entioned 

by Brewster (31, p.5). 

The library of the Pishop cf Vinchester, in l29L, contained 

only eighteen parts of volumes. To borrow one Bible with margin4 

annotations, he had to rive a bond in due form, drawn up with great 

solemnity. 

The first library in ngland, that of the Bishop of Durham, 

was thirty or forty volumes that be bought for fifty pounds of 

silver. 

In 1300, the library of Louis DC contained only four classical 

authors. t that time, the library of Oxford was only a few tracts 

kept in a chest. 

Tha Royal Library of France, now containing 150,000 voitmies, 

in 1361 did not number more than twenty volumes. In 1h71, Louis 

n had to put up a hundred gold crowns as surety to borrow an Arabian 

manuacript for copying. One man whose house burned down rebuiLt it 

for the price of two small vo1mies of cicero. The Countess of Anjou 



bought a favorite prayer book for two hundred sheep, some skins 

of martins, and a quantity of wheat and rye. 

As Thner Clausen rararked In his History of Early Printing 

in the Pacific Northwest (39, p.3): "Iitt1e people of the past 

scoffed when thinkers predicted that the art of printing would be 

the forerunner of a great civilization. reat people of today are 

those first to athiit that our educational systern and much of our 

nresent high standard of living would not have been attained had 

it not been for the printing industry. 

'Too Lev; people realize, as they nick up a newspaper, a maga- 

zinc, a book, or even ari advertisement to read, that they owe their 

present intellectual, social, economic, and spiritual developments 

to the various thoughts which they have received - throuc'h the nrint- 
ed word - and that they are, today, what they are because of printing. 

"The printing industry has been the constant comnanion of 

achievement and has accompanied nroress and riven people a means of 

recording their history. Often the history of its printing is a his- 

tMry of the progress of a community, section, or nation." 

The conditions which limited the opportunity for reading and 

study, which had existed for five hundred and more years, had by 

1800 been, to all anpearances, completely changed by the increase of 

printing presses and the multiplication of cheap books and newspapers. 

Until the period of unrest folloiing the two world wars, it had seem- 

ed that what had been accomplished in meeting the needs of the reading 

public was sufficient so far as printing processes were concerned. 
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Printing was one of the early subjects taught in industrial 

arts and vocational education, and has alwaTs had a ronantic 

attraction for sorne young people. The printer has a heritage of 

scholarship which other trades have lacked. As Wright wrote (123, 

p.112): "...It was the tradition of those early learned printers 

who were also editors and scholars." 

Kelly has the hero of his story, At the Sign of the ('olden 

Compass, say (67, p.50): I would rather smear ink than wield a 

scepter frorn a throne. For believe me when I say that nauht in 

the Church or the Law Courts has ha]» the power, to rne, of those 

products of the Ink srnearers. . . . ." A little later, when he has 

heard that he had been left an inheritance of twenty thousand 

ponnds, he felt that he would rather remain a printer. Fe said 

( 67, p.le9): "There are scholars in the university who would not 

doff their black robes for twice that amount. And, indeed, T feel 

that way about my apron. It is a mark of honor. I would rather be 

a craftsman in this trade than possess a docto"s n. Yea, I 

would rather print fine books than own a hundred ships that bore 

treasures from the Americas or the East." 

And the master replied: "You have it, too, the fatal 

fa5cination of the press. I ametirnes think that ink is a curse, 

that it lures men on when nothing else in li e interests them. I, 

indeed, am one such, caught in this folly. Yet, I would not have 

lt otherwise. ;rite, I cannot. The gift of words has not been 

given to me. But I have the desire, the madness -- and call lt what 



you will - to print the words of others. To keep alive in the 

world the thought of thinkinc' men, to spread abroad Ideas that en- 

liven and elevate....." It. Is not possible that printlwi teachers 

of today have entirely lost the vision expressed by Kelly's hero 

or the master. 

As the lives of many of the successful men of history are 

studied, it is interesting to note how many were captured by the 

lure of prInters Ink and started their careers in printing shops 

-"the poor man's college" (L2): for example, The Earl of Stanhope, 

Prince Iward William, Prince Napoleon, .Josephus Daniels, WIllIam 

Caxton, J. P. Morris, N. P. Villis, James Parker, Horace Greeie, 

Charles Dickens, Janies Buchanan, Ellis H. Roberts, Elbert Hubbard, 

Simon Cameron, Schuyler Colfax, Mark Twain, Amos S. Cuxnniings, Bret 

Harte, William Dean Howells, Joel Chandler Harris, Opie R. Read, 

Artemus Vard, P. H. Nasby, Senator Plumb, James J. Flogg, Benjamin 

Franklin, and Thomas Edison are only a few as listed by Donelly. 

with these examples In history and the ever-present influence 

of the products of the printing press before them, there is no reason 

for the study of printing to lose its appeal to the young men and 

young women of today. Nor is this all. In the art of printing it- 

self, there is a real challenge to creative production. With the 

advances are being made In the graphic arts, the tizne has come 

when eminence In printing means more than good reproduction along 

existing lines. Because the term "art" has so often been misapplied 

in printing to work that, was only archaic, printers have hesitated 
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to accept it as applying to printing processes. Outstanding 

printing nroduction is not only good rochanical production but 

Is a T,full recognition of the power and value of art in print- 

Ing (SO, p.101)." 

As French points out ($0, p.19), however, the motive of 

printing is not solely or even principally an art motive, and print- 

Ing is not dono primarily to illustrato art or to produce objects 

of art but to spread knowledge - to nake knowledge avnilahle to 

all who will read. Competence in printing. is more than the 

conscious search for fine printing which leads only to experirenta- 

tion. "In books which are meant for the reader experiment must 

always be subordinate to the subject of the book and the ability 

of the reader. It is in enthusiasm spending Itself In proper inter- 

pretatlon of the hook for the reader that publishers, corporations, 

and printers can nd their meeting ground (140, p.0)." 

Dent would hold before his students the ideal expressed in 

TeVinne 's letter, and rirind them that "printing is not so much an 

act of isolated artistry as an Instrument of social service in the 

world (140, c.1l).t DeVinne's letter presents the definite challenge 

of the printer's task (140, p.56). He wrote t'To make a thoroughly 

good book out of a lot of jumbled manuscript; to select a type ap- 

nronriate to the subject; to determine Its size so that it shall be 

suitable for the book; to detennine a nage so that It shall be in 

fit nroportlon to the margin; to correct1í determine by graduated 

size of tyoe the relative Importance of extracts, letters, poetry, 
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notes, preface, appenrix, iclex, 3tc.; to uie paper, bindlng8, and 

1in1rì p'iper3 $0 that tey w11 bo suitable to the print; to space 

11ne neatly; to reu1ath b1aik (whites) propr1y, 30 that any read- 

or can see at a glance that the wholo bock i tide work of a disciplin- 

ha and an educated taste, and that proper subordin.atio. has been 

maintained in ali the little details, froi space between the words 

to margins ar,nd the page; these, I think, call for more skill, 

more of experience, than ar3 shown in the most difíicu1t pieces of 

ornamental typography." 

Type of Students Suitable for This Prograt 

The question arises, because of the high artistic standards 

and technical skill indicated for printing craftsmen, jìiat who 

should be encouraged to enter this trains ng. any schools in opera- 

tion are offering courses in the graphic arts îror. junior high school 

to courses on the rraduate level. All ages and both ses are allow- 

ed to enter these classes and, since the demand for these courses is 

fairly large and the schools offering thet are oì the incL'eas, it 
is clear that many- teachers and studnr.t&, as well as administrators, 

are rea1i.ng the value of these courses in the educational 'rogram. 

Not only wa printing one of the earliest. crafts incorporated 

into industrial arts ard vocational education, hut the Printing Press- 

men and the International Typographical Union were among the first 

to establish trade schools for those enterin; the trade. They were 

led to do this, as Vinslow says (122, n.2S) because: "in proportion 
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as occupation makes claim on t} e intellect of the workers great- 

er educational opportunitie3 become necessary. Tho3e trades which 

call for greatest intelligence or technical sidli on the part of 

the worker afford the most available opportunities for educational 

activity. It is not because the personnel in the nrinting trades 

is better, but rather because these occupations are becoming 

Increasingly more technical and subdivided in character." 

One of the perplexing problems faced by teachers In the 

graphic arts is the type of student with whom they have to work. 

So many schools attempt to steer "the lesser-brains" to the 

industrial arts shops or vocational schools (28,p.L9). The teach- 

ers have cause to complain that in printing, as in the other trade 

subjects, they receive as students only the "scrapings fr the 

bottom of the barrel of intelligence." here this procedure of 

selecting students for graphic arts courses applies, the students 

do not have the interest nor the ability to maintain the high 

standards necessary (1l, p.0). 

The American Federation cf Labor complains (66, p.2) th 

many tiies younsters are sent to these classes, not because of 

Interest or ability but because they have not made the grade in 

other parts of the school. Some others of rore ability may be- 

caììe Interested, but no organIzed plan .s in operation in most 

schools to steer them into the industrial arts shops or vocational 

schools. î'en some of these studerts do get into these classes, 
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objectives md rìethods òecore confused and e1thr groitp is 

helped as rauch ¿s it shouli be. 

Tbe criticisxts of many of the present plans ror selecting 

students for the grap1ic arts indicate tìe need for a restudy of 

the rcaos for which t.hey are assigned or accoptei. Sonic other 

basis than failure in the rgu1ar school curr.tculum should be 

found. Interest and ptitudo tests could bc ivad, nd a definite 

program arranged to steer likely candidates into high school 

graphic arts courses and t.hus interest theu in higher vocational 

printing programs (28,p.I9). 

when these students ar3 properly selected according to 

their interest and ability, many of theni will choose to go on into 

irdusirial arts or professional courses offered iIi he college 

graphic arts departhionts. The United States Office of ducation 

pointed out, as early as 1937 (113, p.9), the need for the devis- 

ing of curricula on the college level for these yo'&mg people. It 

is also pointed out that rrny students who come fron small sciìools 

and frorn those instjtions wìich do not offer industrial arts 

courses should be planned for in our colleges. It is even sugested 

that some of these courses should be required of evry college 

student (113, p.57) ori the basis that no collego student should be 

denied the joy of creative acconplishment, the exercise of judgment 

whan facing a technical problem, arid the ]earning of the ìssOfl8 On 

thrift possible in st ; courses as printing and. graphic arts and 

other industrial arts subjects. 
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Need for College Training in the Graphic Arts 

This type of education has now been a nart f the Anerican 

educational systen for a long tfre. Its presence is not due to the 

planning of the educational authorities but to the complexity of 

modern life and the competitive conditions in the attenpt of in- 

ciustry to meet the needs of society for food, clothing, shelter, 

and recreation. Sie of this education is furnished by Industrial 

erganizatlons themselves in training programs planned for their own 

ne3ds (145, p.S). any of the more technical types of education, 

such as the graphic arts, are the legitimate responsibllit:T of the 

educational authorities. Such courses are an essential part of 

gen ral education, and should lead to thsir provision at the college 

level as well as in the secondary schools (113, p.86). Then 

educational uthorities understand that the giaphlc arts are as 

fundamental to complote livinc as other Industrial arts courses 

are, greater effort will be made to provide this trainin to more 

young people. 

5tatus of Teacher Training in the Graphic Arts 

An important part of these educational programs must be the 

training of teachers who can carry on those courses successfully. 

There have been many comnplai nts that this training is inadequate to 

the needs, There is a demand for more teachers than are available, 

and some suggest that, to date, though the develo*nent of material 
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things to facilitate efficient teaching i far behind what it 
shoulri be, it 13 still far ahead of the teacher-training prograis 

now carried on (96, p.269). Teachers have been selected for their 

experience in printing or any other trade and not because they have 

had training as teachers. Few schools have been prepad to rive 

a sufficient mastery of these trades to qualifr the graduate to be 

selected as teacher of a trade without further experience (35, pp. 

13 and 17). 

athewaon points out the four firndanental quali fications of 

a successful graphic arts teacher (78, rp.8-lO). These are: 

"1. Thdutria1 qualifications, which are trade knowledge 
and experience. 

2. ducat1ona1 qualifications, which are 'enoral school 
training, technical knowledge of the trade an . its 
history. 

3. Personal qualifications, which are appearance, 
character, health, and personality. 

b. Teaching qualifications, wh ch are a knowledge of the 

pnciples of education, school organization, and 

rethods of teaching." 

In a survey of the status of trade and industrial teacher 

training in 1927, Lewis found that there were 106 such teacher- 

training programs in the United btates and that seventy-seven of 

them were op'rated by educational institutions (7h, p.37). This 

condition has undoubtedly improved during the last twenty years but, 

as no survey has been made recently and since institutions employing 

graphic arts teachers continue to demand more trained nersonel, it 

is evident that teachers of the graphic arts are not being prepared 
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in sufficient numbers to meet the demand. Typical of the situation 

is a study made by Stone of industrial art5 teacher education in 

Ohio (107, pp.1-2). itt that time (19tO), there were eleven teacher- 

training prograns authorized in the state. Only nine were in opera- 

tion. 3even were infox,ïal1y surveyed. Graphic arts was required 

In only three, while woowork, metalwork, and drawing were given in 

all seven. "ie 1937 Ohio School Standards recuired that all first- 

Frade high schools offer a minirninn of two credits in industrial 

arts subjects, and recomrended for credit certain unite, inc1iding 

printing, for graduation (107, p.I). ;1th regard to the ororazns, 

he says: "In the light of the preliminary survey of 1936-37, no 

Industrial Arts teacher-education prograzii in the state provided 

either curriculum or facilities adequate to prepare teachers for 

the program required by the State Departnent for the rublic schools.l* 

Much advice is also being given to the printing teacher to 

keep abreast of the times. Mills (83, p.22S) feels thìt, as a 

group, printing teachers are too smuc arid too easily satisfied dth 

their present abilities and kr:owledge. Pecause of having taught 

hundreds of boys hcsw to set, type and feed a olaten press, they feel 

that their curriculum car easily be justified. The time has ce to 

reconsider both the objectives and the content of the courses in the 

light of the many changes that Iave occurred in the printing industry. 

ne wrote (83, p.226) that continuing to learn is probably the weak- 

est factor in the education of most printing teachers. The printing 

indua .ry Is no longer a simple trade of hand-set type and a platen 
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press. The teacher should "know the industry and be able to 

illustrate to the student the endless varieties of graphic re- 

production and the dependence of the American way of life upon the 

printed word." 

PROGRESS IN PRINTING EDUCATION 

Values of Printing and Graphic Arts Training 

There are many things about the present graphic arts 

educational programs that should encourage those interested in them. 

The benefits of stroncr training programs for the students, where 

found, are evident to any observer. 

The number of schools now engaged in such training is in 

great contrast to a centurj ago when not a single school or print- 

Ing establisìient in the United States taught panting in a system- 

atic manner. AU the training received for the trade was then done 

through the apprenticeship program. The immediate rather than future 

production was the a of all such prentice training, and what- 

ever knowledge the apprentices absorbed was by observation while 

engaged in the inevitably menial tasks which always fell to their 

lot, 

Several studies have been made as to the extent of the 

benefits the students receive from well conceived programs in the 

graphic arts in schools. Hansburg (8, pp.li-l7) carried on an 

experimental test in Public School 25, Queens, New York City, to 
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learn the effects of the use of printing in the iniprovenent of 

spe11in, reading, and visual perception. Fe set up three area3 

for the test: word memory, paragraph memory, and spelling. All 

of the pupil8 in the school were tested in September, 1932, and 

then trdce a year until June, l93. This school is for dull normal 

and maladjusted children. At first, as one group of children start- 

ed to study printing, the others tested higher than the printing 

pupils in word memory and in paragraph memory an1 at the same level 

in spelling. In June, 1935, "the printers" tested higher than the 

other children in all three areas. Spelling showed the greatest 

improvement. Fe pointed out (9, p.6) that the reason for this 

improvement was the "proving" of cory, that is, (a) reading for 

spellinr' errors, (b) reading for nisplaced words, and (c) reading 

for punctuation marks. If' this improvement is evident with these 

dull and maladjusted children, the possibilities with Toung people 

who are interested and who have high ability should be much greater 

and show much better results. 

Gage, head of the Departnent of Printing of the Carnegie 

Institute of Technology, raised the question (51) whether, if print- 

ing education is of use for the training of the fingers In dexterity 

and of minds in spelling and the use of nglish, it does not also 

afford a direct training in orderly arrangement and of sare judent 

of color and harmony. 

Another encouraging feature of this training Is that a very 

high percentage of students n these printing courses go on Into 

the graphic arts industry Leonard reported that one study showed 
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more than fifty per cent of those trained in printing were work- 

ing in the trade for which they were trained (72, p.29). Brown, 

in a study of the graduates of Penson Polytechnic School in 

Portland, Oregon, showed that a much larger percentage than this 

was own among the printing students who had continued in their 

work in their o field (32, p.16). In a study of the Frank 

Wiggins Trade School in Los Angeles, Campion found (3t, p.118) 

that 231 of the pupils completing the printing courses entered 

the printing trades from these classes the first half of the 

l9IO-Il school year. The enployer attitude was excellent toward 

the product of the courses. It was also pointed out that printing 

was rated the highest by many teachers and aninistrators as to 

the desirability of adding and maintaining such courses in the 

curriculum (3L, pp.81 and 115-116). 

Types of Educational Programs Needed 

uch of the emphasis in these courses has been put into 

the development of technical skills with little effort being given 

to the teaching of related infonnation. Stoner wrote that the 

programs in the colleges which he studied in Ohio demonstrated 

almost exclusive emphasis to this phase of the training (107, p. 

122); but, as Shaw pointed out (lOs, p.76), "there can be no such 

thing as an intelligent choice of vocation ithout accurato and 

comprehensive information as to such matters as wares, uneìnploy- 
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an chances for employment..... The student should be taught 

the econoenic and workinF conditions of the trade. 

Shaw's survey showed (lOs, p.75) that, educationally, print- 

ers ranked higher educaonally than other factory workers, but 

journeymen printers still possessed 1es than a clete elementary 

school education. Cciposng roori nployees were the best educated 

men in the industry, but only twenty-eight rer cent of them had 

entered high school and only eight por cent had cpleted high 

school. flow much bettor pipared they would have been for their 

work and their problens o' everyday living if they had had 

opTortunity for more education in related inÍoiation courses. 

Pecause of the specialization which has become so prominent 

in every branch of the printing industry, many school programs are 

far behind in this training. During the last rifty years, the 

speed of production of the composing ro, press rocn, arid bindery 

has greatly increased. Each department has pushed the other into 

greater specialization tn answer the demands of time (7S, p.3). 

So many schools, however, have not been able to keep up 

dth this speciaLization in their training of young men for the 

trade or 'or teachers of these courses. Seine high schools have 

worked out cooperative programs with local employers, arranging 

for the pupils to work about fifteen hours a week in the trade and 

to attend school at least four hours a day (2, pp.3-Li). This gives 

some exp rience with modern technical appliances, but it is not 
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to-date in his knowledge of these sa'e technical advances. 

Fred Iartn.n, executive secretary of the International 

Graphic Arts Educational Association, in summing up the roblems 

of postwar education for printing, pointed out four outstanding 

needs that should he considered in planning such a proam of 

education (59, pp.1-2). These were: 

Hl. }any nev workers will need to he trained ta fill 
the positions left vacant by the war. 

2. The postwar quality of printing must be greatly 
improved. 

3. The postwar volume of printing will be much greater 
than ever before. 

14. There will be inevitable changes and advances in 
printing and the graphic arts." 

"It is becoming increasingly true (59, p.6) that what we 

want in the printing industry we must put into the educational 

program for printing." 

School and Industrial Cooperation 

The need for improvement in gra:Thic arts training is so 

widely felt that the industry is giving much attention to the 

planning of future graphic arts and graphic arts education progranw. 

Carl E. Dunnagan, president of Printing Industry of America, has 

proposed that cocnmlttees from the printing industry be formed in 

each of the nation's major printing centers to work with local 

school authorities In deve1opin and executing programs for print- 
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be expanded, and the schools would have much of the support they 

need for success. Industry would also be enriched through attract- 

ing and traInin: better-qualified young men. 

Rudisill, in urging industry to cooperate with the schools, 

wrote (102, p.19): "We think that the Industry can help the schools 

produce what the industry needs and we intend to utilize the 

examples available In some cities ari some of the companies where 

this objective has been reached. Ve hope to encourage printing 

canpariles to take a very active interest in printing education in 

their communities. If they do not the schools cannot be blaned." 

MacKenzie (76, pp.3, 7) urged the schools to cooperate with 

industry in working out trade school and prenticeshIp programs. 

The schools waild he responsible for coordinating the apprenticeship- 

trw. ning program, and should ve the related and supplementary 

instruction needed. 

Union Attitudes 

The unions do not always look with favor on the efforts by 

Industry to control, as they think, the workers in the Industry by 

controlling their education. They are, however, Interested in the 

training of workers for the industry and claim that they will 

support any educational program which is nublicly controlled and 

in which they have a voice (3, p.11). 
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As early as 1909, the American Federation of Labor went 

on record as favoring the develornient an establishment of vocational 

schools in connection th the public school system because it felt 

that the schools oprated privately by indbstry workec cut to the 

detriment of the pupils, the iorkers, and the people in general and 

cave only a narrow and special training (3, pn.l2 and ls), 

rve1opments In Education in the Graphic Arts 

Fred J. iartman, i r iting in The American Presszran of February, 

1950, stated (60, p.3i) : Sixty yaars ago the American printing in- 

dustrv was without an anprenticeship system, or any kin3 of a pr 

cedure or method for recruiting, educating, and training personnel 

for the industry. Skilled riorkers for the most part came from 

abroad. Boys who could be induced to enter a printing ofTice were 

exposed to the 'pick-up' niethod of Instruction - unprofitable to 

the boy, to the industry, and to the public....." 

He went on to mention the following improvemrnts to be 

seen in the present graphic arts training (60, pp.3j-3$): 

"1. e'l-estab1ished apprentice system in the maJor 

branches of the indu3try; 

2. Courses o* study for the apprentice, the crafts- 

man, the front office worker, and the printing 

executive; 

3. An extensivo educat.ional literature for individual 

or group study; 

L. Technical trade schools - private and public; 
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. Printing instruction on junior and senior high 

school levels in the field of organized education, 

offering uriuzual facilities for the recriiitìent 

of future manpower; 

6. Higher schools of printing for printinc' executives 

and teachers of printing; and 

7. Group sponsors for educational activities." 

has been done In impleienting and executing such an 

educational program for the graphic arts has brought recognition 

from other industries, 

As an organized educational program, grhic arts train- 

Ing has not existed long. Sixty years ago, practically nothing 

was being done. A very few schools were offering courses in 

printing, but little information is available concerning these 

schools or courses. Their influence on present-day education in 

the graphic arts field is negligible. 

The information available seems to indicate that Harmony, 

Indiana, was the first place to organize a vocational printing 

department in a high school. This was In 1828, and the success 

of this effort led others to Include printing in their training 

programs. Hanover College, Hanover, Indiana, included printing 

in a program of manual training offered first in 1829. About 

this same time, the Lane Seminary in Cincinnati, Ohio, installed 

a similar shop with a student-work program. In l8to, a school 

was started in Thg].arid called the ('wer's halk School In which 

printing was offered as a part of the work-study program for 

the poor of Whitechapel (92, p.lS : 61, p.79). 
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It was not until near the end of the nineteenth century 

that an;y widespread and organized efforts were made to train 

workers for the printing trade. Apprenticeship traininp began 

to be organized in 1905, and public schools in such places as 

ow York, Philadelphia, Seattle, arid others began to oxfer 

organized instruction in printing. In 1911, iarvard Universityts 

School of Business Administration prepared a course called 

"Printing Types." The first-organized college curriculum lead- 

in to a degree was offered by the Caruerie Institute of Tech- 

nology in 1913 (92, p.16). 

The number of schools giving graphic arts training 

increased to more than lf.00 during the period 192i-l939. This is 

much the same as auto mechanics, but less than courses in 

electricity, metalwordng, drafting, farm mechanics, and wood- 

working p.9). Although printing was one of the early subjects 

taught in school industrial arts nrogrars, severa]. factors have had 

a detrimental effect on the development of this training. Fecause 

of services rendered and the savin's effected h.r printing departnents, 

the real objective of training printers for the trade has often been 

slighted r school administrations. This has hright about citic1sm 

of the teacher and the school by the narents and the pupils as well 

as by industry and the printers' unions (115, p.50). 

The Anrenticeshin-Tr lni n Program 

The printing trades nov ha orte of the best apprentice- 
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been the case. It was not until 1937 that the United States 

Goverrnent passed a law to promcte the furtherance rf labor stand- 

ards of apprenticeship (lii, p.19)." 

The apprenticeship plan is nearly as old as history. It grew 

out of the father-and-son relationship. The father was responsible 

for seein that his son was taught a trade. If, for saine reason he 

himself was unable to teach the boy, the son was "bound over" to 

another nan to train. The apprenticeship agreement provided that 

the boy should not only b cared for physically, that is, fed and 

clothed, by the master; but he was also to be taught his master's 

craft and to be given the fundamentals of an education in reading, 

writing, and arithmetic. 

Theoretically these agreements were ideal, as they were the 

nearest substitute devisable for the home environment and, since 

for the vast majority of the common people there were no schools 

or other fons of training, this system wa widely practiced for 

centuries; in fact, as early as there was a craft, there the ar- 

prentice was also to be found. Although the system had its draw- 

backs, no other plan was available or even conceived of at the time. 

During the early years of printing in America, the apprentice 

was considered an important part of the organization of every print- 

ing plant. They were the source of the otherwise-too-exoensive 

"help"in the shop. Benjamin Franklin and Isaiah Thomas were two 

American printers who received their training in this way (111, pp.5-Ó). 



As the trade developed, the system began to treak down. 

Tft.s was due to sevoral reasons, of which two were inherent in 

the system itself. The first was the fact that, though a man 

wa a master craftsman, he might not have carec' to or have the 

ability to teach his craft to another, The second fault ith the 

system was that the anprntice furnished a ourco of cheap labor 

that was easily available on demand. In t i way, the prentice 

was many times kept busy 1th menial tasks at the expense of h13 

training in the craft as well as the three "r's.' 

Another reon for the breakdown of the system was ie 

technological progress of the printing industry. New processes 

were developed, and such things as rotary presses and stereotying 

were introduced to such an extent that the apprentice was required 

to take more snecialized training in order to be prepared for the 

particular phase of the trade he chose. In contrast to the back- 

breaking methods of operating the old screw presses or the fatigu- 

ing methods of settino- type and standing for hour3 at a high type- 

case cabinet, were the linctype and automatic presses which were 

developed . More technical training was needea than could t'e given 

by the tradesman on the job. 

Finally the outstanding cause of the complete breakdown 

of the old apprenticeship indenture system, wbici as in use up 

till the twentieth century, was the independence of nerican 

youth. They resented the3e indentures as a form o: slavery, and 



the number trained for the trade by this system fell o f until 

the industry had to depend for its skilled tradesien on oreign 

Immigration (109, p.l160). 

As early a l83L-l836, the apprenticeship question was 

brought into prominence by the opposition of printers ' unions to 

a printin school being planned b:- General Green in whIch the 

students were to do comnìerclal printing work. ;dl of these unions 

were in favor of a strict indenture system, and insisted that 

employers not hire printers who had not finished their anrentice- 

ship. They set up restrictions as to the number o apprentices 

that could be employed In relation to the number of journeymen. 

The standard accepted by labor for this ratio was usually one to 

five, or one apprentice to five journeymen (29, pp.160-166). 

It was not until 1937 that the United States Government 

passed legislation regulating and encouraging a unified apprentice- 

ship system. By l9L9, 6,630 local joint apprenticeship committees 

had been established, Arprentices were being trained in approximately 

300 skIlled occupations, and as many as l0,000 employers wre taldnL 

part In their trinirw (111, pp.19-22). 

Someone may suggest that since there Is so much being done 

In apprenticeship training, why cannot this progrm supply the needed 

new recruits for the printing industry? The principal reason that 

the program is failing to supply the needed trained personnel Is 

that the unions are definitely opposed to employer-sponsored training 

programs or any program which i1l multiply available workers for 



the trade (109, pp.23, 119 and 698). Another reason is that the 

graphic arts industry has grown from the all-rounc craft of the 

nineteenth century to a highly specia1ied industry. The apprentice 

must now become a specialist in any one of many operations, sieh 

as layout, composition, imposition, presswork of several different 

kinds, or numerous other operatiofl8. 

For this same reason, employers have feind that teaching 

the trade is in itself a professIon for which most journeymen cannot 

qualify. The teacher must not only know the trade and its process- 

es, hat also must kncr how to impart his knowledge effectively and 

accuratel,- to others. Since this takes special training not a part 

of the apprenticeship program, the teacher of a craft must look to 

other organizations for this help (66, p.I9). 

The Need for Additional Training Programs 

Statistics furnished by the International 1'ypographical Union 

demonstrate the problem that is being faced by the printing trades 

(38, p.67)z "For example, between June, 1933, and 1939, the average 

attained age (last birthday) of the I. T. U. membership rose over 

one year, from )4.92 years to h6.10 years, respectively. The pro- 

portion of the I. T. U. membership ovnr sixty years of age rose 

from 11.8 per cent of a sample cf ]J,823 in 192S to 18.05 per cent 

of the entire membership In June, 1933, and 20.02 per cent of the 

entire membership in June, 1939. 

"In 1935 there were 37.3 por cent over fifty years of age; 



per cent frOEn forty to forty-nine years; 2.9 per cent from 

thirty to thirty-nine years; 10.9 per cent fr twentj-one to 

twenty-nine years." These statistics show lesa than one third as 

many in the twenty to thirty year ago group as are in the group 

that are over fifty years of age. 

An article in Editor & Publisher of January 22, l9I9, gave 

8OI figures for Philadelphia which seem to be tyeical of marr other 

localities. In this article, Charles W. Duke quoted from both union 

and employer statistics (14k, p.3). uiployers gave the followi..ng data: 

'Perisy1vania's 129 daily newspapers ied 180 additional journeyman 

printers to man their cOEnposing rooms adequately i thout overtime. 

In the weekly newspaper field another 100 j ourneyman printers are 

needed to expand facilities 

The f o1lowin. inforuati on (, p.8) caine from the unions: 

"The 1at annual report ol the Iiiternatiori1 Tporapuiica1 xiion 

shows there were L66 re,istered .p pientices for journeymen in 

nnsani' s Typcgraphical locale With about one-nail of this 

number of printers employed on dt1y newspaper production, it will 
be apparent that there are fewer than 20 registered apprentices in 

newspaper union shops. 

"With a six-year training program, this uld mean that one- 

sixth of the 250, or sliht1y more than forty apprentices, will enter 

the journeyman ranks each year under normal present-day conditions. 

Luring each year, it can be expected that, in a group of 2,00 
journeymen, with an average age of forty-seven years, working 



at the trade, there will be a mortality rate of 16.6 per thousand 

per year. This alone will accoimt for more than forty deaths 

per year, and would more than of'et the niunber of anprint1ces 

reaching the journeymaì status." 

The Pennsylvania Newspaper Publishers' As3ociation round 

no answer to the roh1ern of where to find the three hundred journey- 

men needed. It was certain that the edsting apprenticeship program 

would not be able to sumply the lack. The only suggestion made was 

that they could be procured from the open-shop daily and weekly news- 

paper field. This ou1d not be feasible as these shops also needed 

more trained men In about tb same proportion as union shops. 

Selmor O. 1ake made a surrey (ll, pp.t3-B) o fIre hundred 

firms on the Pacific Coast, inquIring as to theii attitudes toward 

the need of a colie'e-trining nrogran for younc wen to help meet 

these needs of the printirip industry. In reply to his five questions 

with regard to this need for better trained personnel, more than 

ninety por cent indicated tbat they desired to see a progrin of 

school training for the panting industry instituted at the college 

level. 

Graphic Arts Training Being Given 

In 1912, t1ere were only fifty-seven school printin plants 

in the United States; but jp ).92 this had grown to about 2,500 

(37, pp.109-110 : 56, pp.33-3h). The results of a questionnaire 

sent out in connection with this stu show this growth has continued. 
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In 19GO, the United States Office of Education compiled 

a list of the 207 vocatIonal Bchools which were cevin Federal 

aid for the teaching of printng. Thirty of the states reporting 

on this questionnaire gave 1,937 general high schools as teaching 

nrintlng. If the rest of the states were in proportion to those 

reporting, there would he around 3,100 such schools - in additicn 
to the vocational schools mentioned in the Office of Education 

list -- doing snething aho't the training of printers. 

These high schools would not, of course, train finished 

craftsmen for the trade. Their objectives were: (a) to develop 

the use of t"e hands and the fingers; (b) to ive to the pupils 

an understanding of the machines and the materials used; (c) to 

give them appreciation of printing as a fine art and the skill 

needed in it; and nerhaps (d) to offer them opnortunity "to try out 

their interests and aptItudes..... (37, p.109)." Early in such 

training, themuils "1l be helned to deteriine their interests 

.nd to decide their vocational fitness for this trade and to learn 

its rudiments if they continue in it." 

According to the i1de to Colleges, universities, and 

Professional Schools in the United States, (3) t.hero are 180 

colleges with industrial arts departments. 0f tFese) seventy- 

seven teach grathic arts to varying extents. These are the 

in5titutions in whit instructors for the raphic arts educational 

prors must be trained. The graduates of these institutions must 
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carry on the programs of training printers - no ratter in what 

cornection the train1ri rograms are piven. 

A fw examp1e or efforts to supply this demand of the 

printing industry for skilled personnel ar given here. The New 

York Eniploylnp Prlrtcrs' Association }a worked ut a plan for 

circu1arizir the juniors and senIors of the New York high schools. 

Thi is to íntrest their in attending the New York ScThool of Print- 

ing. Ths Foard-of-du cation school Is guided by an advisory board 

which includes tnanagement and union representatives. The Baltimore 

GraIc Arts Association 13 using a similar plan adapted from the 

one in use in New York (2L, p.9b). 

In )flnneapo]Js, the GraD hic Arts Technical School is operat- 

ed by the Graphic Arts Educational Foundation, a division of the 

Graphic Arts Industry. This school attempts to traLn for the general 

printing trades, eneral workers, and specialized tradesmen (6, 
p.SO). The Southeastern School of Printing at Atlanta, Georgia, is 

sponsored by the eployin nrinters of the South. In thirty years, 

this school has trained 2,700 aDprertices for the industry- (13, p.60). 

The Ilriiverslty of Houston, Texas, has instituted a new four- 

year graphic arts program to train managers for th nrinting industry. 

The complete printing plant of the Pasadena Daily Times was donated 

last year by R. t. (Bob) Smith, Houston oilman, to enable the 

University of Houston to carry out this project. Students finishing 

this curriculum will receive a bachelor of science degree (21, 

pp. 160-161). 
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In addition to these educational progrwìs in th graphic 

arts, three outstandiu.: Ins1dtutioris 4ve strong training in this 

field. The Carnegie Iuititube of Tecno1o'j, Pittsburgh, Penn-. 

sylvania, gives a bace1or's degree upon the cip1etion of the 

four-year curriculum for printing managers. Th Stout Institute, 

enoinonie, iscons1n, also gives a bachelor of sci3nce degree 

with a najor in tho graphic arte; and the Rochester fechnical 

Int1tute, Rochester, Nw York, offers a pot-hig-schoo1 coirse 

in the graphic arte, hut, gives only a certifica1 of proficiency 

upon conp1tion of this course. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE PRESENT STATUS OF (RAPI-IIC ARTS TRAINING 

Published articles, no iatter how many nor how frequently 

they appear, cannot give the complete picture of any orograzn, 

especially such varied and widely scattered efforts a are being 

expended in the teaching of printing and graphic arts education 

in the schools of the United States. FrcTn observation of the 

educational institutions of the United States, it is evident that 
the graphic arts are offered by many schools of different levels 

and with varied objectives. It was necessary to devise as direct 
a method as possible of' contacting these numerous institutions to 

learn the present status of education in the graphic arts. 
To get an over-all picture of the nr ?sent status of graphic 

arts education in the United tates, three questionnaires were 

prepared to b sent to three groupa of educators. The first 
questionnaire (Appendix A) was sent to the supervisors of industrial 
education in the state denartients of education to secure as much 

information as posnible about the teaching of orintinc in the 

secondary schools of the entire states. The second (Appendix T) 

was sent to 103 colleges, that nart of t're 180 colleges with 

industrial education departments which do not include graphic arts 
courses in their curricula. The object of this cuestionnaire was 

that of obtainin at first hand from these colleges their reasons 

for not teaching these courses, data on any nressures upon them to 
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offer this training, and the status of any plans to ot'fer them. The 

third (Appendix C) was sent to the remaininr seventy-seven colleges 

offering industrial arts courses which do include the graphic arts 

in their curricula. The object of this questionnaire was to determine, 

if possible, the status of such education and the attitude of the 

students, the administrators, and the nublic toward these progrns 

and the status of any effort to expand and improve this type of train- 

Ing. 

The body of facts secured frnr these three sources should in- 

dicate not only the present status of education in the graphic arts 

hut should also point to ways of iinprovin existinc orograms and in- 

creasing their value to the young people in the cintry's schools. 

tatus of Printing Teaching in the High Schools 

This questionnaire (Anpendix A) was prenared and sent to the 

sunervlsors of industrial education In the educational department 

of each state In order to determine the orsent status of printing 

education in the secondary school systems and to evaluate as far as 

possible the trends in these educational nrograms. Forty-eight were 

sent it an forty-six, or 95.8 ner cent, were returned. 

Item I was: Is graphic arts a part of the state-outlined 

coursas for industrial education in the high schools: 

zer cent Per cent 

No. of Replies No. of replIes No. 

No 

Yes 21 l No 20 b9 Response 



Only half of those that responded to this question indicated 

that graphic arta courses were a part of their state-outlined curricula 

for the high schools This means that, 'where the curriculum is 

organized with printing included, it will be encouraged along with the 

other courses in the industrial arts. In states where no curriculum 

for graphic arts is shown, the responsibility is left 'with the ]cal 

school boards of the separate high schools. 

Although only fifty-one per cent of the replies from state 

SUf51'Vi8Or8 Of industrial education indicated state plans Zor the 

teaching of printing in the high schools, nearly sixty-five per cent 

of the replies listed high schools which were teaching it; thus, a 

fairly general distribution of schools over the United States is 

indicated as shown by the map on Page 10Th. 

given): 

Itea II was: Reason or not giving such courses (where not 

a. Lack 01 public demand 

b. Union oppo8ition 

C, . Industry rker needs met 
from other sources 

d. Lducational needs of students 
met without graphic arts 

e. Tarent and student opposition 

f . Industry opposition 

g. Other reasons 

h. No response 

Total 

No. of 
Replies 

17 

7 

6 

3 

1 

1 

13 

114 

148 

Per Cent 
of Replies 

35.14 

114.6 

6.2 

2.1 

2.]. 

27.1 
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The answers to this question wou1 indicate that, although 

aU but fourteen state supervisors stated that there is some opposi- 

tion, not enough is reported from any one source to be a serious 

handicap in planning and implementing the raphic arts curriculum. 

Seventeen seemed to believe that lack of public demand is the 

principal reason for the failure to plan for this training. If 

this is true, certainly the need of a strong program of informing 

the public on the objectives and the values of' the graphic arts 

educational program is indicated. 

Those who suggested the lack of funds and the lack of trained 

teachers touched on two other major causes for failure to organize 

graphic arts courses for the high schools. Until funds can be 

supplied, the lack of teachers will continue . Although only six of 

the thirteen states giving other reasons for not offering graphic 

arts courses mentioned these difficulties, it is probable that these 

problems are more widespread than these replies would indicate. 

Item III was: Emphasis given to graphic arts, here included 

in industrial arts. 

Per Cent 
No. of Replies 

a. Equal emphasis to woodwork, 
metalwork, machine shop 19 

b. One of minor courses in the 
curriculum 8 27.6 

C. Of slight importance in the program 2 6.9 

Total 29 
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While seventeen failed to ftrnish any data In answer to 

this question, twenty-nine, or sixty-three per cent, of the 

respondents to the quotionnaire replied. T]eir answers Indicate 

that In most of the schools in which courses in printing are being 

taught, emphasis equal to that given to other industra1 arts 

courses is being givn to the printing course. This is probably 

because someone in the school system, or the state supervisor, has 

given special tire and thought to encouraging this phase of in- 

dustrial education; otherwise, it is so easy and rather usual for 

the graphic arts shop to deteriorate into a meru service department. 

Approximately severi per cent felt that this training farmed an 

unimportant uart of the educational program, while over sixty-five 

per cent considered it to be of equal importance with other 

industrial arts subjects. 

Item IV was: Purpose of graphic arts courses (where taught): 

Per Cent 

No. of haplies 

a, To train in the basic skills 
of the trade 

b. To teach appreciation for the 
graphic arts industry 

c. To help students in sccíal 
adjustent 

d. Other objectives 

e. No response 

Total 

21L 63.6 

21 60.0 

13 

79 

17.0 

Th .3 



The objectivea listed are only suggestive of goals toward 

which grathic arts education rray be directed. Five sugested 

other worthwhile objectives such as: developing an avocation, 

emphasizing the recreational values, arid supplementing other courses 

such as ¿'nglish and Journalism. Tho8e who responded were about 

equally divided between the arts ideal and the vocational goal. 

This division may indicato the differences of approach to the teach- 

Ing of graphic arts or it may show that some graphic arts teaching 

has not yet been organized sufficiently to allow students to do more 

advanced work in that field. Only six stated that they were endeavor- 

Ing to utilize these courses to train youngsters In habits tht will 

aid them in adjusting to their social environments. 

Item V was: Number of high schools teaching graphic arts 

compared iith total high schools in the statì. 

i:.. Total xnnnber cf vocational and technical 
high schools 61x9 

b. Niiher of these schools teachlnp graphic 
arts 88 

C. Total number of T-encrai high schools 13,182 

g. Number of these school3 avin, irduztrial 

arts departments 7 , 633 

e. Jtmber of general high schools teachIng 
graphic arts 1,937 

Ar average of thirty-one supe rvlsors , or sixty-four per 

cent of all state supervisors, replied to this question. The figures 

show that thirteen per cent cf the vocational and technical high 

schools, or eighty-eight out of 6l9, teach printing. The ratio In 
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general high schools of those wt; ich teach industrial arts and those 

that do not have such departments Is 7,633 out of 13,L182, or fifty- 

seven per cent0 When the tol high schools, general, technical and 

vocabional, are considered, 5266 of them, or more tnan fifty-eight 

per cent are teaching printing and the graphic arts. 

These reports on l,l3l high schools and technical schools 

come fron approximately sixty per cent of the whole country. The 

extension of these figures wild ow that there are around 23,000 

high schools in the United States. The Office of education Circular 

250, issued in January, 19Li9, gives the number of schools on the 

secondar, level as 22,]J.l (L6 p.ix), arid this Includes vocational 

and technical high schools as well as general high schools. .ould 

this mean that more than fifty-eight per cent, or 12,5h2 of the 

nation's high schools are offering se sort of voctiona1 or in- 
dustrial arts curricula, and that, of these schools, itore than 

twenty-six per cent, or 3,261 schools, offer graphic arts int:.tion 

in some forn? This would mean that over fourteen per cent of all the 

n tion' 8econdary schools wild be teaching printing, to sio extent 

at least. 

These thousands of high schools are carried on In the larger 

percentage of the states of the Union. Wany of the state education 

departents, however, do not help In the planning of the courses in 

pl:inting and the graphic arts. In spite of this lack of special 

help frOEn the state supervisors, high school boards In many of the 
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states see the importance of graphic arts training and provide 

such courses in their high school curricula. (See Table I) 

TABLE I 

States Offering Graphic Arts Training in Their High Schools 
1ithout State Department of Education Sponsorship 

Total High Teaching Per Cent 
States Schools Graphic Arts of Total 

North Carolina 937 12 1.3 
Kansas 650 l 2.3 

North i)akot.a 3O 8 2.3 

South Dakota 298 3 1.0 
235 14 1.3 

Oregon 227 6 2.6 

Montana 179 5 2.8 

Idaho 150 1 .07 

Vermont 105 1 1.0 

Total 13l 5L Average 1.7 

For comparison Table II gives a list of those states 

whith reported the rnsnber of high schools teaching graphic arts 

as well as the fact that the state recommended such courses. Some 

states fa1ed to indicate the number of schools using the recom- 

mended curriculuni, and a few others failed to give the total 

nunber of high schools for comparison. These states are not 

included. 

Only three states in Table II, Missouri, Arkansas and 

Utah, have as low a percentage of high schools teachinr graphic 

arts as the states not sponsoring these courses. Nearly eighty- 

eight per cent of Pennsylvania's high schools teach nrinting, while 

the average for all this groìp is over twenty-five per cent as 
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coripared with less than to per cent of the high schools of 

the states listed in Table I. This demonstrates the vue 

f organized effort in sponsoring such a program of education. 

TAFLE II 

States 0f frin Grhi Arts Training. ir Their High Schools 

With State Denartment of Education Sponsorship 

Total }Jigh Teaching Per Cent 
States Schools Craphic Arts cf Total 

Ohio 1,)400 200 1i.3 
Pennsylvania 1,377 1,209 
Texas 1,200 L0 3.3 
0klahona 21 172 21,0 
Illinois 70S ¿ 

Indiana 70 60 8.5 
Yisiouri 600 10 1.7 
1innesota 560 366 
Iowa )o 22 
California ¿0 88 20.0 
Michigan t0ü 100 2.0 
krkansas 3o 3 .9 
Connecticut 99 19 1.9.0 

Utah SS 1 1.8 
ithode Isla'-d 12 6 

'otl 9,230 2,3L1 25.L 

wo of the superv.s ors who did not even Indicate whether 

a suggestive graphic arts curricr]ur wao published or not Usted 

the nurber of echools that wero carrying outs thea prc.grrcrìs. 

These were: Nev: Pampshre whLc1- listed five schools out of 101, or 
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five per cent; and 1est Virginia which listed four out of 29, or 

1. per cent. 

Item VI was: Type of graphic arts shop. The replies showed: 

No Reply Per Cent Replies 

a. Number of unit shops 27 3S8 60 

h. Number included in a 17 1,S00 10 

general shop 

Twenty-seven replies on the first part of this question 

gave 3S8 unit shops in which only printing is taucht, while only 

seventeen replies on the second part gave l,00 schools in which 

the graphic arts shop was included as a part of the industrial arts 

shops and taught in conjunction with other shop courses. Since only 

two of those returning the questionnaires failed to r"ive any 

information on this item, it indicates that much the larger pro- 

portion of the schools followed the latter plan in organizing 

their graphic arts instruction. 

Item VII was: Recent trends in teaching graphic arts. 

The replies fron the states answering 8howed 

a, Number of schools starting such courses 215 

during the last ten years 

h. Number of schools discontinuing such 
courses during the last ten years 

C. Number of schools in the states reporting 

now teaching graphic arts as compared 

with thirty years ago: 

More 16 Fewer 2 Saine No Response 23 
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Information wa supplied on this 1ton by fewer than half 

of the states. The reports br this group, however, show that in 

these states at least more schools, by about two hundred, started 

printing courses than discontinued them. Since this is true in 

approximately half of the states, the saìio may be true to a 

similar extent in the other half; and the trend during' the last 

thirty years in graphic arts training would seem to have been up- 

ward as to number of schools teaching printing. 

The failure of others to submit this infonnation was said 

to be due largely to lack of rocords covering this phase of their 

educational programs. The refusal to estimate the figures was not 

because there has been no progress or change. In all robability, 

the picture In the rest of the country will confonn fairly closely 

to that tresented by the smaller group. 

Item VIII was: Placement of stiidents finishing graphic 

arts curriculum in l9I8; and Item IX wast Time saved in apprentice- 

ship training. 

$0 few anered these questions that it is impossible to 

form any conclusions from the data given, Only about ten per cent 

of those returning questionnaires supnlied any information at all 

on these Items. The othrrs, with few exceptions, indicated that. no 

information wa available on this question, as far as their records 

were concerned. One can only ask, "'Thy?'t The data iven by even 

these few states Indicate great variety and extreme variation In 
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pupil placement and in the school relations with union and gove- 

ment apprenticeship programs. 

Item X was: Comments by respondents. 

Few pertinent comments were riven in answer to Item X. 

Most of the statements made were reiterations of the fact that 

no infoation was available on some of the questions. This is 

in itself enlightening. iThy are not such records kept? Some 

state industrial arts sunervisors have these records up-to-date 

or at least some method of estimating such data as were request- 

ed. Are they doing the unnecessary, or are the majority failing 

to nrornote a progressive program and, hence, do not have any 

information to offer? 

A letter from the Alabama Department of Sducation stated 

that that state does not provide state supervision even of the 

industrial arts nrorams. Four or five high schools were mention- 

ed in that state which offer printing as a part of the industrial 

arts programs. Two state trade schools and one vocational high 

school were also listed as iving grhic arts instiiction, but 

no detailed information was available because no one was respons- 

ible for keeping such records. Nebraska also reported that there 

is no supervisor of industrial arts education in that state. 

The California Department of Education stated that not 

enough research has been done in the field of niacement, but added 

that studies are under way in that state to procure this informa- 



tion. This is a step in the right direction, and many other 

states would do well to follow California's example. relaware 

apnarently gives all graphic arts instruction on a vocational 

basis, but listed only one school. 

The New Jersey suprvisor of industrial education point- 

ed out one difficulty that is faced in many other places as well. 

This is the tendencr to conduct the printing courses as a s-rvice 

to the board of education and the nrincipals cf the schools - 
getting out reports, bulletins, stationery, and similar things. 

This is a problem which must be met,and one about which the state 

supervisor could offer some helpful suggestions. One of the 

first questions that should be considered would be ways to make 

the getting out of school reports, bulletins, and stationery 

part of an educational program in the graphic arts or, at leant, 

o incorporate these projects into the practical nrograxr of print- 

ing instruction without penalizing the training of the nupils. 

Conclusions from Data Received from State Supervisors of Industrial 

Arts on the Status of Graphic Arts Training in the High Schools 

When forty-six out of forty-eight state supervisors 

responded to this questionnaire and supplied the data re'uested, 

a widespread interest in the problem of graphic arts courses in 

the high schools is revealed. This interest was apparent not 

only from the nuniber that responded but also from the care that 

was generally taken to supply the data requested, and especially 
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by the fourteen 1etter whic1 'were received dth the returned 

questionnaires and the four requests for reports on t1 retux-n 

ol this study. 

Fourteen supervisors failed to give any information 

rerding the hieb schools in their states w±ìich were teach1n 

graphic arts . Soruìe of these indicatcd that tho state issued a 

suggestive curriculum for these courses, but failed to indicate 

whether any of the high schools in their states were carrying out 

these sugeetion . Three of this number failed to sply any of 

tue iiorration tsked Lcr in the custiorxnaim. These Lhree sre 

índicated in vñ:ite on the rap, while the other eleven are indicated 

by a striped background. Thirtr-fcur states reported that the high 

chòols in their states were offering printing. Iine, however, 

indicated that the state dcpartaent of education had no suggested 

progtii to prorote the graphic arts instruction in their schools. 

These are shom on the iap by a checked background . The rmaining 

twenty-five vtats had suggestive programs cf graphic arts to 

promote in the schools and reported mar, high choo1s which were 

carr4ng on tIiese programs These are sin by dotted backgrounds 

on the tnap. 

A corrtparison of the niiaber of h1.gh schools Eaching graphic 

art,s In the states which recommend a graphic arts curriculum with 

the same type of chool in the statcs not rccoìrnending a graphic 

arts currcu1um shcws the foUorng percentages of distribution: 
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r)1etribUtio1 of St4t31 a to the Jttvr 
tho TeacPIng f th. Orarthic Arts .n th uhoo1 

- ttee not reporting3 entuckr, Larviand, Nw ixøo 

S';ripd --. States not rqcorer.r1n rvhie Arts ctrricu1u itd 

reporting no hh 'choo1a th&:nr these aubjectis 
Arizona, Coiordo, relaware, orgia, iissii, 
ebra.ska, Yads , oit! Caroiiaa, 'cnnee3a', Tí 5coii, 

Cckd - Stitea not rcendinc Graphic Art: crrCiur but 
repurtir;g 30Th0 hir schooL teachin t3e couriss 
Id;±o, Iowa, Xarìsas, L.ctno, Mort.&na, !orth (arolir.a, 

North tota, south E*kota, Vniont 

ottd - States h1ch reccrend 3raphic Arti ooiirei nd iii 

whii I!4fl hiF'h ßCOO]3 cive thi$ intructicn 
Alabama, Arkarsa.i , 'altfornia, Cn.ctcut, Florida, 
Il:Linol.., Inliana, Jou13iana, aa.achuiietts, 

3ich1gtn, inaot, iisaouri, Nsw ?.ampahire, ?w 
Jereey, New York, hio, Oklaho, Qregon, Penn- 
iylvaria, 7hode Island, Texae, Utah , Virginia, 

athir.ti, weit Virginia 
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Nineteen States Recoin- 
mending Graphic Arts 
Courses 

Total number of 
high schools 

Per cent of nation's 
22,]1l high schools 

Number high schools 
teaching Graphic Arta 

Per cent of nation's 
2,93 high schools 
teaching Gra'thic Arts 

Ratio of schools teach- 
ing Graphic Arts to 
Those not 

10, 01 

2,370 

i to 3JL 

108 

Ten States Not Recom- 
mending Graphic Arte 
Courses 

3,265 

is 

68 

2L 

i to 1.7 

Although nineteen states, in which the other 8,825 high 

schools are located, failed to furnish any data on this subject, 

it is evident that where the state recommends the courses more 

high schools offer them. 

It is probable, as may be seen frcn the data received, that 

about three thousand schools on the secondary level are teaching 

printing and the graphic arts in some form. This nuiimber equals 

approximately fourteen per cent of the total secondary schools of the 

United States When fifty-one per cent of the states report 215 high 

schools adding graphic arts courses in the last ten years compared to 
fourteen which dropped such courses during the last ten years, it 

yields a ratio of about fifteen schools adding such courses to one 

dropping. This increase represents about six per cent of the schools 

teaching graphic arts and 'woukl probably be around twelve per cent if 

all of the states had supplied the information on this question. 
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It is the writer' belief that in many states, no real 

effort is put into encouraging schools to offer courses in graphic 

arts. Only Minnesota, New Jersey, and Vczont indicated active 

planning for the expansion cf their present efforts to increase 

these offerings in the schools. Too many state educational 

departments and school boards seem more concerned with the 

distinction between industrial arts and vocational training than 

with promoting a good over-all program in this field. They should 

realize that the organizing and executing of a strong program of 

industrial arts is more important than who is to sunervise it 

and that teaching graphic arts in the h ch school industrial arts 

departnent8 has a direct relationship to the teaching of these 

courses in a vocational way. There should be definite coordination 

between the two, as has been demcnstrated by the cooperative work- 

experience programs institute1 in so many schools. 

Â Survey of Colleges Not Teaching ('aphic Arts Education 

The books A Guide to ofles, Universities, and Profes- 

sional Schools in the United btates, (53), lists 719 arts colleges 

and 318 teachers colleges and nonna? schools. This makes a total 

of 1,03? instItutions gin.rr vork on the college level. 

0f these colleges and universities, 180 are listed as 

offering courses in industrial arts education. Out of these 180 

schools, 101 are teachers colleges and normal schools, or thirty- 

one per cent of the total of this type of coliee. Seventy-nine 
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of the arts colleges, or bout ten p;r cent of the toa1, rive 

industrial arts education. One hundred and three of the 180 

colleges which teach industrial arts education dc not include the 

graphic arts in their curricula. The second questionnaire (Appendix 

13) was sent to these colleges which did not offer a curriculum in 

the graphic arts. 

The object of this second questionnaire was that cf deter- 

mining the reasons why these colleges are not now teaching graphic 

arts courses and whether or not there was any interest in adding 

them to the curricula cf their industrial arts departments. One 

hundred and three questionnaires were sent out and ninety-one, 

or eighty-eight per cent., were returned. 

Item I in this questionnaire was : Has your college ever 

taught printing? 

5ixt.sn of these ninety-one respondinF colleges reported 

that at sane time In the past graphic arts courses had been offered 

but.. that at present they were not given. The total number of the 

colleges having discontinued these courses, howevr, is more than 

offset by the others which have added such courses during recent 

years, which was fifteen in the last ten years cr twenty-seven in 

the last twenty years. 

IteTn II was: If so, how long since it was discontinued? 

Thirteen out of the sixteen colleges which reported having 

had courses in graphic arts education and having dropned them 
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stated that from five to thirty years had elapsed since the courses 

were discontinued. Of these thirteen, two dropped these courses 

thirty years ago. Five dropped ten years ago, arid two five years ago. 

The other five schools have dropped these courses from six to twenty- 

two years a,o. This distribution fails to Indicate any significant 

trend. 

Item III was: Reasons for not teaching. 

TABLE III 

Reasons Given for Colleges Discontinuing 
Programa in the Graphic Arts 

No. Per Cent 
of Replies 

a. Cost 39 7.O 

b. Lack of trained teachers 18 21.7 

C. Lack of student Interest l 18.0 

d. Administrative difficulty iS 18.0 

e. Industry opposition 3 3.6 

r. Union opposition 3 3.6 

g. Other reasons 2h 29.0 

h. No response 8 

Total 1$ 
One of the most frequent reasons given for not teaching 

graphic arts and graphic arts education, as may be seen from 

Table III, is that of cost. Thirty-nine, or a little over one- 
third of these colleges, give this reason. If administrative 

boards could be better informed with regard to the values of 
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these co..rse and the need for teachers in tho 1igh schools which 

offer such courses, tho cost problem could be 5olved easily. Lany 

pointed out both aÌnini$trativ difficulty and cost a reasons for 

not teaching graphic arts. This might indicate se relation between 

these two and, possibly, the solution to one .fficu1ty m1t help 

in solving the other. It is the ain1strators who deternine 

whether funds are available for the different school prog , and 

fifteen felt that administrative difficulty was the reason why such 

courses were not given. 

Two other reasons given by nearly a third of these colleges 

for failure to teach printing 'vere (c) lack of student interest and 

(b) lack of trained teachers. There nust be a definite relation 

between these two reasons for failing to teach the graphic arts. 

Eetter-trdned teachers arouse greater student interest. If the 

teacher-training problem can he solved an" a strong program offered, 

there will probably be no lack of student interest. 

The large nuiiber rivirì other reasons for not offering 

graphic arts courses 1 not as important a fact as ft appears, as 

most ca.ents under this item are amnhasi7inr lack of funds, space, 

and administrative support, which are covered in (a) and (d). 

Few mentioned opposition from industry or unions. This 

seems to indicate that, though there may be some such ormosition, 

it is not as imoortant as are sorne other problens in determining 

whether or not to offer graphic arts Instruction. lt nrohably 

demonatrate that there is little cause for such opposition as 
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there i, and could probably b3 removed by reasonable anmunts of 

conference, Some felt that the unions re not so much opposed to 

the educational programs as they are to the production nrograms of 

the school-printing shops. Industry's only opposition seemed to 

he due to the poor quality of some of the young people trained in 

some of these programs. 

Some colleges, in camnenting, mentioned that they did not 

need to teach printing as othsr stato institutions were already offer- 

ing these courses. Sorne states have several colleges teaching graphic 

arts; for example, Texas has seven, California has six, and flhlnols 

has five. kany other states have fron two to four colleges teaching 

printing and graphic arts education, and the subject of duplication 

of courses in these states should be decided on its merits. 
Some suggested that the campus staff and public were not 

sufficiently informed on this subject. This is an important part 

of the whole situation, and indicates the need for a strong informa- 

tive program by the graphic arts people and those interested in such 

education for both the public and the school staffs. Then th± is 

done, there will be no point to the statements of those who object 

that there is no time to start such a programs and that it would 
take too much time from more inportant tMngs. 

Item IV was: Is there any present deorand br such courses? 

1o. Por Cent No. 

of Replies 

Yes 140 53 No 36 

Per Cent 
of Replies 

147 o response 15 
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Forty of the colleges reported at least sane demand for 

the teaching of printing and teacher education courses in this 

field. This is fifty-three ner cent of the replies and is forty- 

five per cent of aU the questionnaires returned, which indicates 

that the demand is quite widespread and is iniportant enough to be 

given consideration. 

Item V was: Source of these demands (if any). The replies 

showed the demands for graphic arts education caine from the sources 

shown in Table IV. 

TABLE IV 

Sources of Demands for Courses in Printing 
in Colleges Not Now Offering Them 

Per Cent 
No. of Replies 

a. Students 33 514.0 

b. Schools employing graphic arts 

teachers 21 314.0 

C. Aninistration 13 21,0 

d. Industry 8 13.0 

e. Unions i 1.6 

f. Other sources 11 18.0 

g. No response 30 

Total 117 

Then the returns on this question, with thirty failing 

to give information, are compared with the returns on Iter III, 
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with only eight failing to ansver t}e question, several pertinent 

facts are apparent, for example: 

a. Fifteen cited lack of student interest as a reason 

for failing to teach graphic arts, but thirty-three give student 

demands as the source of pressure to add these courses. Many of 

these fifteen were also among the thirty-three. 

b. Thirteen in Table IV cited the administration as a 

source of demands for teaching graphic arts education, while fifteen 

in Item III believed that adminiatr:tive fficulty was a reason 

for not teaching it. These two groups practically balance each 

other, but this seeming difference of opinion among administrators 

illustrates the fact that there are many educators who are ur7ing 

the incorporation of graphic arts courses in the curricula of their 

colleges while others are either indifferent or opposed. The 

problem of those favoring graphic arts education is to win over the 

indifferent ones in order to strengthen the group favoring it 

and to pxvent their joining hands with those that oppose it; or 

to ry to win all of them over. 

c. Eighteen cited the lack cL' trained teachers as a 

reason for failing to teach graphic arts subjects, while twenty- 

one refer to the demand of schools teaching grahic arts courses 

for better-trained teachers. This demonstrates the weakest point 

in the whole graphic arts education program. Insufficient numbers 

of teachers are being trained. Sorne schools, using untr.ned 

personnel to man their teaching positions, are failing to maintain 
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the strong progrns necess.Lry. This results in waning student 

and public interest, where - 1f bet er teachers were available 

or were being encouraged in their self-training - the converse 

might well be true. 

Item VI wass Frequency of demands. The replies to this 

item are shawn in Table V. 

TABLE V 

Frequency of Demanda for Printing Caurses 

in Colleges Not Now Offering Them 

Per Cent 
No. of Replies 

a. Occasionally 20 3.O 

b. Frequently 13 22.8 

c. Seldom 11 19.3 

d. Ìone 9 l.8 

e. Constantly 14 7.0 

f. No response 314 

Total 91 

Fifty-seven colleges replied to this question. Of this 

number, nine reported no demand for graphic arts courses. The 

significant fact is that so large a proportion, thirty-seven 

or sixty-five ner cent, recognized the demand. The forty who, in 

reply to Item IV, reported at least some demand for such training 

from eighty-seven sources are more than supported here by the 

forty-eight who report szne insistence In these demands. Twenty 
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said the denands were occasional, thirteen said there were 

frequent demands, while four rated the demands as constant, which 

means that in at least thirty-seven, or more than thirty-six 

per cent, of the colleges having industrial arts departments but 

not now teaching the graphic arts, these demands are being felt 

and studied. 

Item VII was: Are plans being made to offer courses in 

graphic arts? The replies were: 

Per Cent Per Cent 
1.o. of Replies Ho. of Replies 

Yes Ll l No 1O Li9 No response 10 

It is possible to see in this response that the above 

demands are having some effect in causing colleges to lay plans 

for this type of training. Fcrty colleges (Item Iv) reported 

that there were demands for graphic arts course8, thirty-seven 

( Item VI) rated the demand that was beinr expressed as ranging 

from occasional to constant, Over half of these colleges not 

teaching graphic arts were experiencing occasional, frequent, 

and constant demands Eere one finds forty-one colleges reporting 

plans for adding such courses. These facts appear to have real 

significance in indicating a hopeful trend in graphic arts educatirn. 

Item VIII was: Status o such plans (if any). The replies 

showed that plans were In varying stages of development. (See 

Table VI). 
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TA:L VI 

Definiteness or Plan3 to In3tall Courses in Printing in 
Colleges Not Now Offering Thei 

Per Cent 
of Replies 

a. Tentative 16 32.7 

b. Indefinite 13 26.! 

c. Coiriplete but lack finances 10 20.0 

d. Definite -- plans incomplete 8 16.L 

e. Other comments 2 

f. Lo response 

Total 91 

Forty-seven, or nearly fifty-two per cent of these col- 

loges reported plans of varying degre3s of maturity for organizing 

instruction in granhic arts and graphic arts education. The prob- 

ability is that at least a large proportion of these colleges will 

have added such training within a fe years. Recognizing that there 

is a denand on the part. of the public a well as on the part of the 

students, a stronger effort will surely be ¡nade to meet lt. 

Item IX was: Attitude of college administration toward 

a1ding granhic arts cow'ses to your curriculuni. The replies were: 

No. Per Cent 

a. Indifferent 32 L5.O 

h. In favor 31 3.6 

c Opposrd 8 11.3 

d. No response 20 

71 
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Sixty-three, or seventy per cent, of the colleges indicat- 

ed that their administrations were either actively in favor of 

these courses or were not actively opposed to them. Only eight 

reported active opposition by the administration. That thirty- 

two are indifferent is a challenge to the heads of industrial 

arts departments to imprave their promotion programs in order to 

prevent this indifference from crystallizing into active opposition, 

or to try to win over even the active opponents. Thirteen of these 

colleges (Item V) found that their administrations were not only 

in favor but were definitely urging that plans be inaugurated 

for graphic arts training. Twenty, however, failed to respond to 

this question. Possibly this indicated personal indifference 

or lack of information on the parts of the heads of the industrial 

arts departments. 

Item X was: Source of present opposition to teaching 

graphic arts. The replies showed little opposition from any 

sources. 

a. Industry 2 

b. Unions O 

c. Other teachers O 

The failure of all but six to give any report or this 

question is tantwnount to saying that there is only negligible 

opposition to such programs. Stronger programs might stir up 
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more opposition or might decrcase what there is but, if a good 

public relations program of information arid cooperation were 

carried on b, the industrial arts departnients, not only would 

opposition he lessened but the indifference and lack of interest 

on the part of students and administrators might be turned into 

active support. 

Item XI was: Degree offered in industrial arts. The 

replies were: 

Bachelor t8 Master 23 Poctor li 

One institutIon out of the seventy-three reporting stated 

that it offered industrial arts education at both the bachelor's 

and the master's level, while one offered both masters' and 

doctors' degrees, The remainder offer only the bachelor's degree. 

2ighteen colleges failed to give in1'oination on this question. 

Item XII was: Comments br respondents. 

Most of the pertinent coennents or Item XII may be summed 

up in the two following statements: (a) Wo9t schools have ove 

looked the va1ue of graphic arts in their educational prograr; 

and (b) there is little Interest but great need for such an 

educational program. No suggestions were made about ways to meet 

the situation, but the necessity for a strong selling progresn is 

unquestionably indicated. 
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Conclusions from Data Received frOEn the leads of Industria]. Arts 

epartments of Colleges Not Teaching Graphic Arts Education 

Eighty-eight per cent of the questionnaires, or ninety-one 

out of 103, were returned which, when taking into consideration the 

thirteen letters which were received in addition to the question- 

naires and the twenty-five reauests for reports on the results of 

this survey, indicate a 'widespread interest in such graphic arto 

education. The returns indicate that, although many col1ece 

administrators, interested in strong industrial education depart- 

mento, do not include the granhic arts in their instructional 

programs, the increasing demands are causing many of them to re- 

evaluate their curricula with the idea of adding these courses. 

Though there is some active opposition to graphic arts educational 

programs, the main obstacle that most colleges will probably have 

to overcome Is the indifference of the administrations and the lack 

of Interest on the part of the students. This imposes a definite 

responsibility on industrial arts education men of informing the 

administrators, the public, and the students of the educational 

and cultural values of such training. 

A Survey of Col1eg Teaching Graphic Arts 

QuestionnaIres were sent to seventy-seven colleges ìich teach 

the graphic arts in connection with their industrial arts programs. 

ilafly of these colleges have had printing and graphic arts education 

courses in their curricula for many years. A swrìary of their ex- 
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perience, attitudes, plans, and nrograms should be valuable to 

those interested in organizing such educational programs. The 

purpose of this nart of the survey was that of deteiinining what 

was beinr done by these colleges and the attitudes of the teachers, 

administrators, students, and public to these graphic arts programs. 

It was also desired to discover any plans for expanding the courses 

or for making changes to strengthen them. Seventy-seven question- 

naires were sent out. Sixty-four, or eighty-three per cent, were 

returned. 

IteDl I was: Flow long has your college tauht graphic arts? 

Fifty-two of these institutions replied to this question. They 

gave the length of time that printing had been taught by them as 

from one to sIxty years. They are grouped by decades as follows: 

1891-1900 1 1921-1930 i1 

1901-1910 2 1931-19140 12 

1911-1920 8 l91l-190 iS 

The largest number of schools added in any decade was in the 

last ten years, 1911-SO. ?ore and more colleges, it seems, are 

organizing instruction in these courses. Forty-two, or a little 

more than half of all of the colleges now teaching graphic arts, have 

begun these courses since 1921. FIfteen, or nearly twenty per cent, 

hayo begun them in the last decade. The period of 1931-140 covered 

the depression years. Even though there was a drop in the increase 

during that time, twelve colleges added graphic arts ctirses. 

Probably, during that time, many began to realize the values of a 
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practical education. By the time of the last decade, 19L1-l9O, 

apparently the demand for printing instruction was beginning to 

be felt. 

Returns on Item VII of the first questionneiire sent the 

state supervisors of industrial education point out the increase 

of around two hundred high schools which teach grannic arts duri:g 

the last ten years. Responses to Items II and III of this third 

questionnaire to the colleges teaching grah1c arts eduction show 

that the present enrollment in graphic arts courses, piven as the 

enrollment of the forty-two colleges reporting, is clearly an in- 

crease over that of ten years ago. 

It is evident that the rate of colleges adding the teaching 

cf printing and grahic arts eduction has been fairly consistent 

for the last thirty years. During this time the :Treatest interest 

has been manifested in industrial and vocational uIucation. It is 

probable that the Increase in the number of high schools teacn Ing 

graphic arts (First Questionnaire, Item VII) has intensifico the 

demand for the advanced trainin oí teachers, dust as the increased 

number of high schools which inaugurated trade and industrial train- 

Ing after the passage ai the Smith-ughes ct in 1917 increased the 

demand for these teachers, This, coupled with the ±ncroased demand 

for bettGr-trained executives for the trade, has evidently influenced 

the colleges to expand trainIn' for thIs profession. 

Item II was: mmbor of studenbe enrolled now. The replies 

shyreti the following student enrollment: 
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a. In graphic arts courses 2,17 

b. In all industrial arts courses 10,957 

Forty-two of these seventy-seven colleges gave Inforniation 

on this question. The figures for these schoo1 show one student 

in a graphic arts ciasc to four in the other industrial arts courses 

which, according to present enrollment, shows a fair proportion of 

industrial arts students in the graphic arts courses. In three 

colleges, all industrial arts students are required to take graphic 

arts courses, and in four others the ratio is one for one. It is 

not a question of attracting a larger proportion of the students in 

the industrial arts departments into the graphic arts courses but 

of encouraging more of the students who have not been interested in 

any industrial education to enroll in some one of these curricula 

for the value which they will derive from such study. This wil). not 

only strengthen the graphic arts departments but also ber. fit the 

whole industrial arts program. 

Item Iii was: Cnpared to previous enrollments In the 

gra*iic arts, how do present enrollments in graic arts and graphic 

arts education corrre with those o five and of ten years ago? 

Per Cent Per Cent 
5 years ago of heplies lO years ago of Replies 

a. Fijher 30 liO 26 140 

h. Same 12 16 9 13 

c. Lower 6 6 14 6 

In spite of the fact that sorne respondents believed that 
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enrollments in the grhic arts courses have increased only because 

school enrollments increased, the evidence from this infoation 

seems to indicate that, in general, these enrollments in graphic 

arts have increased still more. 

Forty-eight responded to the first part of this question, 

and thirty-nine replied to the second nart. Only six claimed that 

there had been a drop in enrollments in the last five years, and 

four said that their enrollments were lower now than wn years ago. 

The majority were of the opinion that, in their colleges, the 

enro1lment. in graphic arts w.re up. It it be that those colleges 
offering the strongest graphic arta curricula attract the most 

students to these courses. 

Item IT was: Present trends in graphic arts enrollments 

Per Cent Per Cent No Per Cent No 

Upward of Replies Downward of Replies Change of Replies Response 

29 59 2 3 18 37 

The answers here agree with the data supplied in response 

to the previous question. Forty-seven, or ninety-six per cent, 

believed that enrollments are either maintaining their earlier 

levels or are increasing. Only two felt that the trend is downward. 

Fifteen failed to respond, but this information indicates a general 

increase in enrollment in the colleges reporting - -which is probably 

true of the whole ccRlntry. 

Item V sought information concerning the scope of present 



graphic arts courses as compared with previous offerings. The 

replies show the cornparetive status to be: 

Present Courses years ago 10 years ago 

L More Comprehensive 31 31 
(than those or five 
and ten years ago) 

b. Approximately the sanie 13 6 

C. Less comprehensive 

d. No response 15 22 

These answers indicate that the program is no being 

weakened and that at least one-third of the colleges are offer- 

Ing larger graphic arts curricula than they were five or ten 

years ago. 1l the rest of those responding felt that at least 

equally strong courses were being offered, with the exception of 

five colleges that felt their courses had been narrowed during 

this time. This genra1 trend should be encouraging to those 

counselling young people toward an interesting and nrofitable 

vocation. 

Item VI was: Policy of the administration toward the 

gratc arts crrriculuin. These replies showed the following 

administrative attitudes or what were believed to be the 

administrative attitudes toward the teaching of graohi.c arts 

end rtphIc arts education in these sixtr-four colleges: 

Per Cent 
of Replies 

a. ?ìlling to adG courses arai equipment as 
needed L10 714 
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Per Cent 
of Replies 

b Lainta1n status quo 8 

o. Departnent first to suffer when 
staff i decreased 2 

d. No response 10 

Total 

Fort-oight out of fifty who repli9d to this question 

report.ecl that the adniinistrations were w1llng either to maintain 

the st.ath qUo Of the graphic arts departhent the same as other 

departments or to add courses anc equipment as nedec!. This is a 

stiiu1at1ng firding. ith the majority of col1Ees which are carxy- 

ing on graphic arts and graphic arts educational programs having 

administrations which are not only willing to rainta1n the depart- 

ment in its present status but ar also ready to help in expanding 

the curriculum and equIpment as needed, the future of this phase 

of education is encoureg1n. The graphic arts teachers in only 

two colleges in this group believe their departments aro discrimi- 

nated against when economy muet be practiced. 

Item VII wast Attitude of students toward these courses. 

Per Cent 
of fenilos 

Noniial - reasonably stable enroll- 
ment 29 60 

b. :nthusiastic - many enrofl 17 3 

C. Indifferent - comparatively few 
enroll 2 li 



Per Cent 
of Replies 

d. No response 

Total 

-a-'- 

Forty-six colleges said that enrollments ranged frcr 

nonnal to enthwuiastic, aM more than a third of this ntber report- 

ed that students were vory dirous of getting such courses, and that 
many were enrolling. Only two colleges said that students were In- 

different, and the enrollment comparatively sina].l; while sixteen 

failed to respond t all to this question. hen two-thirds of the 

colleges teaching graphic arts find enroliments nozna1 to enthu lactic, 

the effect shild he to increase the interest In the courses and to 

stimulate other colleges to offer such courses. 

Itsr VIII was: Objectives of the grhic arte curricula. 

TABLE VII 

Objectives of the Grhic rts Curricula 
In Colleges Now OfCring Them 

Per Cent 
1jo. of replIes 

a. To train teachers for graphic 
arts instruction In high 
schools h2 l.O 

h. To teach appreciation of the 
rraphic arts industry 37 71.0 

C ro train in the basic skills 
of the trade 22 h2.0 

y traIn professional rien for 
the In&mtry 17 32.7 



e. Other objectives 8 

f. o response 

Total 138 

Per Cent 
of Replies 
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Fifty-o out of sixty-four departnnts replying gave data 

on this question and, from the above distribution, one may ee that 

the objectives rnertioned are quite widely accepted. Subheads (a) 

and (b) refer to the usually accepted Industrial arts objectives. 

!ore than two-thirds of the checks on these objectives pointed to 

the accepted irustria1 arts goaLs . One-third reported that they 

had predominantly vocational objectives. Nearly two-thirds of the 

colleges reporting said they were definitely training teachers for 

the sclools offering graphic arts courses. These colleges should 

be able to help in the supply of teathers intioned by so many 

colleges in response to Item I of the second questionnaire. Some 

colleges are also seeing t}e necessity for giving special training 

to prcfessonal men for the grsphic arta trade. At least seventeen 

co11ees rintion that one of their objectives is that of meeting this 

nsd so badly felt by the printing industry. Eight colleges mentioned 

other important objectives, such as character building, recreations]. 

and avocational training, and guidance and consumer owledge, which 

are probably fostered in the other colleges as well even though they 

were not checked on the questionnaire. 

Item IX concerned the length of graphic arts curricula. 

Fifty colleges, out of the sixty-four returning the 
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questionnaires, reported on this item. The lengths of t college 

curricula are listed in Table JIl. 

TABL VIII 

Lengths of the College Curricula in the Graphic Art5 

Length of curriculum I4uinber of colleges 

b-year ib 

1-year 1)4 

2-year 7 

4-year 6 

1/3-year b 

11,-year 2 

3-year 2 

1 2/3-year i 

Iten requeted infcrat ion ahoit the gr hic and 

graphic arts education as being offered in the different years in 

the college course. 

Forty-nine replied to this itrn, tnd thoir answers were so 

wried that no definito pattern seemed to apnear as to what years 

these subjects are offered. The classification of these courses as 

upper or lower division varies ith every cohere. trbnouth College 

appeared to believe that ali thIs instruction 8hould be on the 

graduate level. The way in iich courses should be classified is 

directly related to the content and the organisation of each course. 

The more technical the coUr8e, the hiher it should be rated anong 
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the co1lee levels. Colleges offering three- and four-year 

curricula doubtless plan for courses in both the upper and the 

lower divisions. Those that confino their work to one or two 

years usu11y clas.; that work as lower division, although this is 

by no means true of all of them. 

The variations can be seen in the tabulation of the data 

listed in Table L. 

TAPLE lx 

Collge Years in Thih Courses in flric Arts 
and Graphic Arts ducation are Taught 

subjects taught in what college years Nimìber of colleges 

A. 

x x x x 22 

X 

x 14 

X X 

X X 

X X X 3 

X 3 

X X X 2 

X X i 

X i 

Item XI sought infor,nation about courses offered. 

Fifty-five denartments responded to this uestion, but 
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their replies are not easy to ovaluate because of the failure of 

ìost of then to indicate the hours of crcdit allowed for each 

course taught, Only one fact seems to be rrade c1ex froi: the data 

received ori Iteì XI, Conposition and rrecswork appear to be con- 

idered fundaitental and most of the colloges, even those with the 

shortest curricula, offer the8e courses. The nunibers drop shnrply 

when it comes to offering t}e more technical subjects such as lino- 

type, bookbinding, photoengraving, offset plate-making and presswork, 

estimating and cost accounting, and plant organiation and manage- 

ment. Only about half of the colleges offer these more technical 

courses, and these colleges are those with th three- and four-year 

curricula. These colleges make up about one-fourth of all colleges 

giving graphic arts instruction. The number of colleges offeñng 

each type of course are listed In Table X. 

TABLE X 

Numbers of Colleges Offering Pifferont Courses in 
Gr,hic Arts 

Type of course Number f colleges 

Composition L1 

resswork 4'.. 

Pistory of Printing 33 

Linotype 29 

Pookbinding 2I 

Layout Design 21 

Lithography 21 



TABLE X - C U1L. 

Numbers of Colleges Offering Different Courses in 
Graphic Arts 

Type of Course 

Estimating & Cost Accounting 

Organization & Management 

Methods of Teaching Printing 

Proofreading 

Advanced Printing Problems 

Research 

Printing Occupatïonal Therapy 

Number of colleges 

21 

20 

16 

16 

16 

u 
6 

'33 

Item xii: sought information about the type of credit; meaning 

quarter or semester hour. 

Semester iour 3I Quarter Hour 18 

No response 12 

Nearly haiC of ail the colleges teaching graphic erts use the 

aeester plan, while about one-third use the quarter plan. This is 

not lilghly significant as the credit plan used is an arbitrary 

decision on the part of the administration of the college, and either 

kind of credits has a definite transfer value. The reason for 

including this item was a hoped-for clarificatior: of Item XIII. 

Item XIII asked for information on the tiwe spent for each 

hour of credit. 

The question did not seem to get across, and the Intent seems 
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to have been misunderstood. The q;estion should bave been, "How 

much time i renuired of each student each week to earn one (sonester) 

(quarter) hour of credit?" Many evidently interpreter lt to mean the 
total hours necessary- to be spent in c1as3 and shop to earn the 

credit allowed for the course; but, lnce sorre colleges failed to 

designate the number of hours cf credit allowed for the courses they 

were givin, it is difficult te understand what eight hours fri class 

and eight hours in shop oul mean in tenìs of credlt3. Another gave 

SiX hours in clas3 and twelve hours in the shop. Possibly these 

colleges were quiring this number nf hours in class and shop in a 

twelve-week qurter for one hour of credit, but one cannot be sure. 

Altogether, fifty colleges submitted data on this item. The 

following seems to be the best bulation that can he made from the 

fiures given: 

Hours in class Hours In shop Number of colleges 

1 3 12 
1 2 *10 
1 1 
i ¿4 2 

1 8 2 

2 ¿4 2 

2 6 2 

3 14 2 

2 11 2 

2 

1 1 1 
i 5 1 
n 
L- 

*Includes those reportIng thren hours in class and six 

In the shop and six hcurs In class and twelve in the shop. 

-*Includes those reporting eight hours in class and eight 

in shop. 
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Item XIV requested information about the equi'risent in the 

college graphic arts shop8. 

Fourteen items were listed in this question, arid out of 

sixty-four respondents who returned the questionnaire, fifty-one 

checked this list of enuinnent. Several had all of the items listed 

and nuch in addition, but many colleges reported only a verj few 

items of shop ecuiprent. Proper instruction cannot be given without 

proper ecuipinent. Table XI lists sorne of the coon printing machines 

and shows tne number of col1ees havinr' these nioces: 

TABLF XI 

iypes of auiprent in These College Graphic 4rts Shops 

Equipment Number of colleges Per Cent of Replies 

Job Press 51 100 
Type and cabinets 50 98 
Paper Cutter ¿9 96 

Imposing table L9 96 

Proof Press 149 96 
tanler 1414 86 

Saw 28 

Automatic Job Press 25 

Cylinder Press 2h L7 
Paper folder 23 

Linotype 23 LiS 

Paper drill 22 
Stereotype caster 16 
Other items 21 

Item XV requested information about job placement for those 

completing the grhic arts and graphic arts education nrogramns. 

Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent 
All of Replies yost of Replies Sorne of ReplIes No Response 

22 SLi 11 27 8 20 23 
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Althogh onlr two-thirds of tleso college8 ventured estiirates 

on the placement of their graphic arte studente, their replie3 ae 

probab].;r indic itive of the conditiorm which exist anong the remaindr 

of the colle'e3 teaching grph1c arts. Thrty-thr9e, or eighty per 

cent of those answering this item, claimed thit all or most of the 

graduates of these courses were being placed; and eight said that at 

least some were bin helped into satisfactory ositons or jobs. 

Possibly those who did not reply are not doing so much in the place- 

ient of their students, but it must be that something i beir. done. 

In a majority of colleges, rmch more should h done than is now being 

done, especially in follawup studies. 

Item VI requ.sted inlormaticn about the kiïids of jobs ir. which 

these students have bean placed. 

TABlE XII 

Kinds cf Jobs in Which C;raduates Pave seen Placed 

a. Teaching graphic arts in high schools 3) 

h. orkin for others in printing trade 2. 

C. Own printinr business U 

i. Some oth3r trade U 

e. Other 6 

Two-thirds of the colleges knew something ahout rhere their 

students vere being Diaced, and rranv of' these cofle'es reported 

their students being placed In several o! the hove vtegories. 
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This average is higher than rnig be expected, arid indiccs that 

Sore effort is being expended in the placement of these students. 

The data snow that the high choo1 graphie arte departients 

aro absorbing a fair proportion of these ¡oung peopla, thirty-four 

renorting that rLarly of their students were thuu enp1oyed. It is 

clear that a irnil group are being 3bsorbed by the trade -- in 

their own busine$ses or working for others - az thirty-five col- 

lerres reported that nany of their students were beirg thus placed. 

Under (e) several referred to tne fact that síe were continuing 

their educations. 

The thirty-nine tc replied to this quastion indicated that 

the majority of these tudent were placed in positions directly 

cormected ith graphic artc activities 

es, working for others in the printing trades, or teaching graphic 

arts courses In the schools. This is a favorable shc ng, but it 

could be improved if industrial arts teachers of printing classes 

vou1d put xore oLinhasis on helping the nore talented student3 to 

reaflze the possibilities of advancement, interestLig i:ork, arid 

adequate incomes in the graprdc arts industry. 

Ite'i XVII wass Highest degree offered in industrial arts: 

Bachelor 30 Waster l Doctor i No response 16 

Another question should nave been included following this 

iteri asking for the hi1hest degree offered in the graphic arts field. 

This wuld have clarified the relation between these colleges and 

those not offering the graphic arts courses in the ITlatter of the 

offering of degrees. 
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Two o f tue institutions grant both bachelors' and masters' 

degrees, and one grants all three degrees. Item XI of Questionnaire 

Lwnber Tvo is siilar to this item. It refers to the 103 colleges 

teaching industrial arts but not graphic arts. This item refers to 

the seventy-seven colleges teaching graphic arts in thei r Industrial 

arts departments. The following comparison can be made: 

Number Colleges Per Cent 
Offering of Feplies 

Ouestionnaire 2, Item XI: 

ache1or o Arts degree I8 

Vasters degree 23 21 

Doctors degree J4 

No response 18 

Questionnaire 3, Item XII: 

Fachelor of Arts degree 30 

hasters degree 15 2J4 

Doctors degree 3 

No response 16 

Item XVIII was: Comments of those vtho responded to this Item. 

As to these comments, se of the most pertinent were as follovrs: 

Tuskegee Institute wrote that they cannot train enough men 

to fill the demand in the grhIc arts field. The Florida Agri- 

cultural and Mechanics.1 Cohere for egroes trains only for sraphic 

arts teaching. Bradley University In Peoria, Illinois, is only 
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starting Its graphic arts program, but is hopeful of developing 

a strong curriculum. 

Most of' the comments were only reiteratlons of the Items 

covered in the questionnaire. The Ideas expressed by these 

InstitutIons may be smI1ar to those hel3 In other colleges. 

These expressions, however, may serve as encouragements to otbers. 

Conclusions from Data Received from Colleges Offering Graphic Arts 

Courses 

The colleges teaching graphic arts and graphic arts education 

In connection iith their industrial arts departments are, to a large 

extent, engaged in the training of teachers for thIs type of work. 

of the sixty-four institutions replying to this questionnaire, 

thirty-five were teachers' colleges. The other twenty-nine were 

private colles, technical Institutes and colleges, and univerSItIes 

where emphasis is more on the training for the grahic arts profes- 

slon arid the technical trade than l'or the training of printing 

teachers. The need for such teachers, howevr, is not fully met by 

these thirty-five colleges as xr be sean from the demas being felt 

by the aIxty-ore colleges not now teacMnr graphic arts 

courses. More institutes, universities, and private colleges must 

provide teacher training in the graphic arts for more young people 

if this need Is to be met. 

If a state were dependent for teachers of the graphic arts 

ori those who were trained In Its own colleges and universities, 
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evera1 states would lack such teachers. Arizona, Arkansas, Idaho, 

iiSs1Ssippi, Liontana, North Dakota, Oregon, Ithode Island, South 

Carolina, Ijtah, arid Vermont report having high schools offering 

cotnses in printing but no colleges in which to train the needed 

teachers. On the other hand, several states, notably Georgia, 

Missouri, Nebraska, New Nexico, and 'isconsin have colle ES and 

universities teaching the graphic arts but report no high schools 

employing teachers in this field, 

Other than this, it seens that in xnost states where there 

are more colleges for training teachers of the graphic arts, there 

are more high schools that employ these teachers for their graphic 

arts classes; or, possibly, the reverse of this is the true picture, 

or both evidences of a general interest. California reported 

eighty-eight high schools teaching printing and six colleges offer- 

Ing courses in which teachers may get this training. Illinois report- 

ed forty-five hif schools and five colleges offering training in 

graphic arts and graphic arts education. Texas reported forty high 

schools and seven colleges, the largest number of colleges teaching 

graphic arts and graphic arts education in any ol' the states in the 

Union. Pennsylvania reported that 1,209, or nearly ninety per cent, 

of its high schools teach printing, but only four colleges in the 

state in which teachers for these courses can be trained. 

In these colleges offering graphic arts and grhic arts 
education training, about one-fifth of the students in the industrial 

education courses are takinr courses in the graphic arts. This is 
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Distribution of Colleges Teaching 
Industrial Arts arid Graphic Arts Among the States 

White States in which no colleges are teaching Inth'strial Arts: 
Delaware, Rhode I3lan, Utab, Vermont 

Striped - 3tates h:vin colleges teaching industrial arts hut not 
granhic arts : Arizona, Arkansas , Idaho, Kentucky, 
Lodsiana, Maryland, i1ssìssirpi, Wontana, evadri, Iorth 
TakotL, Oregon, South Carolina, yoming 

Checked - states in which the industrial arts departments of srine 
of the colleges t3ach graphic arts: labama, California, 
Colorado, Florida, Caorgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, 
hansas, assachusetts, ich1an, Iinrsota, issar±, 
Nehra3ka, Ne'w Mexico, New York, orth Carolina, Ohio, 
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South TT*ota, Tennessea, Texas, 
Virginia, Washington, West Virginia 

Dotted -- States in which ail colleges with industrial arts 
departments offer grhic arts courses: Connecticut, 
aine, 1: Pampshire, New Jersey, Wisconsin 
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an indication of the response of sidents to these courses where they 

are offered. This should encourage those educators who realize the 

values of graphic arts education but are fearful that there inh be 

no enro].lnents if the ccirses are included in the curriculun. 

The whole picture of the resent status of grahic arts 

educat.on in these colleges, as shown by these data, is one that 

shcild be encouraging to those interested in this type of traininrr. 

ÑxhTd.nistrators are awakening to the need of doing something for their 

yÇ1ng people, and more and iore colleges are offering these courses. 

Many of the administrations are willing to help en asked, and se 

are demanding that teachers in these departhents make definite p'ans 

for expanding and strengthening their graphic arts programs Graphic 

arts and industrial arts people should take this as a cue for a much 

stronger program of informing the school authorities and the public 

concerning the contributions which graphic arts education can make to 

the general educá±on program. 

Simmary of íuestionnaire Returns from State Supervisors of Industrial 

rts 

t1ighlighta 

t. Nearly half of the states recommend graphic arts cur- 

ricula 'or their high schools. 

II. Lack of public demand for these courses was reported by 

only seventeen supervisors. Positive opposition was very infrequent. 

III. 'There offered, as reported by about half of the 



supervisors, printing and the graphic arts are given ecual eniphasis 

with woodwork, machine shop, and other usual Shop courses. 

IV. The objectives expressed by these supervisors for the 

graphic arts courses were about equally divided between the accepted 

industrial arts objectives and the vocational plans of training. 

V. Approdrnate]y fourteen per cent of the high schools of 

the United States teach printing courses. 

VI. One-sixth of the shops teaching graphic arts aro unit 

shops where printing alone is taught. The rest teach it in the 

general shop along with other shop courses. 

VII. More than two hundred high schools have added the teach- 

ing of printing to their curricula during the last ten years, and 

only fourteen have drotped it. 

VIII. Little is being done, or at least few records are being 

kept, concerning the placement of graduates of these hicTh school 

courses. 

Ix. Cnments : PaW states admit they have no supervisors 

of indu8trial arts or of vocational education; hence no records. 

One of the biggest problems for graphic arts teachers, pointed out 

by these respondents, was that the printing shop easily and usually 

deteriorated Into a service departnent. 

One weakness pointed out was that state supervisors were 

frequently remiss in their duties by not 4ving proper attention to 

problems and records of the placement and follow-up of the pupils 

completing the prograìs in printing and in industrial arts as a whole. 



Conclusions from This Questionnaire 

Vhy should educators hesitate to go ahead with plans for 

the organization of graphic arts courses and the inauguration of 

strong graphic arts education programs when the facts show that such 

education has already made great progress In the high schools of the 

United States? New schools are adding graphic arts courses at the 

approximate rate of twenty schools a year. YIth a well-planned 

effort, this rate caild be greatly- Increased. 

There Is little active opposition to the starting of these 

courses The outstanding obstacles seem to be Indifference and 

lack of information. This Indicates strongly that a good selling 

program on the part of graphic arts and industrial arts men is 

needed. 

Some of the leaders, at least, realize the weakness of a 

program which has no record of what happens to Its output; but very 

few supervisors know much about vEi at happens to the young people who 

finish the graphic arts courses. Of the few answers received, some 

iere sheer guesses A good placement service coope rating with the 

teachers and the guidance workers In the schools can do much to raise 

the status of the printing Industry in the esteems of these young 

people. They should be kept informed of the technical progress In 

the printing industry and the necessity for advanced training to make 

a success in the trade. then this is done, much of the anathy and 

Indifference on the part of administrations, pupils, and the public 
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toward this training will disapnear and the demands for these 

courses will great'y increase. 

SuiTlrnary of Questionnaire Returns from Indus trial Arts Departments in 

Colleges not Teaching Caphic Arts 

}ii'hlights 

I. Only sixteen of these 103 colleges had ever taught courses 

in printing. 

II. These courses had been dropped from five to thirty years 

ago. 

III. Cost, lack of trained teachers, ad lack of student in- 

terest were the three most frequently listed causes of failure to 

continue the teaching of graphic arts courses. Active opposition 

was negligible, and was not of much influence in the failures to 

continue these courses. 

Iv. Forty per cent of these oelleges reported a demand for 

grìphic arts instruction. 

V. $tudents and schools employing graphic arts teachers were 

the sources of the greatest demai. Some administrations also demand- 

ed that these courses be added. 

sf1. Two-thirds of the colleges reporting said that the demands 

ranged from occasional to constant. Only nine said there was no demand. 

VII. Nearly half of these colleges state that they plan to 

add these courses. 

VIII. Jost of the plans are quite definite. Some are only 

tentative. 



Ix. Sixty per cent cf these abn1ri5trtor were divided 

betwee!1 irdífí'erence and active support. Only a small croup was 

opposed. 

:. Nc iiport&nt opnosition br these colleges fror any 

other source was indic&ted. 

. Th degrees gr.rnted in inutriai arts de,artent were: 

Tacie1or of &rts U, ast9r of Arts 23, factors 4. 

711. C'.rnent of reponderts Wr co1pos have, aìv'arently, 

failed to rea1iz th3 values cf the rrapblc arts courses In their 

educational nrorarns. Sorne of tee report little interest on the 

parts of the anIstrations but extenSIve deriand for such courses. 

Conclusions from This Questionnaire 

Only a all percntae cf these collcs have ever taught 

printing, but rariy forty per cnt are plannin .. c to start such 

courses, Lithough cost as beer the greatest factor in the prevention 

of the inclusion of these courses, the dand has been great enough 

thdt definito plans are bInr rnde - wfth the support of the 

adrainistrtions of these coìles - for the Inclusion of graphic 

art3 C0Ur335 in rnarj of these inrieri1 arts deparents. Onposition 

13 negligible, deriands frrr several diferent sources such as 

students, schools srìploytrì- gr-iphic arts teachers, adrninistratIons, 

and Iròu3try are sufFicient to justifr the offering of these courses. 

The returns on this questiornaro again bring cut the need 

for strong inforiit,ioT1al progran? directed, first, toward indifferent 
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school administrators and, second, to the students, the industry, 

and the puhlic. This progr&m should be organized rnd carried out 

by the industrial arts teachers and department beads interested in 

incorporating the graphic arts training program into their curricula. 

S'urninary of Questionnaire Returns From Colleges Teaching Graphic Arts 

Hi ghlight.s 

I. Eighty per cent of the colleges teaching graphic arts and 

graphic arts education have taught them less than sixty years. The 

greatest number of these colleges, forty-one, have started teaching 

these courses since 1921, or shortly after the Smith-Hughes Act was 

passed. 

II. One-fifth of the enrollments in the indutria1 arts depart- 

inents are in the grajîiic arts field. 

III. nrol]inents are higher now than they were five or ten years 

ago. 

Iv. The scope of the present graphic arts courses is more 

canprehensive than it was five or ten years ago. 

V. The majority of administrators seen willing to support a 

program in the graphic arts and graphic arts education. 

VI. The enrollment of students in these courses is rated as 

from normal to enthusiastic. Only two co1lees reported that the 

students were indifferent. 

VII. The majority of these co1lep es hold to the generally 

accepted industrial arts and teacher-training objectives. 
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VIII. About one-third of the colleges responding provide a 

four-year curriculuni in cue or both of these fields. 

U. Nearly half of tLua offer their courses in all four 

years of the collega program. 

X. The nicet frequant type of claaaork given is in the 

field of comp osition sud presswork. AU of the$e colleges teach 

such subjects, but only about half of colleges teach the more 

technical and professional coursea. 

x:i. Thirty-four of these colleges have the semester-hour 

plan of credit. Eighteen of them use the quarter-hour plan. 

XII. The most frequent plans for hours required in class and 

shop for one hour of credit seera to be one sud one, one and two, 

nd one and three. 

XIII. &ost of these colleges have only job presses, type and 

type cabinets, paper cutters, imposing tables, proof presses, and 

staplers . Only about half have niore than this . These have such 

equipment as linotypes, folders, paper drills, and stereotype 

casters. 

XIV. Some organization of plans was reported for the placement 

of the stìents finishing these courses, but that it was not adequate 

was shn by the fact that not many data are on record. 

xv. A large percentage of these students were placed in jobs 

in the graphic arts or in positions related to the graphic arta. 

XVI. The colleges which reported grant the following de&'rees 

in industrial arts: Bachelor of Arts, 30; Master of Arta, 15; 

Doctors, 3. 
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)VII. Comzients h' these respondents expssed a realization 

of the need r this type of training and the hope that stronger 

prograns in graphic arts and graphic arts education wiU be built 

up in the future, 

Conclusions Frc This uestionniare 

The returns fron this questiormaire show the considerable 

increase in this type of education during the last thirty years or 

since the passage of the ith-hughes Teacher training' Is one 

of the r-ajor objectives, and is an impertant phase of education in 

the graphic arts In view of the increasing need for such teachers 

in the high schools. 

The trends revealed here are all upward. one-fifth of the 

pnsent enrollment in the industrial arts courses are in the graphic 

arts, and any increase in this enrollment should strengthen both 

the graic arts and the industrial arts departments. The enthusiasm 

on the parts of a large ni.nber of studnts and the 11iniess on 

the parts of many adninistrator5 to support a prograxn in graphic arta 

and grhic arts education augurs well for the continued progress 

and expansion for this type of educaticn to the benefit of the young 

people taking it and to the nation as a whole. 



CHAPTER V 

7JML:JJtY ANT) CO1;CLjSIO1S 

As early as the ninth century A. L., wood-block printing 

was a highlj developeì craft in China. The roverninent ccntrolled 

the production of wood blocks by which the c1aica1 rritinwere 

preserved and reproduced. Soon after th' pasin of tTì year one 

thousand a Chine3e printer, by the nere of Pi Shen, levlsed typo 

niade of bakad clay which could be set into fors for printIng. This 

was the earliest known attempt to use moahl type In printing. 

This wa fu1iv four hundred years before the invention of rnovable 

type in Europe. 

The mifitlplicity of the characters in the Chinese laniiage 

(as nary as thirty thousand being needed to print a hook) as the 

1nsunountahL difficulty in makin nrinting with movable type 

practical in China. The bronze types that 'were perfete4 in Korea 

were used only as long as the 'overrnient bore the great expense of 

supplying the fonts, 

In addition to this difficulty, several oi;tstarng draw- 

backs to the movab)e types developed in China and to their printing 

presee accounted for the failure of the Chinese to reap the 

benefits from their printed materials whch uron rcceived from 

the invention of Gutenberg. china eventually lost tne rt of print- 

Ing with movable types and went back to wood-block printing just 
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at the time when Europe and the les tern or1d were assin through 

their ocia1 and industrial. revolutions of the sixtent} and seven- 

teenth centuries. The first of these drawbacks which made Chinese 

movable types so impractical was thGt they wore foundrî cast with 

separata sand moulds for each character. TIis rtethod would be slow 

and impractical no matter what metal w u3ed. The second draw- 

back to the use of the Chinese movable type was that no res was 

used to transfer the ink from the type t,o the paper. The .Thinese 

did not nress the paner onto t.he tme hut used a soft swab to 

transfer the Ink to the paper. The third drawback consisted of 

the types of paper and of ink which the Chinese 1ad to uc The 

paper was soft and ahsorbcnt in contrast with the s;rong paper used 

in ¡urope. The chinese ink was made rith larphiack and castor 

oil, w ere European ink was rrade of carbon black and varnish. 

Fefore the time of Gutenberg, the art of wcod-block printing 

had spread to urope, probably by way of Persia and Erpt into 

Italy and then to the rest of Europe . '.ocd-blcck printing wa& 

fairl'ï coimon in Italy, reray, and 1-iciland; and the earlr hooks 

printed from movable tyoes are difficult to distinpuish from those 

that were being printed at the sane time fr wood blocks. Some- 

times these early books contained pIctures made fri wood blocks, 

with the caiments an captions nrinted from movable types. 

Within a century, hoivever, the econcny and other advantages 

of the use of movable types won ou rvor the slow laborious methods 

of wood-block carving and nrintin and spread over Eurone ard into 
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the Nsw Lorli. utenborg may have had sons idea of the monetary 

valu3 o! his deve1opient as he wa very secretive about h.s work, 

although he hfre1f never reaped any financial benf1ts fron it and 

died In poverty. It certain, hciwevr, that he could not envision 

tho treriondous influence hIs dIscovery woulil have on the increased 

civilisation of Eurpo and of the rest of the world. within a few 

cCnturie3, those great political, religious, and scientific 

revolutions of the seventeonth and eighteenth centuries changed the 

life patterns of the neoplo all over the world. These effects were 

in large measure due to the on1ihtennent of tht masses of the 

populace by the flood of pr1ntd materials coming fron these presses 

- a bide which once started can probablr nover ìe staunched. 

History itself witnesses to the role of printing in the 

developient of those phaìes of riodern civilization wi;ich îwericans 

consider their rightful heritage. The printing press was introduced 

Into what is noti the United States 'with the enrliest co1onsts: and 

has been in he forefront of the moveient westward. It was establish- 

od in the Oregon Territory by missionaries to the Indians before tx'e 

first settlers arrived in the move to make the Far Northwest a part 

of the Uiited states. 

Although many times the press has been iisused to pronagate 

error, the over-all effect of the multiplication of books and printed 

materials has been that of enlighteniri the minds of reade.'s and of 

lifting men out of ignorance into freedom. This enlightermient and 

freedom are replaced by error only as the sources of ïnfoxation are 



curtailed or misdirected by tose wa wís to keep pele in 

ignorance and subservience. Ïkiis mediiaa of coauunication has taken 

its place as an absolute force in the culture of today. Printed 

books, magazines, and newspapers are so mucìi a part of our lives 

today that they are taken for granted. No one can envision what 

tremendous cxiangss woüld take place ir these avenues of communica- 

tion were reziovad. 

Implications for educatioi are definitely demonstrated by 

the fact that printing and the graphic arts are so closely related 

to every phase of life in this xiídern civilization. Learning itself 

is practicafly controlled by the accessibility or inaccessibility of 

the printed page. 

ihe printing industry probably ranks fifth among the great 

industries of the United States, employing more than OO,OOO persons 

and with more than 30,000 printing plants scattered in almost every 

town, large and s1rali, aver the entire country. Rate8 of pay are 

fourth in comparison with those of other industries, and the 

opportunities for advaicement in the trade are excellent. The 

average printing plant employs about twenty persons, with a ratio 

of a little more than two workers to each person in a servisory 

capacity. 

Technical progress in the printing industry during the last 

ten years has caused great changes in the demand for highly-trained 

workers. Photography and electronics nave come to play iortant 

roles in the graphic arts industry of today. Better training is 
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requlrd for tos ho c1eiro o take their place3 n the printing 

craft. Printers are nov able to print w. thout trpo, !ue to the 

develtpment of hotoconposlng machines wtuich prepare copy for plate- 

raklng without the uso of trpe. This, however, neans more trainir, 

thaìi the o1-fashioned apprenticeship was ah'e to ive. 

Th present apprenticeship orograla, a well orgar:izecl as lt 
is under Federal control, is still not efle te train the needed 

nunber of rep1acments for the publishing indvtstry. Thus industry, 

a well a the unions, Is urging the schools to asie the thsk of 

giving this trainins to rore young peotle. Colleges re being urged 

to train riore teachers for this work. 

The literature on this subject shows that graohle arts 

educ&tion was introduced into the educational yten of the T!ni ted 

States lafcel:' about the begiriring of the present century and, at 

the present tirìe, is being offered in nearly 3,OO() secondary 

schools and in seventy-evon colleges . any of these colleges are 

also training teachers in this field. In spite of this increase in 

the number of 5cncìols offering grapric arts tral ning, the xumiber of 

trained erployees entering the trade and the number of gr hic arts 

teachers cntoring this fIeld af teaching are still not sufficient to 

replace those dropping out because of death or other causes. The 

training being given can be coi sidered successful to the extent that 

a large proportion of those trained as printers and teachers of print- 

ing enter these lines of work. If the needed teachers could be 



trained, the lack of workers arid rofes91on.1 leaders for the 

industry might he riore nearly xet. 

The returns on the quest1onnaire 3ent out in th tudy 

confirm the general facts stated in the current literature on 

the subject. These returns ahow that each :rear approx1iate1y 

twenty additional high schools offer graphic arts courses in 

pito of the fact that lede than half of the stateo xrako any 

special effort to spon8or graphic arts education or th teac1 

ing of printing in their high schools. 1inctocn of the states, 

which recunend printing course3 to their high schools, feperted 

that they had over forty-five per cent of the nationt 23,0(X) 

high schools and eighty r cant of the nearly three thousand 

schools which teach printing. The ten states which do not reci- 

mend such courses report fifteen per cent of the nationts hir'h 

schools and only a little over two por cent of the high schools 

offering graphic arts courses. 

Sixteen of the oelleges not teaching graphic arts and 

graphic arte educa;ion have taught these courses in the cast, but 

have dropped the courses during the last thirty years. Nono had 

dropped this tiork durin the las t üve years . During this sane 

thirty years, forty-one colleges added this trring in graphic 

arts and graphic arta education, eight during the last five years. 

Fifty-two per cent, or forty-one, of the colleges now training 

young people for the graphic arts industry or as teachers for 

schools givin such training have begun offering these course8 
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urinr the 1at Mrtv mar, It is posc1b1e that, if thc pre3cnt 

rate of 1ncreae &ouie cwtlniie, the nurher o! coflegc of'riri 
tMq work 111 bc 1ncrease another ifty per cent dur1n t}e next 

thirty rprs. '!Therp s oine probability that ths Ircrease ma.t 

hecoe a fact since !erty-one co1ìere riot no teaching t19 raphic 

arts have Indicated their rans tc begin offering such courses In 

the near future. !he evrty-even coi1e'e now teaching printing 

constitute 'crty-three per cent of the colleges having industrial 

ethication derartrent. If th forty-one colleges not n offering 

courses in prirtin but nianning to Inìstall siicF courses In the 

future ar able to carry out their plans, the two topether would 

Increase the per cent of colleges offering training in the graohic 

arts and graphic arts education to ìore than sixty-six '-ser cent of 

those offering Industrial arts subjects of any kind. 

!Tearly half of the colleges with industrial arts detartrcnts 

not now teichin the granhic arts have indicated r,al pressures 

to offer this tyt,e of traininr' fronì stueents, a1nr1nistr.Ions, and 

hF1 school.' eitploy1ng sucb teac1ers. Student attitudeathere these 

courses are taught range frriri normal to enthualastic. In only a 

few colleges do the students exhibit, little Interest In these 

courses. At the present time, one out of every five of the students 

enrolled in the Industrial arts courses 1s enrolled in the graphic 

arts and graphic arts education courses. Phis Indicates a nonial 

interest in these ctrses rhere they are well offered. 

Lack o! student Interest, lack of trainod teachrs, and 
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1ck of administrative support are the three main reasons why 

sorne schools o not now offer grapiic arts courses. Little active 

onpoiticn to such pregrairs wa reported, but the indications were 

thit indifference to the educational values of such courses is the 

reason for the lack of effort to inaupurate these curricula. This 

indifference on the part of the nublic, students, arìd college and 

)igh school adrnirdstration Indicates the need for a strong pro- 

gram of inforr'ation on the values to he derived fron training In 

the graphic arts and the relations of graphic arts to an Integrated 

educational nrogram. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The dita gathered in this study indicate that the trends 

In graphic arts training and graphic arts educ3ticn are all unward 

¿it the present tiie - enrollments, course offerings, and demands 

all showing an increase. There i no apparent reason why educators 

should hesitate to go ahead with nians for the Inauiiration of 

strong graphic arts training and education prograrn when th facts 

show thìt such education h3.s made the progress which It has in the 

schools of the United States ìiring recent years and the demands 

for this training continue to be as strong as they are. 

InIcatIon are that a few educators are mald.ng strong 

efforts to increase the scope of grhic arts training and education 

in the nation's schools. The graphic arts Industry is also 

manifesting a real interist in this type of education, and is offering 
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some inducements to help in inauEurating such traininí. Not only 

is little active opposition indicated but, fron many sources, 

encouragement is being given to strengthen the Drograins of train- 

ing in th graphic arts and graphic arts education. 

This study was made to determine the attitudes toward and 

the status of the teaching of the graphic arts or printing arid the 

teacher trainin' in this field in the schools of the United States 

and to evaluate, if possible, any trends in such education, It 

was also desIred to determine the status of any plans for the 

strengthening of these courses and the sources of any demands 

for such training. 

ít the present time the attitudes toward grai ic arts 

training are demonstrated bí the following facts: 

a. Increasing demands for such training are coming from 

students, tl public and industry as well as other groups. Industrial 

organizations are offering inducements to students to enter such train- 

ing and to schools to offer it. Institutions employing graphic arts 

teachers are unable to secure suflcient rnmibers of trained instructors 

and are making their demands increasingly felt. 

h. Student enrollment in the graphic arts courses are 

classed as normal to enthusiastic by the colleges and other schools 

best t'itted to estimate the trend - those affermi graric arts 
courses. 

c. Less opnosition is demonstrated by public organizations. 



Practically no opposition was indicated from any source even by 

those colleges which felt that they had reasons for not including 

the graphic arts in their curricula. 

d. Tcreased surmort by the administrations for this time 

of training rias indicated by a large uroportlon of the collees - 
both those offering graphic arts training and those who do not. 

The trends in educationaJ organizations in the of fexng 

of graphic arts trainin are indicated by the follawng: 

a. ;tates which sponsor this training have many more 

schools giving the courses than those states which dc not sponsor 

this type of curriculum. 

b. iThen schools offer courses in graphic arts and graphic 

arts education in connection with industrial arts ethcation the 

enrollment of 3tudents in the graphic arts cnpares ravorably with 

the enrollment in the other industrial arts courses. 

c. The concensus of opinion among the respondents is that 

the enrollment of students in the graphic arts courses is on the 

upgrade as comparad rith five or ten years ago. 

d. The majority of those responding to the uestionaires 

clair that the courses now given are more comprehensive and in great- 

er number than they were even five or ten years ago. 

e. The substantil increase in the number of institut,ions 

offering graphic arts "aining as is shown from the following: 

1. At the present time, about thirteen per cent of the 

nation's high schools are teaching printing. This is an increase 
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of about six per cent over the number teaching it ten years 

ago. 

2. At the present the, abcut fort,ir_five ner cent of 

the colleges hanr inthistrial arts departments are teaching 

graphic arts courses. This i an increase of nearly twenty ner 

cent during the last ten years. 

Forty per cent of the colleges with industrial arts 

departients but which are not now teaching graphic arts ad graphic 

arts education are planning to inaugurate such prograirs. Should 

these colleges add these courses, tMs w.ild mean an increase to 

about two-thirds of the colleges with industria]. arts departnents 

which teach the graphic arts -- instead of the present forty-five 

per cent. 

The conclusion is inescapable that these results are 

altogether possible, providing the educators interested in this 

type of training program vdll carry out the following suggestions: 

a. Utilize every opportunity to infonn the students, 

administrators, and the public of the objectives of graphic arts 

training and granhic arts education and their relations to education 

and to life. 

b. Make a real effort to cooperate with aU other agencies 

seeking to nromota this .eld of education. 

C. Unite in other activities in the school and utilize 

every opportunity to integrate this field of education with other 

phases of the school ;rogr. 



d. aintain the highest standards in both teaching and 

shop work, keeping abrea3t of the 1atet progress in the Industry 

and making the latest information available to the students in the 

clas3es. 

e. nefuse, as far as possible, to allow the graphic arts 

snop o be used as a service departnent of the school, but devi3a 

means to incorporate the school needs into the educational experience 

of the students in this department thout sacrificing their train- 

ing. 

f. 5eek to interest the type of students who vdil latr 
become highly skilled technical or executive workers in the print- 

Ing field or capable teachers in institutions offoring thes3 

courses. 
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ÂP?INDIX À 



OREGON STATE COLLEGE 
Schoci of thcation 
Corvallis, Oregon 

Supervisor of Industrial Education, 

Dear Sir: 

October 20, i90 

I am rnakin' study of the teaching of craphic arts 

172 

and nrinting in the educational institutions of the Tinited States, 

in connection with my doctoral decree and ray future rork s a 

teacher f graphic arts In a college. Part of this study i a 

survey of the present status and the trends of the teaching of 

these subjects in the high schools nf the state educational systems. 

As this infonation Is imnortant in understarng the 

status of such education In the schools of the United States , I 

would anpreciate it ver; much If you would kindly fill in the enclosed 

auestionnaire, and return it at your earlir convenience. I' mu are 

interested in the results of this study, I will bE glad to furnish 

you with a stnrnar of the returns frow this invetipation. 

Thank you for your cooeration. 

Vr:'r sincerely yours, 

A'proveci______________________ . H. Coberly, 
H. R. Laslett, Ph. D. 2708 Fillsrore St., 

ajor Professor Corvallis, Oregon. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE TO STATE SUPERVISOR OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 

I. Is graphic arts a part of the stt.e outlined courses for 

industrial education in the high schools? Yes; No. 
II. Reason f not givin such courses (where not given): 

a. Parent and student opposition____________________ 

b. Tack of ,ublic demand 

o. Union oprosition_____________________ 

d. Industry opposition_________________ 

e. Industry orkcr needs ret from other sources__________ 

f. 'T.thicational needs cf students met thout graphic &rts_____ 

g. Other . 

III. Thtphasis ven to rmhic arts, where Included in industrial arts: 

a. louai erphasis to woodwork, retal work, rnahine shop 

L. One of the ninor coursec in the curriculum________________ 

C. Of slight Importance in the nrogra 

IV. Purpose of graphic arte courses (wher taught): 

a. To teach apnreciation of the graphic arts industry________ 

. 

t,. To help tudent.s in social adjustment_____________________ 

C. To train in thc basic skills of the trade__________________ 

d. Other 

V . High schools teaching granhic arts coiupared wi. th total high 

schools in the sttte: 

. 
r 

l number of vocational and technical hih scho1s 

b. Ntnnber of these schools teaching graphic arts______________ 
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c. tmotal number of genera]. high schools________________________ 

d. Number of these schools having industrial arts departments 

e. Lumber of general high schoola teaching graphic arts_________ 

VI. Type of graphic arts shop: 

a. Number of unit shops . 

b. Number included in a general shop____________ 

VII. Iecent trends in teaching graphic arts: 

a. Lumber of schools starting such courses during the last ten 

years 

b. Number of schools discontinuing such courses during the last 

ten years ________________ 

e. Niber of schools now teachin. graphic arts coinnared with 

thirty years ago (estimate): 

1EOre - Fewer Swre___________ 

VIII. Placement of students in your state finishing graphic arts 

curriculum In l9I8z 

a. Grartiic arts industry: 

1. Own business__________________ 

2. Working for others___________ 

b. Continuing education: 

1. Entered açrenticeship in graphic arts industry_______ 

2. Continuing graphic arts education in technical 

school 

3. Professional training in graphic arts in college______ 
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L. Entered college but not 8tUdyiflg graphic arts_______ 

c. orking but not In graphic arts Industry______________ 

d. Unemployed______________________ 

IX. Time saved in prenticeship trainin: 

a. Those finishing graphic arts courses in general high school: 

______yrs. 

X. Comments: 
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APPENDIX B 



OREGON STATE COLLEGE 
School of ducat1on 

Corvallis, Jregon 

head of I:dustrial Education Pepartent, 

Lear SIr: 

October 20, 1950 

I ai making a study of the teaching of graphic arts 

177 

wd printing in the educational institutions of the United states, 

in connection wIth my doctoral degree and ny futuro work a a 

teacher of graphic art3 in a college. Part of this study s a 

survey of the r 3øent statvs and the trend5 of the teaching of 

these siibjecbs in the colleges and unIversities, and an inquIry 

into the rea;ons for includig or not inc1lLnr graphic arts In 

the CUrrïCUIlWi. 

The Ilnitcd 3tates ovrnnt Giid to Co1iees and 

Universi.tLes list8 your 1'stitution as one 'which teaches Industrial 

arts. study of yCUX catalogue shows that graphI arts courses 

are not available in your curricuiDm. In order to annralse correctly 

the reasons that graphic arts subjcct arc rot taught in rary 

institutions of higher education, I would appnciste it if ycrn 

'would kindly fill in the enclosed questionnaire and return it at 

your early convenierce. If you are Interested In th returns 
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of this questionnaire, I will b g1ai to inform you of the results 

of this study. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

7ry sincerely 'rourS, 

Approved______________________________ Z. H. Ccberly, 
H. R. Laslett, Ph. D. 2708 Fillmore St., 
1ajor Professor Corvallis, Oregon. 
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QUESTIONNAIR TO hEAl) OF INDUSTRIAL 11)UGATION DEPARTMENT 

I, COLLGES C'T TEAcHTh Q GRAPHIC ARTS 

I. Pa your college ever taucht printing? Yes ; No____ 

II. If o, hoi long irice it wa di3continued? years 

HI. Reasons for not teachin': 

a. Lack of student interest__________ 

1:. Lac]: oi trained teachers__________ 

C . Incustry oppositior________________ 

d. Union opposition_________________ 

. Adiinistrative difficulty_________ 

f. Cast_________________ 

g. Other___________________________ 

IV. Is there any present demand for such course Yes ; No____ 

V. Source c tIe3e doiaxds (it. any): 

a. Students_____________ 

b. ?acnts_____________ 

. fdt . 

d. Or.iors 

. dr1nitration________________ 

f. choo1s 3rp1Dyi11 graphic arts teachers 

g. Other 

VI. Freiuency o1 driiarìdss 

a. Constantly______________ 

b. requent1y_____________ 

e. Occa8lonal].y 



d. Seldon____________ 

e. None 

VII. 'e plans he1n rarie to off'r courses in rarhic arts? 

Yes ;No___ 

VIII. Status of uci- plans (if ar) 
a. Irre.?inite 

b, Tentative - 

e. Conipl&e tt mdc finances 

ci. Definite as soon as plans ear be conp1eted_____________ 

e. C)ther 

IX. kttitude of the colisíe adn'inistratön t(wRrd adding graphic 

arts coirse to your eurrioultrni: 

a. In favor__________________ 

b. Opposc1_____________________ 

c. Indiffereit_________________ 

X. Sources or present ot,ositon to teac!iing 'raphic art3: 

a. Industry___________________ 

b. Unions_____________________ 

C. Other tetchers 

I 

d. Other__________________________ 

XI. Highos dogrec afferec by yonr institution in inrustrial artax 

I3achlor ; aster ; Doctor 

III. Coirients : 
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APPENDIX C 



OREGON STATE GOLLOE 
School of ducation 
Corvallis, Oregon 

October 20, l9O 

FIcad of Industrial ducation Departient, 

Dear Sir: 

162 

I am making a study of the teaching of graphic arts 

and printing in the educational institutions of the United States, 

in connection with my doctoral degree and my future work as a 

teacher of granhic arts in a college. Part of this study is a 

survey of the nresent status and the trends of the teaching of 

these subjects In the colleges arid universities, and an inquiry 

into the reasons for including or not Including graphic arts in 

the curriculum. 

The United States Government Guide to Colleges and 

Universities lists your institution as one which teaches 

industrial arts. A study of your catalogue shows graphic arts 

and printing as ¿ part of your industrial education curriculum. 

The study also indicates that only about fifty colleges and 

universities offer subjects in graphic arts. In order to 

obtain a clearer picture of the status of the teaching of such 

subjacts in these institutions, I would appreciate your help. 

Please fill in the enclosed questionnaire and return it at your 
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early ccnverulence If you are interested in the returns of 

this qiostionnare, I will b glad to inform you of the results. 

Thank you for your cooneration. 

Very- sincerely yours, 

Approved_______________________ Z. H. Goberly 
H. R. T1ett, TTh D. 2709 Fillmore t., 
Major Professor Corvallis, Oregon 
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QUESTIONNAIR TO HEAT) OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION DEPART)ENT 

IN COLLEGES TEACHING CRP1IC ARTS 

I. I-:o lon has your college taught granhio arts? years. 

II. Numler of students enrolled nov: 

a, In granbic arts courses___________ 

b. In all industrial arts courses__________ 

III. Conipared to previous enrollinsnts ±n graphie arts: 
years ago 10 years ago 

a. Higher ___________ 

b. Lower: 

C. Sane: __________ 

IV. Pr3sent trend in graphic arts enrollments: 

Upward. 
; 

'ownward 
; No change__________ 

V. )COpe of present graphic arts courses as compared with previous 

offerings: 
years ago 10 years ago 

a. iore coitprehensive: 

b. Less ctmprehensive: 

C. Apiroximate1y the same: 

VI. >olícy of adrnirtistration toward graphic arts curriculun: 

a. J)epartrrent first to suffr when staff is decreased____________ 

b. La±ntain status quo______________ 

C. ?iUing to ad( courses and equípnent as needed 

VII. Attitude of students toward these courses: 

a. Enthusiastic--ìuany nroll_______________ 

b. Norrnai--reasonabl:T stable enrollment_____________ 

C. Thdifferent-coniparatively f enroll___________ 

. 
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VIII. Objectives of the grarhic arts curriculum: 

a. Tc teach aprecation of th3 cTaphlc arts industry______ 

b. To train teachers for graphic arts instnmction in hirh 

schocis__________ 

c. To train professional iren for the industry___________ 

d. To train in the basic skills of the trade_____________ 

3. Other 

IX. Length of graphic arts curriculum: years 

X. Offered which years in college course:_____________________ 

XI. Courses offered: (Place hours of credit after each course 4ven) 

hist. of Books and Print. 
Composition I 
Composition II 
Composition ITI 
Composition IV 

Cornosition V 
Press I 

Press II 
Press III 
CT).inar Press 
Lino. Op. I 

Line. Oî. TI 

Lino. Op. III 
Tino. )Âech. I 

Lino. Áech. II 
Lino. Pech. ITT - 
ßookbinding I 

Pookhindinr II 
Library Bookiincting 
Advanced Coposition 
Typography 
Print. for Coerce. Art 
Layout & Print. Design 
Intag. & Plano. Printing 
advanced Typography 

Litho. Plate Making 
Photoengraving 
Print. & Eng. in Bus. 
Tmplicating 
Proofreading 
Printing 1.athematics 
Print. Cost. Acct. 
rst. . Pro'. Proble'i 

Ad. Print. Techniques 
shop Supervsicn 
Plant Org. & Layout 
Printshop arw.g. I 

Printshop Manag. II 
of Pub1!st. 

Gen. 3raphic Arts 
Occup. Thera. Print. 
Research in Gr. Arts 
Special rob1es 
1eth. ol' T3ach. Print. 
ildvanced Problems 

XII. Type of credit: Semester hour; Quarter hour. 



XIII. Time spent for each hour cf credit: 

Hours in class Houri in laboratory 

XIV. Equinent in laboratory: (:ive number of aeh) 

Cy1inier presses__________ Line Casting machines 
Autcìatic job Imposing tables _________ 
Hand-fed job ________ 

Type (no. fac'es) _________ 
Folders _________ 

_____ 
Type cabinets 

Pap r cutters ________ 
Staplers _________ 

Paper drills _________ 
________ 

Proof presses 
¿1uc saw 

________ 
Stereo cuì box 

XV. Job -lacement for those copletim the ranMc arts progt 

All _______; Most ; Soie__________ 

XVI. there nlced: 

a. Own prirtirx business 

b. V:orking for others in printinr inutry_____________ 

C. Teaching pratTh1 arts in high school_________________ 

d. Seme other trade________________ 

e. Other______________________________________________ 

-, XVII. Highest degree offered by your institution in incrstral arts: 
Bachelor 

; Yaster 
; 1nctor 

XVIII. Comments: 


